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Advances in biologically inspired robotic systems that is
aimed at reproducing mechanics, control, sensory and actua-
tion systems of human beings are rapidly growing, especially
in the fields of human-robot interaction and cooperation.
Indeed, studying and replicating the human behavior can
provide new insights into the development of robotic and
mechatronic systems operating in the medical domain
(rehabilitation, assistance, and surgery) and, more in general,
in all the application domains where collaborative robotics is
being applied.

In this special issue, we present several challenging
aspects of analysis and modeling of human behavior in
robotics with special attention to a key aspect, i.e., how
modeling and analysis can be translated into concrete guide-
lines for robot design and control. The focus is on novel sys-
tems and methods for the observation and analysis of human
behavior and advanced approaches to replicate this behavior
in robotic systems conceived for human-robot interaction. In
particular, this special issue will provide an evidence of the
paramount role of human behavior analysis and, in general,
human inspiration in the following domains: robot teleo-
peration, design and control of robotic hands for prostheses,
development of patient-tailored rehabilitation protocols, and
design and control of assistive and rehabilitation devices (e.g.,
lower-limb rehabilitation devices, exoskeletons, and head
and neck positioning devices).

The paper by Rybarczyk et al. shows the intuitiveness of
human control of a bioinspired motion pattern with respect
to nonbioinspired control. The quality of the user control
of a mobile robot was assessed by comparing teleoperated
control of the bioinspired motion pattern where the robot

speed is set according to the two-third power law—a law that
underlies human-like motion behavior—with the manual
steering mode where speed and direction is under the users’
control and the nonbioinspired steering mode where speed
is set linearly with direction. The results demonstrated that
the performance in terms of time required to complete the
path, number of collisions with obstacles, and trajectory
smoothness are significantly better in the biological condi-
tion than in the two other conditions. Therefore, implement-
ing a human-like behavior on a robot could significantly
simplify the ability of a human operator to control it.

Llop-Harillo et al. present an index that evaluates the
anthropomorphism of artificial robotic hands for amputees
by comparing the dexterity of artificial hands with the human
hand. The index was derived by studying human grasping
actions, functionality of human hands, and the components
of robotic hands. Thirteen prosthetic robot hands are evalu-
ated. Results obtained by the comparison of the proposed
index with other metric indexes showed that the index is
quick, appropriate, and efficient in evaluating the anthropo-
morphism of artificial robotic hands. Therefore, it could rep-
resent a useful tool in the hand design stage to maximize
hand functionality.

The paper by Hu et al. proposes to explore a new method
to enable faster robot learning from humans. The study uses
a hierarchical learning from demonstration structure of task-
parameterized models for everyday object movement tasks.
The approach uses the task-parameterized Gaussian mixture
model (TP-GMM) algorithm to encode sets of demonstra-
tions in separate models each corresponding to a different
task. It is shown that the approach produces better results
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as compared with learning a single TP-GMM model and
allows the robot to generalize movements to undemonstrated
ones. The results have been validated both in simulations and
on real hardware.

Goffredo et al. analyzed kinematic data registered on 68
poststroke patients during 20 daily sessions of robot-aided
upper-limb rehabilitation. A planar end-effector robot was
used, and motor performance was evaluated during point-
to-point trajectories executed with different direction
changes. The obtained results, in terms of movement
accuracy, movement, speed, number of peak speed, and task
completion time, demonstrated an improvement in motor
performance dependent onmovement direction and the level
of motor impairment. Their work suggests that rapid changes
in kinematic data can be seen over the first 5 sessions and
may be maximum for movements involving the shoulder
and elbow flexion and extension. This outlines the impor-
tance of designing patient-tailored rehabilitative protocols.

In Ramakrishnan et al., traditional approaches to gait
parameter analysis are examined to give a more comprehen-
sive and broader perspective of gait. In particular, a new
combined gait asymmetry metric (CGAM) was developed
using 13 spatial, temporal, and kinetic gait parameters. The
new index was used to evaluate how rehabilitation therapies
change gait asymmetries on six poststroke patients. The
experimental results showed that the proposed CGAM
metric has the potential to be used as a quantitative metric
for impairments causing gait asymmetries, where a decrease
in the CGAM score after therapy means that subject gait
improved.

The work byWang et al. explores how human gait during
overground walking on different grounds (i.e., different kind
of pavements) affect interjoint coordination (knee-ankle and
hip-knee) with and without exoskeleton. Experimental tests
were performed on 8 healthy subjects and the continuous rel-
ative phase (CRP) has been analyzed to examine changes in
kinematics across one gait cycle. The obtained results
revealed that CRP is independent of whether or not the exo-
skeleton is used but varies depending on the compressive
capacity and unevenness of pavements. CRP is a promising
parameter for use in optimizing the design of exoskeletons
for motor recovery and ambulation in real-world
environments.

In Park et al.’s study, human gait during stair walking is
explored to improve the design of gait training robots. The
study highlights the importance of stair walk training. By
analyzing stair gait patterns of 6 healthy subjects and using
the obtained results, in terms of angular trajectories, joint
range of motion, and joint relative displacement, they extract
standard patterns of stair ascent and descent to be applied on
a lower-limb robotic rehabilitation system for vertical motion
of footplates. The resulting trajectories enabling natural stair-
climbing motions.

In the paper by Miyake et al., human gait is again studied
to improve exoskeleton design and the control of overground
walking in exoskeletons. The study proposes a new method
based on a radial basis function network to predict toe clear-
ance during walking, with the aim of decreasing the risk of
tripping. The authors measured several parameters of the

hip, knee, and ankle joints of 11 subjects (data from 6 subjects
were used for training the network and data from 5 subjects
were used for testing the approach) at the beginning of the
swing phase. The obtained results demonstrated that the pro-
posed approach can be used to predict both the maximum
toe clearance in the earlier swing phase and the minimum
toe clearance in the later swing phase at the same time.

Finally, the paper by Zhang et al. explores human head
and neck kinematics for the critical cancer treatment. They
present a novel design for a proton heavy ion radiotherapy
chair with a head and neck positioning device. The design
is based on kinematic analysis of posture and on ergonomic
evaluations. The proposed design was tested on 12 healthy
subjects and the obtained results demonstrated that the pro-
posed device meets the head and neck positioning require-
ments of users proving that a human-centred design is useful.
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Learning from demonstration (LfD) enables a robot to emulate natural human movement instead of merely executing
preprogrammed behaviors. This article presents a hierarchical LfD structure of task-parameterized models for object movement
tasks, which are ubiquitous in everyday life and could benefit from robotic support. Our approach uses the task-parameterized
Gaussian mixture model (TP-GMM) algorithm to encode sets of demonstrations in separate models that each correspond to a
different task situation. The robot then maximizes its expected performance in a new situation by either selecting a good
existing model or requesting new demonstrations. Compared to a standard implementation that encodes all demonstrations
together for all test situations, the proposed approach offers four advantages. First, a simply defined distance function can be
used to estimate test performance by calculating the similarity between a test situation and the existing models. Second, the
proposed approach can improve generalization, e.g., better satisfying the demonstrated task constraints and speeding up task
execution. Third, because the hierarchical structure encodes each demonstrated situation individually, a wider range of task
situations can be modeled in the same framework without deteriorating performance. Last, adding or removing demonstrations
incurs low computational load, and thus, the robot’s skill library can be built incrementally. We first instantiate the proposed
approach in a simulated task to validate these advantages. We then show that the advantages transfer to real hardware for a task
where naive participants collaborated with a Willow Garage PR2 robot to move a handheld object. For most tested scenarios,
our hierarchical method achieved significantly better task performance and subjective ratings than both a passive model with
only gravity compensation and a single TP-GMM encoding all demonstrations.

1. Introduction

Many modern humanoid robots are designed to operate in
human environments, like homes and hospitals. If designed
well, such robots could help humans accomplish tasks and
lower their physical and/or mental workload. One particu-
larly interesting task type is jointly manipulating an object
with a partner [1], as it requires human collaboration, shared
physical control, and adapting to new situations. The way in
which one creates new robot behaviors or updates known
behaviors should be intuitive and natural so that users who
are not familiar with robotics can easily customize the robot
to their specific environment and needs. This research is

aimed at designing an intelligent robot controller that
achieves these desired characteristics.

As opposed to having an operator devise control policies
and reprogram the robot for every new situation it encoun-
ters, learning from demonstration (LfD, also known as
programming by demonstration (PbD)) provides a direct
method for robots to learn and replicate human behaviors
[2, 3]. LfD control policies are learned from demonstrations
in which a human teacher controls the robot to accomplish
the task. Various learning algorithms are suitable for encod-
ing interactions recorded during demonstrations, such as
hidden Markov models (HMMs) [4] and hidden semi-
Markov models (HSMMs) [5]. By extending the HSMM
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framework, Rozo et al. enabled the robot to be proactive if the
partner does not follow the demonstrations, which were
encoded by the observed temporal patterns and sequential
information [6]. Dynamic motion primitives (DMPs) [7]
provide another framework for interaction encoding, for
example, learning an adaptive, sensor-driven interaction
between two coupled agents [8]. Instead of learning or plac-
ing basis functions for the forcing term, Pervez et al. pre-
sented a DMP-based method that accommodates spatial
and temporal variations in demonstrations, different initial
and final conditions, and partial executions by directly
encoding the phase variable and forcing term value in a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and synthesizing the forc-
ing term at test time using Gaussian mixture regression
(GMR) [9].

Another promising learning framework is using a GMM
and GMR directly on the demonstrated trajectories, where
multiple channels of information (e.g., position and velocity
of the robot gripper) are encoded jointly by a GMM. The
conditional probability density function of the outputs on
the inputs can be calculated and used in GMR for a wide
range of applications such as trajectory retrieval [10]. The
task-parameterized GMM (TP-GMM) framework utilizes
task parameters to annotate demonstrations, and it allows
generalization to undemonstrated situations bymanipulating
the demonstrated data with respect to the undemonstrated
task parameters [11]. Rozo et al. used the TP-GMM frame-
work for human-robot collaborative tasks, additionally
modeling the robot dynamics with an impedance model that
has unit mass and constant damping [12]. In a similar spirit,
Pervez and Lee developed task-parameterized DMP (TP-
DMP) to include such task parameters in a mixture of GMMs
[13], extending the GMM that previously encoded only the
phase variable and the forcing term value in [9].

In addition to utilizing various learning frameworks, LfD
approaches create the opportunity for the robot to determine
when new demonstrations are needed, thus avoiding poor or
even dangerous actions. Uncertainty in generalized trajecto-
ries or cost functions has been used as a trigger for requesting
demonstrations, where uncertainty can be calculated from,
e.g., Query by Bagging [14] or a Gaussian Process (GP)
[15]. Chernova and Veloso used confidence in execution to
detect unfamiliar or ambiguous states that require new dem-
onstrations [16]. In another approach, a GMM gating model
that is based on observed human motions determines
whether the test task is likely to be contained in the Interac-
tion ProMPs that the robot has already learned or whether
new demonstrations are necessary [17]. In these approaches,
the new test is compared to what the robot has experienced,
and new demonstrations are requested when the robot deems
it necessary. On the other hand, Abi-Farraj et al. considered
generalized trajectories for refining the learned distribution
via an information gain threshold so that the robot does
not need to request additional demonstrations [18].

Many approaches are aimed at building skill libraries
from demonstrations. For example, Muelling et al. learn a
library of DMPs from demonstrations for table tennis, and
at test time, the output control policy is a weighted average
of the DMP skills generated from a kernel function on input

stimuli (hitting position and velocity) and weight parameters
that prioritize certain skills obtained using reinforcement
learning [19]. Since a weighted average was used as a means
for generalization, predicting task performance for tests was
difficult, i.e., the combination of a set of good demonstrations
may not necessarily result in good behavior, and thus, rein-
forcement learning was necessary to prune or prioritize cer-
tain skills in the DMP library [19]. As a result, when a new
motion primitive is added or an existing one is deleted, the
library may need to be retrained for it to converge again. In
contrast, online learning is achieved in [17] by incrementally
building the GMM gating model and the Interaction
ProMPs, while the gating model selects only one most likely
model for generalization. Other examples that incremen-
tally build skill libraries from new demonstrations include
[20–22]. Existing methods that incrementally train GMMs
have also been adapted for TP-GMMs [23].

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical framework that
considers the three aspects of LfD mentioned above. First,
we utilize the TP-GMM algorithm [11] as the basis for
demonstration encoding and generalization because of its
validated merits in many tasks. Second, our utility functions
operate on task parameters and allow the robot to determine
when to request new demonstrations. Third, we incremen-
tally build a library of TP-GMMs to continuously improve
test performance as new demonstrations become available.

Our approach is most similar in spirit to [13, 17]. Akin to
[13], we build a single skill (GMM) from one or more dem-
onstrations corresponding to the same task parameters. We
also aim to learn from a small number of available demon-
strations and overcome the sparsity of task parameters in
training data, although our approach uses a gating function
(as does [17]) to choose the most applicable skill for general-
ization with TP-GMM instead of mixing skills together [13].
Consequently, it is possible to determine when new demon-
strations are required in both our approach and [17] but
not in [13], and our approach can incrementally build the
skill library as new demonstrations become available, while
[13] learns from batch data. Another important difference
between our approach and [13] is that because task parame-
ters are encoded in GMMs and their numerical differences
determine the relative contributions of the mixture [13], it
is not straightforward to include orientation of relevant
objects/frames in the task parameters: for example, a Euler
angle of 0:9π rad is numerically closer to 0:5π rad than to −
0:9π rad, but one could expect the skill from −0:9π rad to
be more relevant when extrapolating to 0:9π rad.

As for [17], demonstrations are represented by linear
combinations of basis functions, and the weights are encoded
in the GMM. As a result, each demonstration contributes
only one data point to the GMM training procedure, and
the dimensionality of the weight space depends on the num-
ber of basis functions, which may need to be high to have
enough expressiveness in constructing the trajectories; these
two factors combined may make it necessary to acquire a
large number of demonstrations to avoid overfitting. In addi-
tion, task parameters are not considered in [17], and thus,
this approach is more suitable when distinguishing and per-
forming multiple types of tasks, e.g., if the robot needs to
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hand over objects and help humans stand up. In contrast, our
approach and [13] consider different instances of the same
task type and are aimed at improving generalization perfor-
mance when, e.g., the position of the human receiving the
object changes. Finally, our approach utilizes TP-GMM
directly on trajectories, so it is possible to include the posi-
tion, velocity, time, and/or force dimensions in the model
depending on the task, making our approach more versatile
than the trajectory retrieval functions in [13, 17].

The main contributions of this work are a hierarchical
LfD structure of task-parameterized models for object
movement tasks, as well as analysis of the generalization per-
formance of TP-GMM and the proposed hierarchical frame-
work both in simulation and on real hardware. The simulated
movement task shows that our hierarchical structure can
predict test performance via a utility function that measures
task situation similarity, improve generalization perfor-
mance, and reduce computational load during training. The
real movement task shows that a robot controlled by the pro-
posed hierarchical structure collaborates with human sub-
jects more effectively than TP-GMM or a passive robot. We
focus on an object movement task, such as the scenario
shown in Figure 1, because it is ubiquitous in everyday life
and could benefit from robot assistance.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we first briefly introduce the TP-GMM algo-
rithm [11] and use a simplistic task to illustrate potential
issues with its typical implementation. Then, we introduce
the proposed hierarchical structure that utilizes TP-GMM,
which we instantiate and compare against typical TP-GMM
in a simulated movement task. Finally, we detail the
human-subject study where naive users collaboratively
manipulated an object with a Willow Garage PR2 and evalu-
ated its performance with the typical TP-GMM algorithm,
the proposed hierarchical structure, and passive gravity
compensation.

2.1. Overview of the Task-Parameterized Gaussian Mixture
Model Algorithm. We use TP-GMM [11] to encode demon-
strations and generate controller commands during test time.
TP-GMM has been used to enable a robot to learn collabora-
tive beam lifting [24] as well as object transportation and
chair assembly [12]; its typical implementation, which we call
vanilla TP-GMM (VT), has shown good generalization capa-
bilities in these applications.

In the following sections, we use task situations to denote
particular instances of a task: for example, in the object-
moving task, moving from point A to point B and moving
from point A to point C are two different task situations. In
the context of TP-GMM, the task parameters fully define a
task situation.

2.1.1. The TP-GMM Algorithm. The nth demonstration
(n = 1, 2,⋯,N) contains Ln data points (fξn,lgLnl=1), and each
data point may have dimensions of time, position, velocity,
etc., at a given time step. The task parameters (p) are defined
as P affine transformations (fAp, bpgPp=1) that include infor-
mation about the task situation (e.g., poses of the start and
goal frames). In addition, task parameters need to be compat-
ible with the data; for example, if each data point contains the
instantaneous 3D Cartesian position and velocity of the robot
gripper, i.e., ξ = ½x⊤ v⊤�⊤, one can define

Ap =
Rp 0

0 Rp

" #
ð1Þ

and bp = r⊤p 0
Â Ã⊤, where Rp and rp represent the orien-

tation and position of the pth relevant reference frame so
that matrix operations such as A−1

p ðξ − bpÞ are valid and
physically meaningful.

Algorithm 1 includes a brief overview of the TP-GMM
algorithm. The training step contains only the ENCODE
function, which transforms data points into each task frame

Partner

Object

Slave

Obstacle

Robot

Master

Teacher

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Training and testing scenarios for collaborative manipulation with a Willow Garage PR2. (a) The teacher teleoperates the robot to
manipulate an object with the partner. (b) The robot collaborates with the partner during evaluation.
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and then fits a TP-GMM Π = fπm, fμðpÞm , Σp
mg

P

p=1 g
M

m=1
, where

M is the number of Gaussian clusters, πm is the mixture coef-

ficient, and fμðpÞm , Σp
mg are the Gaussian mean and covariance

matrices of the mth cluster in the pth task frame. The
FITGMM function is close to the standard procedure in fit-
ting a GMMwith expectation maximization. The testing step
includes two functions: DECODE transforms each Gaussian
cluster in Π according to the test task parameters and gener-
ates a regular GMM π in the global frame, and GMR com-
putes a trajectory for the test situation, which can be used
as controller commands. For example, the output ξℴ could

be the velocity and the input ξi the position of a robot grip-
per, i.e., during automatic execution, the robot could derive
the desired velocity given its current position.

TP-GMM exploits locally consistent features among
demonstrations in each task frame (ENCODE) and trans-
forms them according to new situations (DECODE), gener-
ally yielding reliable performance for both interpolation
and extrapolation in many applications [12, 24].

However, TP-GMM does not have an explicit estimate of
how well the local information would perform with respect to
the new task situation in GMR; therefore, it cannot deter-
mine when new demonstrations are necessary. For example,
it may have poor generalization when the new task situation
is too different from what has been demonstrated. In addi-
tion, GMR may have trouble even when the test situation is
exactly the same as a demonstrated one, depending on the
quality and consistency of the demonstrated data. These
potential issues are illustrated in the next section.

2.1.2. TP-GMM with a Simplistic Task. Suppose the task of
interest is moving from a known start position to a known
goal position on a one-dimensional line, and the strategy that
generates demonstrations uniformly connects the start and
goal points in 100 time steps, as shown in Figure 2. In this
example, data points contain ξ = t x½ �⊤, where t = 1, 2,⋯,
100 is the time step and x is the coordinate. Consequently,
we include the start and the goal task frames for task parame-
ters when training a TP-GMM, and for each, we have A = I2
and b = 0 r½ �⊤, where r represents the location of the frame.
Without loss of generality, the start positions of all task situa-
tions are at x = 0.

Using vanilla TP-GMM with M = 3 in Algorithm 1, we
can generalize trajectories for different test situations (ξi = t
and ξℴ = x), as shown in Figure 3. We use three clusters in this
simulation because they generally cover the trajectories
well and require little time to train, but other numbers
work as well.

It can be seen that the generalized trajectories cover the
distance between the start and goal positions well
(Figure 3(a)), but they no longer contain uniform step
lengths (Figure 3(b)). If the start and goal are close to each
other (e.g., demonstration 1 in Figure 3), the generalized tra-
jectory may even reverse the direction of motion at time
values around 30 and 70, where the dominant Gaussian clus-
ter changes. On the other hand, if the start and goal are far
from each other (e.g., test 3 in Figure 3), the generalized tra-
jectory may cause very large velocities near the same time
points. Inconsistencies such as reversed motion direction
and high magnitude velocity may cause instabilities on real
hardware and might seem like faulty behaviors to a naive
user. Another inconsistency is that the generalized first and
last trajectory points do not always align with the prescribed
start and goal positions, as shown in Figure 3(b), which may
cause jumps at the beginning and end of autonomous execu-
tion. Importantly, although the types and locations of the
inconsistencies can vary in different implementations, their
existence is not specific to the task or the number of clus-
ters used in simulation.

procedure VT-TRAIN(ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1, fptrain,ng
N
n=1)

Π = ENCODE(ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1, fptrain,ng
N
n=1)

returnΠ
procedure VT-TEST(Π, ptest)

π = DECODE(Π, ptest)
ξℴ = GMR(π, ξi)
returnξℴ

procedure ENCODE(ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1, fptrain,ng
N
n=1)

forn = 1 to Ndo
forl = 1 to Lndo
forp = 1 to Pdo

XðpÞ
n,l =A−1

train,n,pðξn,l − btrain,n,pÞ
Xn,l = Xð1Þ

n,l
⊤

Xð2Þ
n,l

⊤
⋯ XðPÞ

n,l
⊤

h i⊤
Π = fπm, fμðpÞm , ΣðpÞ

m gPp=1g
M

m=1

= FITGMM(ffXn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1))
returnΠ

procedure DECODE(Π, ptest)
form = 1 to Mdo
forp = 1 to PdobμðpÞ

m =Atest,pμ
ðpÞ
m + btest,pbΣðpÞ

m =Atest,p ΣðpÞ
m A⊤

test,p

Σm =
�
∑P

p=1
bΣðp−1Þ
m

�−1

μm = Σm∑
P
p=1

bΣðp−1Þ
m bμðpÞ

m

π = fπm, μm, ΣmgMm=1
returnπ

procedure GMR(π, ξi)
form = 1 to Mdo
μm = μim

⊤ μℴm⊤
Â Ã⊤

Σm =
Σi
m Σiℴ

m

Σℴi
m Σℴ

m

" #
bμm = μℴm + Σℴi

mΣi
m
−1ðξi − μimÞ

hm = πmN ð ξi ∣ μim, Σi
mÞ/∑M

m′=1πm′N ð ξi ∣ μi
m′ , Σi

m′Þ
ξℴ =∑M

m=1hmbμm
returnξℴ

Algorithm 1: Given demonstrations ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1 for N situations

fptrain,ngNn=1 and test situation ptest, find a trajectory ξℴ for the test
situation using vanilla TP-GMM.
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Figure 2: Demonstrated trajectories for a simplistic movement task. Circles represent the start positions, and triangles represent the goal
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Figure 3: Generalized trajectories for the two demonstrated situations and three new test situations using vanilla TP-GMM. (a) Generalized
trajectories. (b) Generalized trajectories over time.
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What causes this difficulty with generalization? TP-
GMM can be viewed as being similar to a regression algo-
rithm: task parameters are the independent variables, and
trajectories are generalized from local information in each
task frame. Consequently, the exact information from each
individual training point may be lost (e.g., demonstration 1
in Figure 3). In addition, because the function that maps task
parameters to trajectories is highly nonlinear, the regression
model does not have enough information to accurately gen-
eralize for a test point outside of the trained region (e.g., test
3 in Figure 3). Vanilla TP-GMM can have good generaliza-
tion properties (test 2 in Figure 3), but it does not offer an
estimate of generalized performance and thus cannot differ-
entiate between tests 1, 2, and 3. Instead, it has to rely on
the robot controller to handle the potential peculiarities of
the generated trajectory. Additionally, because information
from demonstrations is stored locally with respect to each
task frame, the original global strategy (in this case, connect-
ing start and goal positions with uniform step lengths) is
largely lost after modeling in TP-GMM.

2.2. Hierarchical Task-Parameterized Learning from
Demonstration. To preserve the powerful generalization
capability of TP-GMM and overcome the previously dis-
cussed shortcomings, we propose a hierarchical structure
(HS) that explicitly reasons about task parameters using three
utility functions in the following steps.

First, we define a distance function that operates on a pair
of task situations and outputs a scalar value, representing
how similar the two situations are to each other. We argue
that this scalar value can serve to estimate test performance,
which can then be a trigger for requesting demonstrations.
Second, sets of demonstrations associated with the same task
parameters are each encoded as their own TP-GMM. Third,
given a test situation, we use the distance function to select
the TP-GMM from only the most similar situation. In addi-
tion, with only one situation per TP-GMM, we can manipu-
late the Gaussian clusters to enhance generalization with two
morphing functions, because the exact information and
strategy from that individual training data set are preserved.
Finally, the hierarchical structure makes it straightforward
to encode a large variety of task situations in the same
framework.

This section empirically validates the distance function
as a test performance estimator, the steps in the proposed
hierarchical structure, and the improvements of our
approach compared to vanilla TP-GMM for a simulated
movement task.

2.2.1. Simulated Task Definition. We use a movement task
with three task frames, representing the start (R1, r1), goal
(R2, r2), and via (R3, r3) points on a two-dimensional plane.
Task parameters for these frames include rotation matrices
with x-axes parallel to a vector pointing from the start to
the goal, z-axes pointing out of the page, and y-axes following
the right-hand rule. The demonstration strategy uniformly
connects the start and via points using a straight line with
100 time steps and then uniformly connects the via and goal
points using a straight line with another 100 time steps

(ξ = t x y½ �⊤, where t = 1, 2,⋯, 200), as shown in
Figure 4. We call a unique specification of the frame ranges
a task configuration.

We use this example task to instantiate the utility func-
tions and the evaluation procedure in the following subsec-
tions. Nevertheless, the hierarchical structure can also be
used in other tasks and/or with different data dimensions
(such as in Section 2.3).

2.2.2. Distance Function. For the example task, we define the
distance function in Algorithm 2 for two task situations
(pA and pB): the task frames of the compared situations
are transformed into their start frames, and the distance
function value is calculated as the sum of squares of the dis-
tances between the corresponding goal and via points. Note
that there may be many possible definitions for the distance
function; for example, one could also choose to include a
norm on the rotation matrices. Our particular definition
builds on the understanding that TP-GMM aligns clusters
in each task frame, and thus, the task frames’ positions with
respect to each other are more important than their absolute
positions in the world frame.

To understand the distance function, consider the two-
frame task in Section 2.1.2, where Algorithm 2 would simply
calculate the square of the distances between the goals of each
situation. In particular, DISTANCEðptest,3, pdemo,1Þ =
ð3 − 1Þ2 = 4, while DISTANCEðptest,3, pdemo,2Þ = ð3 − 2Þ2 = 1.
Therefore, test 3 would be consideredmore similar to demon-
stration 2 than it is to demonstration 1.

2.2.3. Situation and GMM Morphing. Similar to using DMP
on generalized trajectories from a GP to ensure that the pre-
scribed goals are reached [15], we introduce a generalization-
enhancing strategy that is specific to the movement task: if
the start and goal points become farther or closer to each
other, then the trajectory can be proportionately stretched
or compressed in the start-goal direction to accommodate
the change:

T =
r2 − r1ð Þ r2 − r1ð Þ⊤
r2 − r1ð Þ⊤ r2 − r1ð Þ , ð2Þ

r = x y½ �⊤, ð3Þ

r′ = r1 + αT r − r1ð Þ + I − Tð Þ r − r1ð Þ
= I + αT − Tð Þr − α − 1ð ÞTr1,

ð4Þ

where T is the projection operator along a unit vector from
start (r1) to goal (r2), r is an arbitrary point of the original tra-
jectory, α is the scalar value representing the extent of
stretching or compression, and r′ is the proportionately
changed new trajectory point, as shown in Figure 5.

Consequently, we can generate task parameters and
Gaussian clusters for the new situation in the same manner.
Algorithm 3 details how this process can be carried out in
accordance with the current definition of ξ = t x y½ �⊤
(see definitions of T′ and T″), where T is defined in Equation
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(3). The morphed task situation and GMM clusters are
plotted in Figure 5.

2.2.4. Hierarchical Structure. With the utility functions
defined in Algorithms 2 and 3, we propose a hierarchical
structure for TP-GMM, shown in Algorithm 4. Demon-
strations from each situation are encoded in separate
TP-GMMs (Πn) in the training step. In the test step,
the new situation is maximally matched with each demon-
strated situation (the arg min step in the for loop), and we
select the overall best match n⋆ for generalization in the
DECODE function if the matched result dn⋆ is below a
prescribed threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, new
demonstrations should be requested. This process serves
as a gating function, similar to the one in [17]. Finally, the
Gaussian clusters in the generated world-frame GMM π⋆
are inversely morphed with α−1n⋆ to ensure that the final
GMM π is compatible with and applicable to the actual,

desired test situation ptest. Note that the arg min step in the
for loop in Algorithm 4 can be solved analytically, because
of the linear operations on the task parameters and the
L2-norms.

2.2.5. Validation of HS in Simulation.We conducted simula-
tions to empirically validate the hierarchical structure and
compare its performance with vanilla TP-GMM (VT). The
simulation procedure is detailed in Algorithm 5. We used
N train = 2, 3,⋯, 10 and Mtest = 100 to explore how test per-
formance changes with an increasing number of demon-
strated situations. We repeated SIM 20 times for each value
of N train so that we could extensively sample both training
and test situations. We used dthreshold =∞ with HS to disable
new demonstration requests because VT cannot preemp-
tively stop execution. Finally, we used three different task
configurations of start, goal, and via frame sampling ranges
to verify the hierarchical framework’s performance.

Figure 6 shows sample generalized trajectories for a test
with three demonstrated task situations. We used EVAL in
Algorithm 5 to calculate generalization errors as the squares
of the distances between the first generalized trajectory point
and the start frame, the last trajectory point and the goal
frame, and the 100th trajectory point and the via frame.
These three pairs of points should coincide for a trajectory
that was perfectly generated according to the original demon-
stration strategy, yielding zero error.

procedure DISTANCE(pA, pB)
d = 0
forj = 2 to 3do
d = d + kR⊤

1,Aðrj,A − r1,AÞ − R⊤
1,Bðrj,B − r1,BÞk

returnd

Algorithm 2: Distance function.
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Figure 4: An example task situation and its trajectory. The frame ranges show the regions from which each task frame is randomly sampled.
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(1) Distance Function as a Performance Estimator. For the
task configuration shown in Figure 4, Figure 7 shows the
accumulated generalization errors against the corresponding
distance function values. For brevity, we show results only
when two, five, or eight situations were demonstrated. The
general trend that the upper bounds of the generalization
errors are roughly linearly proportional to the distance func-
tion value is true for all numbers of demonstrations. In other
words, the distance value can serve as a cautious estimator of
generalization errors so that if the user needs to maintain a
minimum level of performance (maximum allowed general-
ization error), he or she can prevent task execution if the dis-
tance value is above a certain threshold and can instead
provide more demonstrations to the robot.

(2) Generalization Performance. Figure 7 shows that HS
achieved better performance (lower generalization errors)
than VT. The accumulated generalization errors are shown
for a few different task configurations in Figure 8 to fully
verify that observation. It can be seen that as the number

of demonstrated situations increases from two to nine
(we explain the results with ten situations in the next
point), generalization errors become lower for both VT and
HS. Nevertheless, HS almost always has significantly better
performance than VT.

To showcase the difference in performance during inter-
polation/extrapolation, we performed an additional test
where the training demonstrations were generated from the
task configuration shown in Figure 4, while the goal frame
ranges of test task configurations may be closer to or farther
away from the start frame range, as shown in Figure 9.
Because TP-GMM utilizes affine transformations as task
parameters as opposed to scalar values or position vectors,
we chose these test task configurations to indicate that the
test task parameters could be drawn from the same distribu-
tion as the training task parameters (interpolation, test goal
frame range 3) or from different distributions (extrapolation,
test goal frame ranges 1, 2, 4, and 5). The simulation proce-
dure was the same as Algorithm 5, and we used N train = 5

2.5
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1.5

1

0.5y

0

–0.5

0.5 1 2 3
x

3.5 4 5 5.54.52.51.5

–1.5
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Original start frame

Original goal frame

Original via frame

Original trajectory

Morphed GMM clusters
Morphed start frame

Morphed goal frame

Morphed via frame

Morphed GMM clusters
Stretching/compressing direction

Morphed trajectory

Figure 5: Illustration of Equations (2), (3) and (4) and the morphing functions in Algorithm 3. The original task frames are randomly
sampled, and the original trajectory and GMM clusters are generated from the demonstration strategy and trained accordingly. The
morphed frames, trajectory, and GMM clusters are calculated from the original ones with α = 1:5. Note that the original and morphed
start frames coincide.
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and Mtest = 100. The accumulated generalization errors are
shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that performance was
the best for both VT and HS during interpolation, and per-
formance decreased more severely for heavier extrapolation
(test goal frame ranges 1 and 5). Nevertheless, HS consis-
tently achieved better results than VT in all configurations.

(3) Effect of an Outlier Situation. We mentioned that
TP-GMM can be seen as a regression algorithm, with the task
parameters as independent variables and the trajectories as
dependent variables. Therefore, we explored the effect of
having outlier training data in TP-GMM when there were
ten demonstrated situations in the simulation procedure:
the tenth situation had a different sampling range for the
via frame, as shown in the top panels of Figure 8. It can be
seen that VT suffered from this single outlier: compared to
results with nine and sometimes even two demonstrated sit-
uations (see e1 in Figure 8(a) and e2 in Figure 8(c)), average
generalization errors increased when demonstrations from
ten situations were available, even though more training data
is often assumed to improve test performance. On the other
hand, HS was not affected by the outlier and maintained
the same level of performance, because task parameters were
used to first filter the training data, and only the most similar
situation was used in generalization.

Note that although the outlier situations differ from the
majority of the training data from the model’s point of view,
they may still be of interest to users and hence should be
learned by the robot. Therefore, it may be more sensible for
vanilla TP-GMM to encode the different situations in a sep-
arate model so that the robot can handle the outlier situations

without affecting performance for the regular situations.
However, to the best of our knowledge, allowing a robot to
automatically determine when to create a new model is still
an open problem regarding TP-GMM, precisely because the
strengths of TP-GMM include handling data from varied
task situations.

(4) Training Time. Another advantage that HS offers is
reducing computational load when demonstrations from
new situations become available gradually. The VT-TRAIN
function always encodes all demonstrations together, which
means previously encoded demonstrations have to be stored
for reuse later. On the other hand, because HS-TRAIN
encodes each situation in a separate TP-GMM, only new data
needs processing when it becomes available. Figure 11 shows
the time spent only in training TP-GMMs as the number of
available situations increases in the simulation procedure:
HS consistently took little time to encode new data, while
VT had to spend more time encoding everything.

Note that here we stored all demonstrations and com-
puted a new TP-GMM every time for VT, instead of using
one of the incremental TP-GMM methods in [23] because
of the following reasons. First, the generative technique in
[23] does not save computation time compared to VT
because it samples trajectories using the existing model to
represent previously encoded trajectories, which are then
encoded with new trajectories to form a completely new
model. Furthermore, performance may suffer because sam-
pled trajectories are used in the new model instead of actual
demonstrations. Second, the model addition technique in
[23] will also take strictly more time than HS because it
encodes new demonstrations in a new model like HS and
then has to concatenate and optimize the previous and the
new models together. Third, the direct update technique
[23] assumes that the old demonstrations and the new ones
are drawn from the same distribution, which is problematic
because we sample from a relatively large number of task
situations or even an outlier situation.

The advantage of reduced computational load is also true
when removing demonstrations. In this example, HS can
identify the outlier in the 10 demonstrated situations,
because it was never selected for generalization, and thus,
the corresponding TP-GMM could be deleted from the
robot’s database without affecting performance. In contrary,
there is no inherent method in VT to identify the outlier,
and even if a human operator identifies the outlier situation
to be deleted, a new TP-GMM has to be trained from scratch
to recover the performance of the nine remaining inlier dem-
onstrations. Incremental methods such as [15, 23] do not
seem to consider removing demonstrations.

2.2.6. Comparison Summary between HS and VT. Compared
to vanilla TP-GMM, the proposed hierarchical structure has
higher complexity because it encodes a separate TP-GMM
for each demonstrated task situation and has several utility
functions to compare and morph test situations against dem-
onstrated ones. However, this structured approach enables a
robot to differentiate between the demonstrated situations

procedure MORPH_TASK(p, α)
fori = 1 to 3do

Ri′= Ri

ri′= ðI + αT − TÞri − ðα − 1ÞTr1
Ai′=

1 0

0 Ri′

" #
bi′= 0 ri′

⊤
h i⊤

returnΠ
procedure MORPH_GMM(π, α, p)

T′ =
1 0

0 I + αT − T

" #

T′′ =
1 0

0 ðα − 1ÞT

" #
form = 1 to Mdo

μm′ = T′μm − T′′b1
Σm′ = T′ΣmT′

⊤

π′ = fπm, μm′ , Σm′ g
M
m=1

returnπ′

Algorithm 3: Utility functions that morph task situations and
Gaussian clusters in GMMs.
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and select the most similar experience for trajectory general-
ization. As a result, the robot can halt autonomous execution
if its expected performance is lower than a predefined thresh-
old. In contrast, VT does not offer these abilities. Because HS
selectively uses demonstrations during generalization, test
performance can also be improved via situation-specific
manipulation of trajectories using the morphing functions.
Moreover, it is possible to include a wide variety of task situ-
ations in the same HS framework without decreasing perfor-
mance, while VT may lose situation-specific information
because it effectively averages all demonstrations. Lastly,
new demonstrations can easily be added to the skill library
by creating a new TP-GMM, and poor or no-longer-wanted
demonstrations that are already encoded can easily be
removed with the hierarchical structure.

Special care needs to be considered when defining the
utility functions in HS. For tasks such as object movement,
Cartesian distances between corresponding task frames can
readily be used in the distance function because they utilize
the same information that TP-GMM considers. As for the
morphing functions, our example validates the effectiveness
of the hierarchical structure even with their simple and intu-
itive definitions. Other approaches, such as using reinforce-
ment learning to optimize task parameters [25], may be
used as well at the expense of additional design effort and
computational load.

2.3. Experiment Validation on Real Hardware.We tested our
proposed learning structure using a Willow Garage PR2 in
the real collaborative object-manipulating task shown in
Figure 1. The PR2 has two mirrored arms, each with four rev-
olute arm joints and three revolute wrist joints. We collected
demonstrations for three different task situations and con-

ducted a human-subject study to validate the generalization
performance of the proposed hierarchical structure in this
task. Fifteen adults participated in the study, each completing
the collaborative object-manipulation task under various task
situations, experiencing the demonstration process, and fill-
ing out questionnaires to evaluate their interactions with
the robot. The Penn IRB approved all experimental proce-
dures under protocol 829536. Subjects gave informed con-
sent and received no compensation for participating.

2.3.1. Task Definition. The left arm of the PR2 robot holds an
object (a rigid rectangular plate) together with the human
partner; the robot and the participant collaborate to move
the object from a start position to a goal position while avoid-
ing an obstacle. The plate has a mass of 0.77 kg and a size of
0.30m by 0.20m by 0.01m, and the obstacle is a slightly
tapered plastic cylinder with a top radius of 0.23m, as shown
in Figure 1. The minimum and maximum distances between
the robot end-effector at robot-shoulder height and the
shoulder joint are about 0.4m and 0.82m, so the size of the
obstacle is significant when compared to the robot’s work-
space. Thus, the robot’s trajectories during collaborative
movement need to make sense for the human partner for
the task to be successful.

2.3.2. Demonstrating Procedure. When collecting demon-
strations, we used the PR2’s right arm as the master and
its left arm as the slave in bilateral teleoperation [26].
The teacher guided the master to help the human partner
accomplish the desired task with the slave arm, therefore
directly feeling the motions and limits of the robot arm,
similar to how demonstrations are done in kinesthetic
teaching. Demonstration recordings included the Cartesian

procedure HS-TRAIN(ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1, fptrain,ng
N
n=1)

forn = 1 to Ndo
Πn = ENCODE(fξn,lgLnl=1, ptrain,n)

returnfΠngNn=1
procedure HS-TEST(fΠngNn=1, fptrain,ngNn=1, ptest, dthreshold)

forn = 1 to Ndo
αn = arg min

α
DISTANCEðMORPH TASKðptest, αÞ, ptrain,nÞ

pn =MORPH TASKðptest, αnÞ
dn = DISTANCEðpn, ptrain,nÞ

n⋆ = arg min
n

dn

ifdn⋆ < dthreshold
π⋆ = DECODE(Πn⋆ , pn⋆ )
π = MORPH_GMM(π⋆, α−1n⋆ , ptest)
ξℴ = GMR(π, ξi)
returnξℴ

else
Request new demonstrations.
return

Algorithm 4: Given demonstrations ffξn,lgLnl=1g
N

n=1 for N situations fptrain,ngNn=1 and test situation ptest, find a trajectory ξℴ for the test
situation using hierarchical TP-GMM.
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position of the slave’s wrist center calculated from forward
kinematics. Force feedback between the master and the slave
was achieved through a joint-level proportional-derivative
(PD) torque controller, and therefore, no force or torque
sensor was required.

For the master-side wrist joints, an additional virtual fix-
ture [27] was applied to help the teacher control the robot’s

hand orientation. The virtual fixture torques were calculated
using a PD controller with zero desired velocity:

τi,vf = Kp qi,vf − qi,m
À Á

− Kd _qi,m, ð5Þ

where qi,m are the desired wrist joint angles for the virtual
fixture. In the current work, we used the virtual fixture to

procedure SIM(N train, Mtest, start_range, goal_range, via_range)
forn = 1 to N traindo

Sample ptrain,n from sampling ranges

Generate a demonstration trajectory fξn,lg200l=1

ΠVT = VT-TRAIN(ffξn,lg200l=1g
N train

n=1 , fptrain,ngN train
n=1 )

fΠngNn=1 = HS-TRAIN(ffξn,lg200l=1g
N train

n=1 , fptrain,ngN train
n=1 )

form = 1 to Mtestdo
Sample ptest,m from sampling ranges
forn = 1 to N traindo
dm,n = DISTANCE(ptest,m, ptrain,n)

dm =min dm,n
ξℴVT = VT-TEST(ΠVT, ptest)
ξℴHS = HS-TEST(fΠngN train

n=1 , fptrain,ngN train
n=1 , ptest, ∞)

eVT,m = EVAL(ptest,m, ξℴVT)
eHS,m = EVAL(ptest,m, ξℴHS)

returnfdmgMtest
m=1 , feVT,mgMtest

m=1 , feHS,mgMtest
m=1

procedure EVAL(p, ξ)
e1 = kξ1 − r1k
e2 = kξ2 − r2k
e3 = kξ3 − r3k
returnfe1, e2, e3g

Algorithm 5: Simulation procedure.
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Figure 6: Generalized trajectories for a test when three demonstrated task situations are available: (a) vanilla TP-GMM (VT); (b) hierarchical
structure (HS).
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constrain one degree of freedom of the gripper orientation:
the desired center axis of the gripper frame was constrained
to be horizontal in the world frame, and qi,vf were found
using inverse kinematics. The virtual fixture could also be
used to satisfy task-specific requirements by choosing a dif-
ferent desired gripper orientation, e.g., when the carried
object needs to be tilted to go through a doorway.

2.3.3. Training Procedure and Robot Controller. The task
frames were defined to include positions rp and orientations
Rp of the start (p = 1), the goal (p = 2), and the obstacle (p = 3).
When collecting demonstrations, we used forward kinematics
to determine the start and the goal poses, and we calculated
the obstacle’s pose by making the robot’s end-effector touch
the edge of the cylindrical obstacle along its radial direction

and adding an offset of the cylinder’s radius. Because the start,
goal, and obstacle frames may have different orientations in
each task situation, we expanded the previously listed distance
function (Algorithm 2) to iteratively align all task frames, as
shown in Algorithm 6.

We assumed the existence of a desired trajectory corre-
sponding to each task situation. Given the robot’s wrist tra-
jectories (x) for a situation of interest, we resampled all
trajectories to L data points based on trajectory length and
used standard GMM/GMR to generate an average trajectory
(xavg) in the world frame for that task situation. We then

derived a desired trajectory for the task situation: xdes =

fxavg,lgLl=ld+1 xinterp
h i

, where ld serves as a look-ahead var-

iable to make the robot appear more active during execution
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Figure 7: Generalization errors against distance metric when different numbers of situations were demonstrated during training: (a) with two
situations; (b) with five situations; (c) with eight situations.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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Figure 8: Comparison of generalization errors when different numbers of situations were demonstrated. The robot behavior abbreviations
shown at the top stand for vanilla TP-GMM (VT) and hierarchical structure with TP- GMM (HS). Top panels show task configurations
and samples of task situations, where each task frame was sampled from the specified range. When ten situations were demonstrated, the
via frame of the tenth situation was drawn from an outlier range. Panels in the bottom three rows show boxplots of error metrics with
different numbers of demonstrated situations in the corresponding task configurations. The center box lines represent the medians, and
the box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles. Circles show mean values. An asterisk and a horizontal line below boxplots show that the
mean error from HS is significantly lower than the mean error from VT with p < 0:001.
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and xinterp is a linearly interpolated trajectory between the last
average trajectory point (xavg,L) and the goal of the task situ-
ation (r2) in ld steps. In the current work, L = 500 and ld = 50.
In the experiment, xavg,L was typically close the goal point,
and thus, xinterp generally was a short line segment connect-
ing xavg,L to the exact goal location.

We chose to learn TP-GMMs that use the robot’s 3D
wrist center position as the input and the desired 3D trajec-
tory point calculated from above as the output: ξi = x and
ξℴ = xdes. Consequently, the task parameters were defined as

Ap =
Rp 0

0 Rp

" #
ð6Þ

and bp = r⊤p r⊤p
Â Ã⊤, p = 1, 2, 3. We chose to use position

rather than time for parameterization to increase robustness
[28] and eliminate the need for phase estimation (e.g., [29])
or dynamic time warping. In addition, we updated defini-
tions of T′ and T″ in Algorithm 3 to accommodate 3D tra-
jectories and the dimensions of our TP-GMM:

T′ =
I + αT − T 0

0 I + αT − T

" #
,

T″ =
α − 1ð ÞT 0

0 α − 1ð ÞT

" #
:

ð7Þ

We selected three different task situations to collect
demonstrations. We collected five demonstrations for each
situation to ensure that the variability of trajectories was
captured. The collected demonstrations and their task
parameters were encoded in VT-TRAIN and HS-TRAIN,
and the TP-GMMs (ΠVT, fΠng3n=1) were tested and evalu-
ated in the user study. We used the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) [30] to determine the number of Gaussian
clusters M for each TP-GMM (15 clusters for ΠVT and 4
or 5 clusters for each Πn).

At test time, the PR2 robot could calculate a desired wrist
position (xdes) from its current wrist position at each time
step using VT-TEST or HS-TEST, and a generic PD control-
ler was used to generate the motor commands:

τ = J⊤ K xdes − xð Þ − B _xð Þ, ð8Þ

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the position dimensions,
and we chose K and B as diagonal matrices with 120Nm−1

and 10N sm−1. We also included a passive mode where the
robot provided only gravity compensation for the half of
the object’s weight, with

τ = −
1
2
J⊤mg, ð9Þ

where m is the mass of the held object and g is the gravity
vector, assuming that the robot and the human share the
object’s weight equally. This control mode was included so
we could directly test whether the complexity of TP-GMM
confers any benefits.

2.3.4. User Study. We conducted a human-subject study to
evaluate how the three described control algorithms affect
task performance and how users perceive the robot behaviors
in the collaborative movement task. Since the task situations
were defined in the robot frame, we used a projector
mounted on the ceiling to help participants identify and find
the desired start, goal, and obstacle positions, as shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Additional time spent to train TP-GMMs increased as more demonstrated situations became available for VT but remained low
for HS.

Procedure DISTANCE(pA, pB)
d = 0
fori = 1 to 3do
forj = 1 to 3do

d = d + kR⊤
i,Aðrj,A − ri,AÞ − R⊤

i,Bðrj,B − ri,BÞk
returnd

Algorithm 6: Distance function used in the user study.
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(1) Participants. Our participant pool consisted of 15
University of Pennsylvania affiliates, including undergradu-
ate and graduate students, postdoctoral associates, and
visiting researchers. Of the 15 participants, three were
female and 12 were male, with ages ranging from 22 to
35 years (μ = 26:3, σ = 3:42).

(2) Dependent Measures. We recorded robot motions during
each trial, and we used two quantitative measures to evaluate
task performance: average trajectory length and average task
completion time.

In addition, we used three questionnaires to evaluate the
quality of the human-robot interactions during the task.
First, the subject completed a Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology (UTAUT) survey [31] at the begin-
ning and the end of the study. Results from the two surveys
were compared to determine how interacting with the robot
affected the general perception of subjects toward using the
robot in everyday tasks.

Second, we adapted the questionnaire used in [32] and
asked participants to answer the following questions on a
100-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree after
each collaboration trial:

(Q1) The robot moved too fast
(Q2) The robot moved too slowly
(Q3) The robot had problems doing the task
(Q4) I felt safe when working with the robot
(Q5) I trusted the robot to do the right thing at the right

time
(Q6) The robot and I worked well together
These questions sought to evaluate how subjects

perceived the robot’s behaviors and performance.
Third, a NASA-TLX survey [33] was administered

after the participants experienced the process of providing
demonstrations via teleoperation to gauge the workload of
this interaction.

(3) Procedure. The human-subject study consists of two main
components: collaborating with the robot and providing
demonstrations. We chose to put the collaborating
component first because it allows participants to become
more familiar with the robot before demonstrating new
movements.

The first component, collaborating with the robot, took
place after the opening UTAUT survey. Participants were
asked to collaborate with the robot to move the object from
the start to the goal in five different situations. Four common
situations, shown in Figure 13, were predetermined by the
research team and were the same for all subjects, with situa-
tion 1 having the lowest and situation 4 having the highest
dn⋆ value. These common situations were chosen to be some-
what close to the training situations so that both VT and HS
should intuitively work well. They span a relatively large por-
tion of the robot’s workspace (Figure 13(a)) and have varied
configurations (Figure 13(b)). Recall that we use TP-GMMs
to encode data with ξi = x and ξℴ = xdes. Figure 14 shows
the ξℴ dimensions of generalized VT and HS GMM clusters
for two example test situations. Situation 5 was chosen by
each subject so that a large number of situations were
sampled in the study.

Participants compared three different robot behavior
modes: (P) passive with gravity compensation for the
object, (VT) active with vanilla TP-GMM, and (HS) active
with hierarchical structure and TP-GMM. Therefore, each
participant evaluated the collaboration in 15 different
combinations of task situation and robot behavior. For
each situation, we asked participants to experience all
three robot behaviors sequentially (completing two collab-
orations under each robot behavior), and then reexperience
and rate each robot behavior. After the subject evaluated
all three robot behaviors, a new situation was presented.
This process repeated until all five situations had been
shown. For each subject, the five situations were presented

Projector

Object

Obstacle

PR2 robot

(a) (b)

Figure 12: The experimental setup for the human-subject study. A projector helps the subject find the start, goal, and obstacle positions, and a
square is projected on the PR2’s wrist when the start position is reached.
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in a randomized order, and within each situation, the pre-
sentation order of the three robot behaviors was also ran-
domized. Examples of human-robot interactions during the
user study are shown in the supplementary video attachment.

Then, participants were presented with the second
component of the study: providing demonstrations. The
experimenter acted as the partner and moved the object
with the robot, and the participant manipulated the
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robot’s right arm to teleoperate the slave arm. Each partic-
ipant experienced the demonstrating process for three to
five minutes and then filled out the NASA-TLX survey.
Finally, the participant filled out the closing UTAUT
survey.

(4) Hypotheses. Based on the dependent measures, our main
hypotheses for this experiment were as follows:

(i) The hierarchical structure (HS) will lead to better
task performances, including shorter trajectory
lengths and lower task completion times, compared
to using vanilla TP-GMM (VT) and passive gravity
compensation (P)

(ii) Participants will be more satisfied with the robot
when it uses the hierarchical structure (HS) to gener-
ate motion controls, compared to VT and P

(iii) Given feedback after task execution in a wide variety
of situations, the robot will be able to learn a decision
boundary for when to ask for new demonstrations

3. Results

Figure 15 shows results from the NASA-TLX survey that
subjects completed after providing demonstrations. The
median value for “How mentally demanding was the
task?” was 53 out of 100, and the median values for the
other five questions were all below 50, indicating that the
subjects perceived teaching by teleoperation as a low-to-
moderate-effort task.

Objective performance at the collaborative movement
task was determined by calculating the two quantitative
measures of average trajectory length and average task
completion time for the four common task situations. Results
are shown in Figure 16. One-way repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether the
differences in these measures between the three behavior
modes under the same task situation were significant. If

there was, a Tukey-Kramer post hoc multiple comparison
test was conducted to determine which robot behaviors
produced significantly different ratings. It can be seen that
with the hierarchical structure, traversed trajectories were
significantly shorter and took significantly less time for
almost all situations, while VT reduced average completion
time compared to passive gravity compensation only in test
situation 1, which is the most similar to the demonstrated
situations.

Results from the subjective ratings under the four
common task situations are shown in Figure 17. Plotted
ratings of Q1, Q2, and Q3 were subtracted from 100 so that
a higher rating is better for all questions. The same procedure
used for the quantitative measures was used to determine
significant differences. It can be seen that with passive gravity
compensation, the robot almost always appeared signifi-
cantly slower (Q1, Q2) and safer (Q4). No significant differ-
ences in perceived pace and safety were found between the
two active modes. Compared to vanilla TP-GMM, the hierar-
chical structure appeared to have significantly fewer prob-
lems doing the task (Q3) in all situations. In situations 2
and 3, participants had more trust in the robot doing the
right thing at the right time (Q5) with the hierarchical struc-
ture than vanilla TP-GMM. Finally, participants felt they
worked better with the robot (Q6) with the hierarchical
structure than the other two modes in situation 1. Figure 18
shows the sums of these ratings. Vanilla TP-GMM generally
had the lowest rating sums. Significant differences were
found between the hierarchical structure and vanilla TP-
GMM in situations 2 and 4 as well as between passive gravity
compensation and vanilla TP-GMM in situation 3.

Results from the subjective ratings under the participant-
selected situations were used to validate the distance function
as a performance estimator in the collaborative task. To
acquire labels of successful/failed execution, we defined the
following criterion: an HS success has a subjective rating
sum that is greater than 80% of the largest sum of ratings
for any control mode under any task situation from the
corresponding subject. Figure 19(a) shows the classification
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results using the above criterion, where we additionally
include a second feature dimension (max ðαn⋆ , 1/αn⋆Þ),
which is calculated from the distance function in HS-TEST
and represents the degree of stretching or compression in
the morphing functions. We also plot the common situations
in Figure 19(a) for completeness; these are manually labeled
as successes with the hierarchical structure, because there
were significant advantages in the quantitative measures

and some significant advantages in the subjective ratings.
Three of the custom situations for which the hierarchical
structure was rated as a failure are manually marked as being
out of workspace, because the obstacle was placed so close to
the robot that some GMM clusters of the hierarchical struc-
ture policy were outside of the robot’s workspace. As a result,
the robot arm would become stuck when it first reached the
workspace boundary following the control policy, and the
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robot arm would then slide along the workspace boundary
and appear less smooth to participants. This behavior at least
partially caused these three poor ratings; an example is
shown in Figure 19(b).

Note that each participant tested only one custom situa-
tion and hence contributed one data point to Figure 19(a).
The distribution might look different if a single participant
did all of the tested situations, and it might change for differ-
ent participants. Nevertheless, not counting the out-of-

workspace situations, one could simply place a decision
boundary for when to ask for new demonstrations at
max ðαn⋆ , 1/αn⋆Þ = 1:87 with one misclassified task situation
or at dn⋆ = 0:4m2 with two misclassified data points.

Figure 20 shows the ratings from the UTAUT questions.
Paired sample t-tests were used to determine whether the dif-
ferences between the means of these ratings were significant.
A significant difference was found for the question “I am
afraid of breaking something while using the robot,”
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indicating subjects were less afraid of breaking something
after the study. No significant differences were found for other
questions.

4. Discussion

The results from the user study provide strong support for
our first hypothesis: the significant differences in the quanti-
tative measures in favor of HS indicate that explicitly reason-
ing about task situations and generalizing over selected
demonstrations could lead to significantly better trajectories
and hence better task performance. In comparison, although
VT also uses task parameters to annotate and process the
demonstrations in ENCODE and DECODE, it does not dif-
ferentiate between demonstrated situations and thus cannot
apply situation-specific trajectory and model morphing to
better accommodate the test situation. As a result, VT falls
short of HS in task performance. Passive gravity compensa-
tion offers little help to users and leads to the longest trajec-
tory lengths and task completion times.

Hypothesis 2 centers on user perception of the three
tested robot control modes. In the subjective ratings, HS
was rated to be significantly less problematic (Q3) than VT
in all situations, indicating that users were able to differenti-
ate the two modes and preferred HS. Furthermore, HS
achieved significantly higher ratings than VT for trust (Q5)
and working well together (Q6) in particular situations. The
sum of the subjective ratings generally favored the hierarchi-
cal structure and passive gravity compensation, with the for-
mer being perceived as fast and effective and the latter as slow
and safe. Thus, we conclude that the subjective ratings
support our second hypothesis.

Results from the custom situations provide some support
for our third hypothesis, which stated that the robot would be
able to learn a decision boundary for when to ask for new
demonstrations in the object movement task. In the particu-
lar instance of Figure 19(a), only one situation would have
been misclassified by the robot with decision boundary 1.
We think that predicting the performance of generalized
behaviors is a critical component of LfD, since demonstra-
tions are typically available only for a small subset of task
situations and robot designers often cannot test every possi-
ble one. In addition to uncertainty- or confidence-based
methods, TP-GMM offers unique opportunities in this
effort because it utilizes the task parameters that contain

additional information about the demonstrations and also
enhance generalization capabilities. As for the custom situ-
ations with GMM clusters out of the robot’s workspace,
approaches to the Procrustes problem [34] could have
been used to select an initial pose for the robot base before
autonomous execution.

The NASA-TLX survey and the pre- and poststudy
UTAUT surveys were not used to evaluate our hypotheses,
but they provide some insights on the proposed approach.
When subjects provided new demonstrations using our kin-
esthetic teleoperation method, they indicated that the heavi-
est workload was mental, most likely because the robot’s
motion was a mirror image of the demonstrated motion. In
the pre- and poststudy UTAUT surveys, subjects became less
afraid of breaking things when using the robot, suggesting
that the human-robot interactions during the study had a
slight positive effect on their opinions about the robot.
Importantly, the participants experienced multiple robot
behavior modes and multiple task situations where the robot
might have worked well or poorly, which may explain the
lack of significant changes in other questions.

5. Conclusions

The hierarchical structure proposed in this paper enables
robots to additionally reason about task situations when uti-
lizing TP-GMM. We showed that task performance can be
improved in both interpolation and extrapolation scenarios
and that computational load can be reduced with the hierar-
chical structure in simulation. We then showed that a robot
can use the hierarchical structure to collaborate better with
people in a real object movement task, also learning a deci-
sion boundary for when to ask for new demonstrations.
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Q10. I could do acitivites with this robot.
Q11. I feel threatened by the robot.
Q12. This robot would be useful for me.
Q13. This robot could help me.
Q14. This robot could support me.
Q15. I consider the robot to be a social agent.

PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo PrPo

Figure 20: UTAUT ratings from prestudy (Pr) and poststudy (Po) surveys. ∗p < 0:1.
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Supplementary Materials

We show three example trials with typical interactions
encountered in the human-subject study, where the start
and goal positions were the same. The robot said “start” at
the beginning of each trial, and it said “reached goal” when
the object was successfully moved to the prescribed goal posi-
tion. In example trial 1, the robot successfully and quickly
finished the task with the subject. In example trial 2, the
robot’s trajectory did not end at the goal location, and the
human partner had to correct it by overpowering the robot.
In example trial 3, the robot additionally did not make
enough room for the partner to walk by the obstacle easily,
so the subject slightly rotated his body when walking towards
the goal. (Supplementary Materials)
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Proton heavy ion radiotherapy is widely used and currently represents the most advanced radiotherapy technology. However, at
present, proton heavy ion radiotherapy chairs in fixed beam radiotherapy rooms do not have a head and neck positioning
function. This paper presents a novel design for a proton heavy ion radiotherapy chair with a head and neck positioning device.
The design of the posture adjustment mechanism and the head and neck positioning device of the treatment chair is based on
U-TRIZ theory and ergonomics, respectively. A positive kinematic analysis of the posture adjusting mechanism was carried out,
as well as a workspace analysis of the head and neck positioning device. Finally, positioning error experiment and ergonomic
evaluation were performed on a prototype of the head and neck positioning device. The proposed design of the treatment chair
satisfies the requirements for posture adjustment and achieves the head and neck positioning function. The experimental results
also provide a basis for further optimization of the design.

1. Introduction

Proton heavy ion radiotherapy is a new type of radiother-
apy that has stoked international interest in recent years
and represents the most advanced radiotherapy technique
and is the future trend for radiotherapy treatments for
cancers [1]. The characteristics of the proton heavy ion
beam include an inverse dose distribution and the forma-
tion of a sharp Bragg peak when entering the human body.
The ion beam is highly lethal to tumors and accurately
attacks tumor cells, which reduces damage to surrounding
tissue. In addition, it induces double-strand DNA breaks,
thereby reducing the chances of tumor recurrence and
metastasis [2–5].

During proton heavy ion radiotherapy treatments, the
sitting posture of the patients with head and neck cancer,
lung cancer, orthopnea [6], dyspnea, and dysphagia is neces-
sary. To meet the needs of the sitting posture for radiother-

apy, a number of scientific research institutes and medical
device companies around the world have introduced special
treatment chairs.

Schardt and Heeg designed a posture adjustment chair
for patients with head and neck cancer in the heavy ion beam
treatment room [7]. In 2006, Sommer et al. proposed a series
of positioning chairs for radiotherapy patients [8]. The Orsay
Proton Therapy Center in France developed a robotic chair
for the treatment of head, neck, and eye tumors. Similarly,
Chengdu Dr. Technology Co., Ltd. invented an automatic
positioning chair for proton and heavy ion treatment of head
and neck cancer [9]. In 2017, Guangdong Hengju Medical
Technology Co., Ltd. designed a sitting posture fixation
device for particle radiotherapy [10].

Nonetheless, existing radiotherapy chairs are still unsuit-
able for proton heavy ion fixed beam radiotherapy rooms and
do not completely meet the requirement for six-degree-of-
freedom (6-DOF) posture adjustment. Moreover, current
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Table 1: The proton heavy ion radiotherapy work process.

Order number Working principle decomposition diagram Principle description

a
The proton heavy ion beam is accelerated by the accelerator

and becomes a high-energy proton heavy ion beam.

b
High-energy proton heavy ion beams need to be

expanded to cover the entire tumor site.

c
Select proton heavy ion beams of different energies

for tumors of different depths.

d
The energy modulator is used to modulate the
energy of the proton heavy ion beam, gradually

increasing its energy and achieving fine treatment.

e
The beam collimator blocks the proton heavy
ion beam directed to normal cells and avoids

damage to normal cells.

f

The proton heavy ion beam needs to pass through
a special compensator at the front of the skin
to prevent damage to normal cells at the

posterior edge of the tumor.

g
Introduce a precision positioning system
to align the patient to the beam and avoid

error irradiation.
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thermoplastic film head and neck fixation technologies are
time-consuming, uncomfortable for the patient, and not uni-
versally applicable.

This paper presents the design of a proton heavy ion
radiotherapy chair with a head and neck positioning func-
tion. The design was applied to the posture adjustment and
head and neck positioning of patients in a fixed beam radio-
therapy room. The device facilitates the application of the
fixed beam of proton heavy ion irradiation of tumors from
different directions and angles, enhances the effects of radio-
therapy, and improves the efficiency, versatility, and comfort
of head and neck positioning.

2. Methods

2.1. Mechanical Structure Design of Treatment Chair

2.1.1. Functional Requirement Analysis of Treatment Chair.
For proton heavy ion radiation therapy, a more complex
and larger treatment system is needed than the system
required for conventional X-ray and electron linear accelera-
tors. The working principle of the proposed system is illus-
trated in Table 1 [11]. The treatment chair for sitting
position radiotherapy with a proton heavy ion fixed beam

must provide two functions: posture adjustment and head
and neck positioning. The posture adjustment function
enables the irradiation of tumors from different directions
and angles using the fixed beam. Specific adjustment param-
eters include 200mm movements in the X, Y, and Z direc-
tions, ±15° rotations about the x-axis and y-axis, and 360°

rotations about the z-axis, as shown in Figure 1. The head
and neck positioning function must quickly and comfortably
restrict the degrees of freedom of the head and neck depend-
ing on the somatotype of the patient.

Table 1: Continued.

Order number Working principle decomposition diagram Principle description

h

In order to synchronize the proton heavy ion beam
irradiation with the breathing and avoid the influence
of breathing on the tumor size, it is necessary to equip a

respiratory door control system.

i
A measurement and calibration system is required
to ensure uniformity of the proton dose in the

longitudinal and transverse directions.

j

A set of beam monitoring system is introduced to
monitor whether the beam center, strength,

and section distribution meet the requirements
in real time.

k

The end of the proton heavy ion beam output
needs to have a posture adjustment mechanism,

and the treatment head is irradiated from different
angles in order to obtain a good efficacy.

Fixed treatment head

Z

X

Y

RZ 360°

TX 200 mm
RY ± 15°

T Y
 20

0 m
m RX ± 15°

T
Z  200 m

m

Proton heavy ion
radiation

Figure 1: The function demand analysis of the posture adjustment.
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2.1.2. Design of Posture Adjustment Mechanism Based on
U-TRIZ Theory. U-TRIZ theory is a function-oriented and
attribute-centered TRIZ theory of inventive problem solving,
which unifies several tools andmethods, and is an effective tool
for innovative design [12, 13]. The 6-DOF parallel platform has
a small workspace and cannot meet the needs of patients that
must move 200mm in the X, Y, and Z directions. Thus, it is
necessary to add an XYZ rectangular coordinate slipway to
the parallel platform. However, this increases the height in
the Z direction, reduces stability, and creates redundant degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the SAFC model of U-TRIZ theory was
used for the present analysis, as shown in Figure 2.

The technical contradiction and corresponding physical
contradiction of the treatment chair design are shown in
Figure 2. For the physical contradiction, the z-axis is sepa-
rated from the XYZ rectangular coordinate configuration,
then the z-axis is incorporated into the parallel configuration
using the 40 inventive principles to produce a combined
lower-mobility parallel coordinate configuration, which can
only be adjusted by modifying the X and Y angles. Finally,
the XY plane coordinate configuration, lower-mobility paral-
lel configuration, and 360° turntable are combined to create
the posture adjustment mechanism of the proton heavy ion
radiotherapy chair, as shown in Figure 3.

Treatment chair with
large workspace

Add an XYZ rectangular
coordinate configuration

Height Increase height Safety

Stability

Treatment chair with
large workspace

Parallel joint
treatment chair Add an XY rectangular

coordinate configuration

Add an XYZ rectangular
coordinate configuration

Height Increase height Safety

Stability

Treatment chair with
large workspace

Physical contradiction
Whether z-axis

coordinates are needed

Parallel joint
treatment chair

Technical contradiction
Accessibility vs. stability

Treatment chair with
large workspace

Accessibility Accessibility

Big trip Expand workspace Integrity Big trip Expand workspace Integrity

Figure 2: Technical contradiction and physical contradiction of treatment chair represented by the SAFC model.

Parallel coordinate
configuration

p x

x

y

y

z

z

z-axis guide

The principle of
combination Combined lower-

mobility parallel
configuration

360° turntable

Combination

The posture adjustment
mechanism of proton

heavy ion radiotherapy
chair

XY rectangular
coordinate configuration

The principle
of separation

XYZ rectangular
coordinate configuration

Figure 3: The analysis of posture adjustment mechanism based on U-TRIZ theory.
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The above scheme adds a bottom-fixed vertical lift elec-
tric push rod along the Z direction of the ordinary parallel
mechanism, as shown in Figure 4, and replaces the spherical
hinges at the lower end of the four branches with a single
hinge by grouping them into a lower-mobility parallel mech-
anism, as shown in Figure 5. Electric push rod 1 is repre-
sented by O1O2 along the vertical direction of the z-axis.
The bottom of the rod is fixed to the lower platform and
the top is connected to the upper platform by spherical
hinges, which allow vertical movements. Two active adjust-
ment branches, A1A2 and B1B2, are connected to the lower
platform via two hinges at A1 and B1 that rotate around the
pin. Electric push rods 2 and 3 are located in the middle
and connected to the upper platform via hook hinges at A2
and B2. Two passive adjustment branches, C1C2 and D1D2,
are connected in the same way as A1A2 and B1B2 and follow
the stretching motion of the A1A2 and B1B2 branches while
playing a supporting role. The degrees of freedom of the
combined lower-mobility parallel mechanism can be deter-
mined as follows:

M1 = 6 n − g − 1ð Þ + 〠
n

i=1
f i = 6 × 12 − 14 − 1ð Þ + 20 = 2: ð1Þ

The DX3535A XY mobile unit (THK, Japan) and GT-
135C single-stage high-precision hollow rotary platform
reducer (Liming, Taiwan) were selected for generating trans-
lational motion in the X and Y directions and rotary motion
in the Z direction, respectively.

For the analysis, a three-dimensional (3D) model of the
proton heavy ion radiotherapy chair posture adjustment
mechanism was established and is presented in Figure 6.
The working principles of the mechanism can be described
as follows: the XY moving unit and electric push rod 1 are
adjusted to place the patient in a predetermined position,
then the length of the electric push rods 3 and 5 is adjusted
to rotate the patient a certain angle about the x-axis, the
length of electric push rods 2 and 4 is adjusted to rotate the
patient a certain angle about the y-axis, and finally, the 360°

turntable is adjusted to rotate the patient a certain angle
about the z-axis. Table 2 lists the performance parameters
of the posture adjustment mechanism.

2.1.3. Design of Universal Head and Neck Positioning Device
Based on Ergonomics. During the medical device design
process, ergonomic standards typically include the size,
appearance, convenient operation, and safety of the product
[14, 15]. This paper adopts the ergonomic standards to

12

3 4

Hook hinge
The upper
platform

Electric
push rod

Spherical
hinge

The lower
platform

Figure 4: The common parallel mechanism.

Hook hinge
Spherical hinge
The upper platform

The electric push rod

Hinge

The lower platform
O1

O2

A1

A2

B2C2

D2

B1

C1

D1

1
23

4 5

Figure 5: The schematic diagram of combined lower-mobility parallel mechanism.
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modularize the universal head and neck positioning device.
The three main submodules are the head circumference posi-
tioning, chin positioning, and backboard.

(1) Head Circumference Positioning Module. The function of
the head circumference positioning module is to position the
head from the plane of the head circumference and the top of
the head, by setting three positioning points at equal angles
on the head circumference of approximately elliptical shape
and an anchor point on the top of the head. To realize the
final position, the DOF of the head is restrained.

A 3D model of the head circumference positioning mod-
ule was established, as shown in Figure 7. The working prin-
ciple can be described as follows: a hand-operated handle
screw passes through the special bearing end cover to match
the inner diameter of the bearing; the outer diameter of the
bearing is fixed to match the circular hole on the curved
bracket of the positioning block and can be rotated; to fix
the bearing, a special bearing end cover is inserted into the

circular hole on the curved bracket of the positioning block;
and the screw nut matches the hand-operated handle screw
and can move back and forth along the hexagonal prism hole
in the head positioning block to realize front and rear adjust-
ments of the positioning block. The same adjustment method
was adopted for the adjustable head circumference position-
ing blocks 1 and 2 as well as the adjustable head circumfer-
ence positioning block.

The size of the human body determines the geometric
space and range of motion required for the design and is
the basic information used in the man-machine system or
product designs. In the present design, the size parameter
range of the head and neck of the human body must be con-
sidered so that the final product meets the needs of different
body types and improves patient comfort.

Head- and neck-related parameters were obtained from
the Chinese standard GB10000-88 “Human dimensions of
Chinese adults,” as shown in Figure 8, which provided basic
values for the size of Chinese adults according to ergonomic
requirements. The standard is applied to technical product
upgrades and labor safety protection for industrial products,
architectural design, military applications, and in other
industries. Based on this standard, the inner diameter of the
ring where the positioning block is placed was set to
120mm, the external diameter was set to 130mm, and the
wall thickness was 10mm.

(2) Chin Positioning Module. The function of the chin posi-
tioning module is to fully position the head using the head
circumference positioning module. According to ergonomic
standards, the shape of the chin rest must be as close as pos-
sible to the actual shape of the chin and can be adjusted to
enhance the position of the chin.

A 3D model of the chin positioning module was estab-
lished and is shown in Figure 9. The working principle can
be described as follows: a screw-nut slider is installed within
long slots in support arms 1 and 2; a cantilever is mounted on
the left and right screw-nut sliders, and the front and rear

Treatment

chair

Spherical

hinge

360° turntable

The upper

platform

Hook hinge

The electric

push rod 5

The electric

push rod 2

The lower

platform

Hinge

The electric

push rod 1

The electric

push rod 4

The electric

push rod 3

Figure 6: The 3D model of the proton heavy ion radiotherapy chair
posture adjustment mechanism.

b

a

f

c

d

e

i
iiiv

iii

Figure 7: The 3D structure of the head circumference positioning
module. (a) The adjustable head circumference positioning block 1
with (i) the hand-operated handle screw, (ii) bearing, (iii) screw
nut, and (iv) the positioning block. (b) The adjustable head top
positioning block. (c) The fixed head circumference positioning
block. (d) The height adjustment mechanism. (e) Head
circumference positioning bracket frame. (f) The adjustable head
circumference positioning block 2.

Table 2: The performance parameters of treatment chair posture
adjustment mechanism.

The effective travel in the x-axis (mm) 350

The effective travel in the y-axis (mm) 350

The effective travel in the z-axis (mm) 200

x-axis angle adjustment (°) ±20
y-axis angle adjustment (°) ±20
z-axis angle adjustment (°) 360

The maximum load (N) 2000

The number of DOF 6
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positions are adjusted by the hand screw handles 1 and 2; the
chin rest is installed in the middle of the cantilever, and to
move the chin support up and down, the screw nut is
adjusted using hand screw handle 3.

Based on the configuration analysis, the chin positioning
block can only be used for front and rear and up and down
adjustments; therefore, it is only necessary to calculate the
up and down and front and rear adjustment lengths. Con-
sulting GB10000-88, the maximum length of the head is
161~200mm, the length of the back of the measuring head
to the back of the plate is 35mm, such that the chin block
before and after back position adjustment is 196~235mm.

(3) Backboard. The backboard supports the installation of the
head circumference positioning module and the chin rest
positioning module and must meet the installation, position-
ing, and adjustment requirements of the two modules. Con-
sulting GB10000-88, the height range from the shoulders to
the top of the head is 283~446mm and the shoulder width
range is 304~417mm. The height of the backboard must be
adjusted according to the height of the patient while in a
seated position, and the lower edge is always the same height
as the shoulders of the human body to position the head. A
backboard size of 500 × 600 mm was selected.

The head circumference positioning module, chin posi-
tioning module, and backboard were assembled, and the
3D structure of the proton heavy ion radiotherapy chair

head and neck positioning device was determined, as
shown in Figure 10.

2.2. Analysis of Kinematic Performance of Treatment Chair

2.2.1. Positive Kinematic Analysis of Posture Adjustment
Mechanism. A schematic drawing of the 3D model of the
proposed posture adjustment mechanism is presented in
Figure 11. Posture adjustment can be divided into two parts:
position adjustment and angle adjustment. In the whole
posture adjustment mechanism, movement of the lower-
mobility parallel mechanism is more complicated with X
and Y angle adjustment functions. For this reason, a kine-
matic analysis was only performed on the X and Y angle
adjustment parallel platforms.

As shown in Figure 11, the X and Y angle adjustment par-
allel platform has four branches including two pairs of sym-
metrical branches, one pair for the x-axis angle adjustment
and the other pair for the y-axis angle adjustment. The x
-axis angle adjustment was separately analyzed first. The
structure is shown in Figure 12.

The base coordinate systemO1‐x1y1z1 was established on
the bottom plane, and the upper moving plane was used to
establish the moving coordinate system O2‐x2y2z2; R is the
length from the center of the bottom platform to the electric
push rod; r is the length from the center of the upper moving

The maximum
width

The maximum
length

Sagittal arc

Coronal arc

Head
circumference

Figure 8: Human head parameters.

a

b

e
d

c
f

g

Figure 9: Chin positioning adjustment module. (a) The support
arm 1. (b) The hand-operated handle screw 1. (c) The hand-
operated handle screw 2. (d) The hand-operated handle screw 3.
(e) Cantilever. (f) The support arm 2. (g) The chin block.

The height
adjustment
mechanism

The head circumference
positioning module

Backboard

The chin positioning
module

Figure 10: The head and neck positioning device of proton heavy
ion radiotherapy chair.
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platform to the electric push rod, R = r = O1A1 = O1B1 = O1
C1 = O1D1 = O2A2 = O2B2 = O2C2 = O2D2 = 270 mm; l0 is
the length of the lifting electric push rod, its values range
from 360 to 600mm; l1 and l3 are the length of the x-axis
angle adjustment electric push rod with values ranging from
360mm to 720mm.

In Figure 12, α1 is the rotation angle of the upper moving
platform. The loop closure equation can be established using
the vector method.

O1D1 + D1D2 = O1O2 + O2D2: ð2Þ

From equation (2),

x1‐axis component : R + l1 cos α3 = 0 + r cos α1
z1‐axis component : 0 + l1 sin α3 = l0 + r sin α1

)
: ð3Þ

In ΔD1D3O2, according to the cosine theorem,

cos α1 + α2ð Þ = r2 + l20 + R2 − l21

2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 + l20

q
0
B@

1
CA, ð4Þ

where α2 = ∠D1O2D2, and the value changes as the lift elec-
tric push rod O1O2 elongates.

α2 = arctan l0
R
: ð5Þ

Therefore, the value of α2 ranges from 53.13° to 65.77°.
Then, the relationship between the x-axis adjustment

angle α1 and the length of the branch can be derived from
equation (4) as

α1 = arcsin r2 + l20 + R2 − l21

2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 + l20

q
0
B@

1
CA − α2

= arcsin r2 + l20 + R2 − l21

2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 + l20

q
0
B@

1
CA − arctan l0

R
,

ð6Þ

where R is the length from the center of the platform to the
electric push rod, r is the length from the center of the upper
moving platform to the electric push rod, l0 is the length of
the lifting electric push rod, and l1 is the length of the
x-axis angle adjusting the electric push rod.

Similarly, the relationship between the y-axis adjustment
angle β1 and the length of its branch is

β1 = arcsin r2 + l20 + R2 − l22

2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 + l20

q
0
B@

1
CA − β2

= arcsin r2 + l20 + R2 − l22

2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 + l20

q
0
B@

1
CA − arctan l0

R
,

ð7Þ

where l2 is the length of the x-axis angle adjustment electric
push rod.
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Figure 11: Structural diagram of the chair posture adjustment
mechanism.
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Figure 12: x-axis angle adjustment structure diagram.
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Figure 13: Electric push rod elongation and angle adjustment.
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From equations (6) and (7), the relationship between the x
-axis and y-axis adjustment angle x1 ðx = α, βÞ and the length
of the branch can be obtained. The effective adjustment range
of the x-axis and y-axis adjustment angle is -15°~15°, the vari-
able x1 ðx = α, βÞ ranges from -15° to 15°. The relationship
between the three x-axis variables and y-axis adjustment angle
x1 ðx = α, βÞ, electric push rod elongation l0, and electric push
rod elongation li ði = 1, 2Þ is shown in Figure 13.

The four extreme position coordinates indicate that
the x-axis and y-axis adjustment angle x1 ðx = α, βÞ is
between -15° and 15°, the length of the electric push rod l0
is adjustable from 360mm to 480mm, the length of the elec-
tric push rod li ði = 1, 2Þ is adjustable from 381mm to
480mm, and the length of the electric push rods l3 and
l4 can also be adjusted according to the elongation or
shortening of l1 and l2.
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Figure 14: Angle adjustment relationship between x-axis and y-axis. (a) The workspace of head top positioning block. (b) The workspace of
head circumference positioning block 1. (c) The workspace of head circumference positioning block 2. (d) The workspace of fixed head
circumference positioning block. (e) The workspace of chin positioning block.
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2.2.2. Workspace Analysis of Head and Neck Positioning
Device. In robotics, the workspace or reachable workspace
is defined as the set of all the target points that can be reached
by the end effector when different joints of the robot are in
motion. The work ability of the robot is an important kine-
matic index [16, 17].

For the proton heavy ion radiotherapy process, whether
the universal head and neck positioning device of the treat-
ment chair workspace can meet the head and neck position-
ing requirements of different body types is important and is
the basis for measuring the positioning function of the head
and neck.

In the present study, the second-generation MATLAB/-
SimMechanics library was used for the modeling analysis,
and the position of the head top positioning block, head cir-
cumference positioning block, fixed head circumference
positioning block, and chin positioning block was recorded
in the base coordinate system.

The simulated workspace of each positioning submodule
of the head and neck positioning device is illustrated in
Figure 14. The workspace simulation of the above position-
ing module shows that each module can meet the head and
neck positioning requirements of patients.

3. Results and Discussion

The head and neck positioning device is made of PMMA and
plastic to avoid radiation damage to the patient and opera-
tors. A prototype of the head and neck positioning device
shown in Figure 15 was assembled using an acrylic plate
and resin material.

3.1. Positioning Error Test of Each Module of Positioning
Device. As shown in Table 3, the chin positioning block has
four adjustment limits: proximal low point, proximal high
point, distal low point, and distal high point. The center posi-
tion of the bottom of the backboard was taken as the coordi-

nate origin (0, 0, 0), and a rectangular spatial coordinate
system was established. The positive Z direction was set as
vertically upwards, the positive direction of the y-axis was
set as the outward-facing direction of the vertical backboard,
and the x-axis coincides with the lower edge of the backboard
and the positive X direction was set to the right. The spatial
coordinate position of the center of the concave chin block
was measured and compared with the corresponding data
calculated during the design stage.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the maximum devia-
tion of the y-axis is 2.5mm in the process of assembling
and adjusting the chin positioning block, which differs
quite considerably from results of the finite element anal-
ysis. There are two reasons such as large deviation: errors
in processing and assembling the parts and the two lead
screws are not synchronized when the chin block is
adjusted. Owing to this, the chin positioning block cannot
be fully adjusted at the distal and proximal ends; however,
the maximum deviation along the x-axis and z-axis was
still less than 2.5mm. This meets the positioning require-
ments, and the chin positioning module of the prototype
can be further optimized using the same analysis.

The equipotential method was adopted to measure the
block parameters for the head circumference positioning
using adjustable head circumference positioning block.
First, a point at the end of the head circumference posi-
tioning block was marked and the head circumference
was adjusted to the position limit; the flexible manipulator
was adjusted so that the end coincides with the end of the
head circumference positioning bracket; then, the end
point center of the head circumference positioning block
was replaced with the end of the manipulator, which is
easier to measure, as shown in Figure 16(a). The head cir-
cumference positioning block was adjusted to other posi-
tions, and the end point of the manipulator is measured,
as shown in Figure 16(b). The manipulator data includes
the position of the center point of the head circumference

Figure 15: The universal prototype of the head and neck positioning.
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positioning block. The head top positioning parameter was
also measured using this method.

Based on the above method, coordinates and errors of the
end center position of the head circumference positioning
block and the head top positioning block are shown in Table 4.

From Table 4, the error of the head circumference posi-
tioning block along the y-axis and z-axis is large, and the
error along the z-axis is a maximum of 3mm. The head top
positioning block also exhibited large errors along the y-axis
and z-axis, and the maximum error was 2mm.

When the head of the patient is positioned, the top of the
head generates an upward supporting force that acts on the
head circumference positioning bracket frame and reduces

the error. The experimental results provide reference values
for further design improvements and balance the error
caused by the self-weight of the head circumference position-
ing bracket frame.

3.2. Ergonomic Evaluation Experiment. The universal head
and neck positioning device was designed from an ergo-
nomic perspective; therefore, the design can be evaluated
using human-machine system evaluation methods, which
are generally divided into three categories: experimental
methods, simulations, and actual operational measurements
[18–21]. The present study selected the experimental
approach to evaluate the general purpose of the head

(a) (b)

Figure 16: The universal prototype of the head and neck positioning. (a) The equipotential point mark of head circumference positioning
block. (b) The equipotential point measurement.

Table 3: The adjustment parameter of chin positioning block.

Position Proximal low point Proximal high point Distal low point Distal high point

Calculating
coordinates

(0, 165.0, 145.0) (0, 165.0, 162.0) (0, 235.0, 145.0) (0, 235.0, 162.0)

Location
description

Chin positioning block
at the proximal low

point

Chin positioning block at
the proximal high point

Chin positioning block
at the distal low point

Chin positioning block
at the distal high point

Measurement
diagram

Measuring
coordinates

(1.5, 167.0, 143.5) (-1.5, 167.5, 161.0) (1.0, 234.5, 143.0) (0.5, 235.0, 160.5)

Error (mm)

Δx 1.5 -1.5 1.0 0.5

Δy 2.0 2.5 -0.5 0

Δz 1.5 -1.0 -2.0 -1.5
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and neck positioning device. The following experimental
procedure was carried out:

(1) An evaluation form was prepared from the perspec-
tive of “human, machine, and environment” and
evaluated and compiled using ergonomic principles
and details of the universal head and neck positioning
device, as shown in Table 5. Collected data included
the size of a user’s head and 22 additional measure-
ments from the three submodules. The evaluation
data was then divided into five grades according to
user experience, thereby providing feedback on the
rationality of the modular design

(2) An evaluation sample was defined based on the selec-
tion criteria. The main factor affecting positioning in
this experiment was the head circumference, which
was selected according to the normal distribution. A
total of 12 human volunteers were selected for the
evaluation. The head size distribution is presented
in Table 6

(3) Head and neck positioning experiments were per-
formed. Briefly, the head and neck of volunteers par-
ticipating in the experiment were positioned, as
shown in Figure 17, and the evaluation form was
filled out based on their experiences

(4) The evaluation results were statistically analyzed.
Evaluation scores were counted for all items accord-
ing to the head circumference, average scores were
calculated, and evaluation score curves were plotted,
as shown in Figure 18

From the curves in Figure 18(a), it can be observed that
the expansion of the adjustable positioning block meets the
needs of users with moderate head dimensions but can also
meet the needs of larger and smaller users. Smaller users gave

higher evaluation scores for the comfort of each positioning
block, but the scores of larger users were poor.

Overall, the adjustment efficiency of the adjustable posi-
tioning block was low, and since the larger user is taller than
the small user, only small length adjustments are needed for
the large user. From Figure 18(b), it can be seen that the size
of the chin positioning block is more suitable for larger users
and small users gave slightly lower evaluation scores.

In general, adjustment efficiency scores of the chin
positioning block were fairly low, with scores of large users
only slightly higher because the length must only be adjusted
small amount. Moreover, larger users found the device more
comfortable than small users. It can be seen from
Figure 18(c) that the positioning block mounting efficiency
is higher for large head circumferences. The backplane was
more difficult for smaller users to adjust, whereas the size of
the head space was more suitable for small- and medium-
sized users; therefore, comfort for large users was poor.

In summary, the universal head and neck positioning
device can better meet the needs of users of medium head
sizes and must be further optimized to better meet the needs
of small and large users.

4. Conclusions

This paper presented the design of a proton heavy ion
radiotherapy chair with a head and neck localization func-
tion. The design of the posture adjustment module and
head and neck positioning module was based on U-TRIZ
theory and ergonomics, respectively. A positive kinematic
analysis of the posture adjustment mechanism of the treat-
ment chair and workspace analysis of the head and neck
positioning device were carried out, as well as a stiffness
and strength analysis under several limit states. Finally, a
positioning error experiment and ergonomics evaluation
were performed using a prototype of the universal head

Table 4: The coordinates and errors of the head circumference positioning block and the head top positioning block.

Module State Calculating coordinates Measuring coordinates
Error (mm)

Δx Δy Δz

Head circumference
positioning block 1

High position and extension (-64.7, 173.8, 360.0) (-63.5, 174.5, 357.0) 1.2 0.7 -3.0

High position and shorten (-82.0, 183.8, 360.0) (-84.0, 182.0, 358.0) -2.0 -1.8 -2

Low position and extension (-64.7, 173.8, 260.0) (-64.0, 173.5, 258.5) 0.7 -0.3 -1.5

Low position and shorten (-82.0, 183.8, 260.0) (-81.0, 183.0, 261.0) 1.0 -0.8 1.0

Head circumference
positioning block 2

High position and extension (64.7, 173.8, 360.0) (65.0, 171.0, 358.0) 0.3 -2.8 -2.0

High position and shorten (82.0, 183.8, 360.0) (83.5, 183.0, 358.0) 1.5 -0.8 -2.0

Low position and extension (64.7, 173.8, 260.0) (65.5, 174.5, 260.0) 0.8 0.7 0

Low position and shorten (82.0, 183.8, 260.0) (80.0, 182.5, 259.0) -2.0 -1.3 -1.0

Fixed head circumference
positioning block 3

High position (0, 34.5, 360.0) (0, 35.0, 358.5) 0 0.5 -1.5

Low position (0, 34.5, 260.0) (0, 33.5, 261.0) 0 -1.0 1.0

Head top positioning block

High position and extension (0, 135.0, 430.0) (1.0, 133.5, 428.5) 1.0 -1.5 -1.5

High position and shorten (0, 135.0, 450.0) (0.5, 133.5, 449.0) 0.5 -1.5 -1.0

Low position and extension (0, 135.0, 330.0) (0, 134.0, 328.0) 0 -1.0 -2.0

Low position and shorten (0, 135.0, 350.0) (-0.5, 133.5, 348.5) -0.5 -1.5 -1.5
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Table 5: The evaluation form.

The evaluation form of the head and neck positioning device

Through the subjective feelings of the volunteers during the experiment, the performance of the head circumference positioning module, the
chin positioning module, and the backboard module was evaluated from the perspective of ergonomics.

Name Scoring standard: very suitable: 5, suitable: 3, general: 1, inappropriate: -3,
very inappropriate: -5Gender

Head size parameter Head circumference Head full height Eye height Maximum width of the head
Maximum length

of the head

Unit (mm)

The universal head
and neck positioning
device evaluation

Submodule Evaluation project Score Comment

The head circumference
positioning module

evaluation

(01) Whether the adjustable head circumference positioning
block 1 and 2 is suitable

(02) Whether the fixed head circumference positioning block 3
is suitable

(03) Whether the adjustable head top positioning block 4 is
suitable

(04) Whether the expansion amount of adjustable head
circumference positioning blocks 1 and 2 is suitable

(05) Whether the expansion amount of adjustable head top
positioning block 4 is suitable

(06) Whether the adjustment efficiency of head circumference
adjustable positioning blocks 1 and 2 is efficient

(07) Whether the adjustment efficiency of head top positioning
block 4 is efficient

(08) Whether the adjustable head circumference positioning
block 1, 2 is comfortable

(09) Whether the fixed head circumference positioning block 3
is comfortable

(10) Whether the adjustable head top positioning block 4 is
comfortable

(11) Whether the head circumference positioning is stable

The chin positioning
module evaluation

(12) Whether the chin positioning block is suitable

(13) Whether the adjustment amount of the chin positioning
block is sufficient

(14) Whether the adjustment efficiency of the chin positioning
block is efficient

(15) Whether the chin positioning block is comfortable

(16) Whether the support arms 1 and 2 press the shoulder

The backboard
module evaluation

(17) Whether the head circumference positioning block frame
is efficient

(18) Whether the height of the backboard is easy to adjust

(19) Whether the height adjustment of the backboard is stable

(20) Is the device safe?

(21) Is it easy to grasp the hand-held handle?

(22) Is the head space the right size?

Suggest:

Table 6: Volunteer head circumference size distribution table.

Head circumference size 510-519 520-529 530-539 540-549 550-559 560-569 570-579 580-589

Number 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1
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Figure 17: The experiment of head and neck positioning.
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Figure 18: The evaluation scoring curve of universal head and neck positioning device. (a) The evaluation scoring curve of head
circumference positioning module. (b) The evaluation scoring curve of chin positioning module. (c) The evaluation scoring curve of
backboard module.
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and neck positioning device. The results show that the
head and neck positioning device can meet the head and
neck positioning requirements of medium-sized users
much better than existing chairs; however, further optimi-
zation is still needed to meet the needs of all users.
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The combined gait asymmetry metric (CGAM) provides a method to synthesize human gait motion. The metric is weighted to
balance each parameter’s effect by normalizing the data so all parameters are more equally weighted. It is designed to combine
spatial, temporal, kinematic, and kinetic gait parameter asymmetries. It can also combine subsets of the different gait parameters
to provide a more thorough analysis. The single number quantifying gait could assist robotic rehabilitation methods to optimize
the resulting gait patterns. CGAM will help define quantitative thresholds for achievable balanced overall gait asymmetry.
The study presented here compares the combined gait parameters with clinical measures such as timed up and go (TUG),
six-minute walk test (6MWT), and gait velocity. The comparisons are made on gait data collected on individuals with
stroke before and after twelve sessions of rehabilitation. Step length, step time, and swing time showed a strong correlation
to CGAM, but the double limb support asymmetry has nearly no correlation with CGAM and ground reaction force
asymmetry has a weak correlation. The CGAM scores were moderately correlated with TUG and strongly correlated to 6MWT
and gait velocity.

1. Introduction

Researchers traditionally analyze a small set of gait parame-
ters in order to evaluate the outcomes of their techniques.
This often leads to an overreliance on a few parameters and
a focus on improving one gait parameter. Few studies in the
gait literature aim to correct many gait parameters at the
same time. This traditional narrow approach lacks broader
understanding of the interaction between various gait param-
eters and limits potential approaches that can lead to whole-
some rehabilitation techniques. In this research study, we
examine our combined gait asymmetry metric (CGAM) to
give a representation of the overall gait pattern. We use
stroke for examining this combined metric because it affects
several different aspects of an individual’s gait, and many of
these aspects are asymmetric. Although we focus on mea-
sures of asymmetry, this combined method is not limited
by the type or number of parameters evaluated. Our hypoth-
esis is that the outcomes of the combined metric will partially
correlate to functional clinical outcome measures. We also
use this combined metric to determine if there have been

changes to the individual’s gait pattern from baseline to after
the clinical intervention.

Figure 1 shows an example of how a combined metric
would be useful in analyzing an asymmetric gait pattern.
Many existing rehabilitation therapies can change different
sets of gait parameters, but some make one parameter worse
while correcting others. Even in unimpaired walking, perfect
symmetry is not expected [1], so there is space for some
parameters to be asymmetric while the overall gait is within
a reasonable bound. The CGAM distance (shown in orange
in Figure 1) generates a single representation of the measured
gait parameters that generally scales with the global deviation
from symmetry. The deviation of each measure is scaled
based on the variance within that measure, so measures that
generally have larger magnitudes of asymmetry (e.g., forces)
will be scaled so that each gait parameter has a similar influ-
ence on the overall metric. If a therapy reduces the CGAM
distance, the overall gait has improved even though some of
the individual parameters might have gotten worse. Without
a combined metric, it is difficult to determine whether the
gait is improving when looking at individual gait parameters.
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1.1. Gait Measurements. Gait data is typically collected using
motion capture, force plates, and/or wearable sensors. Many
variables portray various facets of human gait. There are spa-
tial parameters such as step length defined by the distance
covered from the heel strike of one foot to the heel strike of
the opposite foot. There are temporal parameters such as step
time defined as the time taken between opposite heel strikes.
Then, there is swing time, which is the time taken from toe-
off to heel strike of the same foot. Double limb support is
the time spent when both legs are on the ground. The termi-
nal double limb support is used for this research study. There
are kinematic parameters associated with joint angles of the
ankle, knee, and hip joints. Hip joints in the case of individ-
uals with stroke and amputees also show abduction and
adduction. The kinetic parameters include vertical ground
reaction forces, propulsive or push-off forces during toe-off,
braking forces during initial contact or heel strike, and ankle,
knee, and hip joint moments. Further, some of these param-
eters are more easily identified by sight alone (e.g., step
length, cadence, and gait velocity) while others are nearly
impossible to quantify without a sensor (e.g., forces and joint
moments) [2].

1.2. Gait Metrics. Several gait metrics combining multiple
gait parameters have been used clinically to evaluate different
gait impairments. These metrics can also be used to classify
gait based on different types of information. There are two
types: qualitative [3, 4] and quantitative [5–7] metrics. Many
metrics rely on either kinetic or kinematic data to categorize
different gait motions and behaviors. Some metrics have the
ability to jointly analyze kinetic and kinematic parameters
[8, 9]. Machine learning has been used to classify and differ-
entiate gait patterns [10]. Most gait metrics use statistical

analysis like principle component analysis (PCA) and singu-
lar variable decomposition (SVD) to reduce dimensionality
to make the data computation easier [11]. The processed data
is then classified using the Euclidean or similar distances
[11]. These distances become the scores which form the cen-
tral part of the gait metric. Another study by Hoerzer et al. [9]
proposed the comprehensive asymmetry index (CAI) which
combined gait asymmetry using PCA and Euclidean dis-
tances. CAI was effective in identifying that running with
shoes reduces gait asymmetry compared to barefoot running.
A prior study used a combination of Mahalanobis distances
with data reduction techniques on a preprocessed dataset to
analyze kinematic and kinetic gait parameters [8]. They
developed several metrics to classify the data and showed
that they can successfully classify the abnormal data from
a standard normal dataset. The precursor to CGAM used
a symmetry index processed using PCA measured using
Mahalanobis distances. Without the restrictions of dimen-
sionality reduction, CGAM served as a versatile gait asymme-
try metric [12–14].

1.3. Effects of Stroke on Gait and Rehabilitation. The analysis
in this paper uses an existing dataset from an experimental
stroke therapy to examine the effects of combining and
jointly assessing gait as opposed to individually assessing a
single parameter. We focus on individuals with stroke
because they inherently have different capabilities on each
side and are asymmetric; as such, it is unlikely that they can
ever regain complete symmetry in all parameters. However,
it may be possible to achieve a balanced gait where some
parameters are slightly asymmetric, but none of them are
excessively large. Our proposed joint metric helps to balance
all of the parameters. We examine before and after the
therapy to help understand what changes have occurred.

Gait after stroke becomes asymmetric (or hemiparetic) as
a consequence of altered neuromuscular signals affecting leg
motor areas, typically hyperextension at the knee and
reduced flexion at the hip, knee, and ankle [15–17]. Hemi-
paretic gait is characterized by significant asymmetry in
temporal (e.g., time spent in double limb support) and
spatial (e.g., step length) measures of interlimb coordination
[15, 18, 19]. Propulsive force of the paretic limb is reduced
compared to the nonparetic limb, as are work and power of
the paretic plantar flexors [19, 20]. The significant decrease
in propulsive force results in smaller overall step lengths,
which in turn affects the patient’s gait velocity. Finally, verti-
cal ground reaction forces (GRFs) are decreased on the
paretic limb relative to the nonparetic limb [21], reflecting
diminished weight bearing and balancing capabilities by the
paretic limb.

Some of the rehabilitation techniques used to restore gait
impaired by stroke involve some form of asymmetric pertur-
bations that try to restore the symmetry between the paretic
and nonparetic sides [22]. Split-belt treadmills are one
method to apply this rehabilitation technique. The split-belt
treadmill has two treads that can move at different velocities,
which are used to exaggerate the asymmetry of the individ-
ual. When the tread speeds are made the same after training,
the subject typically has some after-effects that are more
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Figure 1: Representation of the multidimensional gait parameter
space. The orange lines represent the distance each gait is from a
symmetric gait (CGAM distance), which helps determine how far
away a gait is from ideal. CGAM can also aid in ascertaining
whether the overall gait pattern is improving (even if some of the
parameters are getting worse). CGAM can incorporate more
dimensions than the three shown, but that is hard to visualize.
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symmetric than when they started [23]. The after-effects are
usually improved spatial and temporal symmetry. Unfortu-
nately, these after-effects only partially transfer to walking
on the ground. There are other rehabilitation techniques
such as body-weight support [24], robotic [25], functional
electrical stimulation [26], transcranial magnetic stimulation
[27], and full-body gait exoskeletons [28]. Each of the tech-
niques have their merits and train the individual in a special-
ized manner, which means a combination of these methods
may provide additional benefits to the person.

2. CGAM Derivation

The metric presented here has the potential to help categorize
and differentiate between multiple asymmetric gaits [29].
CGAM is based on Mahalanobis distances, and it utilizes
the asymmetries of gait parameters obtained from data
recorded during human walking. The gait parameters that
were used in this analysis represent spatial, temporal, and
kinetic parameters. This form of a consolidated metric will
help researchers identify overall gait asymmetry and improve
rehabilitation techniques to provide a well-rounded gait post
training. The CGAM metric successfully served as a measure
for overall symmetry with 11 different gait parameters and
successfully showed differences among gait with multiple
physical asymmetries [14]. The mass at the distal end had a
larger magnitude on overall gait asymmetry compared to
leg length discrepancy. Combined effects are varied based
on the cancellation effect between gait parameters [13]. The
metric was successful in delineating the differences of
prosthetic gait and able-bodied gait at three different walking
velocities [14].

Symmetry is calculated using equation (1) where M is
the step length, step time, swing time, double limb support
(DLS), and ground reaction forces (GRFs). A value of 0
indicates symmetry. The measures include gait evaluations
conducted before training and after the completion of
training.

Symmetry = 100 ∗ abs Mparetic −Mnonparetic
À Á

0:5 ∗ Mparetic +Mnonparetic
À Á , ð1Þ

Modified CGAM=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Data ∗ inv Σð Þ ∗Data′

∑ inv Σð Þð Þ

s

, ð2Þ

where

(i) Modified CGAM distance: weighted distance from
ideal symmetry

(ii) CGAM distance: Mahalanobis distance from ideal
symmetry

(iii) Data: matrix with n columns (11) and m rows
(number of steps)

(iv) Σ: covariance of the data

The modified CGAM [30] works similar to weighted
means, but, in this case, the weights are inverse covariances

that are multiplied across the dataset in the numerator. To
balance the influence of the inverse of covariance, it is divided
by the sum of the inverse covariance matrix, equation (2).
This change to the formulation makes the modified CGAM
represent the scores closer to the percent asymmetry while
still serving as a combined measure of all the gait parameter
asymmetries.

3. Methods

The analysis performed in this paper used data collected as
part of a separate clinical study. The novel shoe tested was
designed to improve the overall gait symmetry and gait func-
tion of an individual poststroke. The efficacy of the device is
discussed in another paper [31]. That study data is used here
so we can evaluate the modified CGAM in the context of a
rehabilitation therapy. This study aims to understand how
the modified CGAM metric can be used to evaluate the gait
of individuals with stroke. The study data consists of six
subjects who trained on the device for four weeks. Gait
parameters and functional clinical measures were collected
throughout the training and used in the modified CGAM
analysis presented here.

3.1. Subjects. All subjects agreed to participate in this study
and signed a consent form that was approved by the Western
Institutional Review Board. Six subjects (4 males and 2
females), aged 57–74 years old with unilateral stroke, com-
pleted the training, and the length of time since stroke ranged
from 1.2 to 12.5 years. Subject 3 was an outlier and excluded
in some of the analyses. At baseline, his double limb support
asymmetry was 34 standard deviations above the other
subjects’ mean and timed up and go (TUG) score was 36
standard deviations above the other subjects’ mean.

3.2. Device Used for Gait Training. The device, shown in
Figure 2, is designed to change interlimb coordination and
strengthen the paretic leg of individuals with asymmetric
walking patterns caused by stroke. The concept of this device
is similar to that of a split-belt treadmill [32] but allows the
individual to walk over ground, which is hypothesized to help
with long-term retention of the altered gait pattern [33]. The
device is completely passive and uses spiral-like (noncon-
stant radius) wheels [34], which redirect the downward force
generated during walking into a backward force that gener-
ates a consistent motion. By not utilizing actuators and fabri-
cating the shoe using rapid manufactured glass-filled nylon,
the version used in this study weighs approximately 900 g.
Small unidirectional dampers on the front and back axles
prevent uncontrolled motions. After the shoe stops moving
backward, the user pushes off, and springs attached to the
axles reset the position of the wheels for the next step. The
front of the device is able to pivot to more naturally conform
to the user’s toe-off.

3.3. Experiment Procedure. Before training, the subject’s gait
patterns were evaluated using a ProtoKinetics ZenoWalkway
(ProtoKinetics, Havertown, PA). They then completed four
weeks of training three times a week under the guidance of
a physical therapist. Each of the twelve sessions included six
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bouts of walking for five minutes on the device with about a
two-minute break between bouts. The device was attached to
the subject’s nonparetic foot during training. The subject’s
gait without the device was measured on the ProtoKinetics
Zeno Walkway before the training began [35]; this data will
be referred to henceforth as pretest. Gait data was also col-
lected on the walkway prior to the second, third, and fourth
week of training sessions; this data will be referred to as
midtest. Their gait was tested again within five days after
the completion of the training protocol on the walkway; this
data will be referred to as post test. Clinical measures
included TUG [36], six-minute walk test (6MWT) [37], and
gait velocity.

3.4. Data Analysis. The modified CGAM scores for all the tri-
als were calculated using spatial, temporal, and kinetic
parameter asymmetries. The R-squared (r2) was used to
assess the correlations between the modified CGAM scores
and clinical measures. The correlations between the clinical
measures and individual gait parameters were also analyzed
using r2. The strength of correlation was evaluated based on
the absolute value of r as reported by Swinscow et al. [38]
where r = 0:4 and above is moderate or strong correlation.

4. Results

The individual gait parameter asymmetries are shown in
Figure 3 for reference. Details related to the results from the
clinical trial are presented in another paper [31]. The below
results focus on the modified CGAM.

Table 1 shows the correlation values between the pre- and
post test data of each gait parameter for all subjects correlated
with the corresponding modified CGAM scores. The pre-
and post test performance is important clinically; however
it is also important to analyze the correlation for all the
midtest data points for the gait parameters, so both time
frames are shown. It is interesting to note that step length,
step time, and swing time show consistently very strong cor-
relation to the modified CGAM while double limb support
asymmetry shows a very weak correlation. The correlations
between step length, step time, swing time, and double limb
support remain consistent between the pre-/post comparison

and data from all weeks. The ground reaction force has a
stronger correlation for all midtests compared to just the
pre- and post tests.

Table 2 shows the complete list of r2 values comparing
the gait parameters and modified CGAM to the functional
gait measures. Modified CGAM scores show a moderate cor-
relation to TUG and strong correlations with 6MWT and gait
velocity. Step time and swing time asymmetries show a
similar pattern of correlation as the modified CGAM does.
TUG shows a moderate correlation to step time, swing time,
and ground reaction force asymmetries, but weak and very
weak correlations to step length and double limb support
asymmetries, respectively. The 6MWT and gait velocity show
moderate correlations to step length asymmetry and strong
correlations to step time and swing time asymmetries, but
weak correlations to double limb support and ground reac-
tion force asymmetries.

5. Discussion

Comparing the behavior of the gait parameters helps under-
stand the relationship between the gait asymmetries and also
evaluates the hypothesis that there exists a balance of asym-
metry between gait parameters. For example, most subjects
in midtest 1 show a decrease in spatial and temporal
asymmetry but have increases in ground reaction force
asymmetry. The reverse is observed in midtest 2 where most
subjects have decreased ground reaction force but increased
spatial and temporal asymmetry. Not all subjects display
the same changes, but this highlights the difficultly of deter-
mining if the overall gait improved or not since improving
one gait parameter may come partially at the expense of mak-
ing another gait parameter worse. People with hemiparesis
due to stroke have different force and motion capabilities
on each leg. The paretic leg is weaker and has a more limited
range of motion than the nonparetic leg. Rehabilitation sci-
ence has not advanced to the point where these problems
can be fully corrected. Therefore, when we are retraining
walking poststroke, we are working with an inherently asym-
metric system. From a biomechanical view, two physically dif-
ferent systems (e.g., legs) can only have the samemotion if the
forces controlling them or the forces resulting from the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2: As the wearer takes a step, the device pushes the foot backward during stance. This exaggeration of the asymmetry results in a more
symmetric gait pattern once the shoe is removed. In addition, the shoe works to strengthen the paretic leg by slightly destabilizing the
nonparetic leg, which encourages the wearer to use their paretic leg more. A flexible height- and weight-matched platform worn on the
opposite foot equalizes the added height and weight of the device.
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movement are different. When an individual with an asym-
metric impairment walks with symmetric step lengths, other
aspects of gait become asymmetric, such as the forces in the
joints [39, 40], the amount of time standing on each leg [21],
and other temporal variables [41, 42], all of which can be det-
rimental to efficiency and long-term viability.

All subjects decreased the modified CGAM score, which
indicates that their overall gait improved. This does not mean
that every gait parameter improved. For example, subject 2
had slightly worse swing time and vertical ground reaction
force asymmetries and subject 4 had slightly worse step time
and swing time asymmetries during the post test compared
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Figure 3: Gait parameter asymmetry.
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to the pretest. But, the other gait parameters improved such
that the end result was an overall better gait pattern. This
suggests that there can be a functional balance between all
the gait parameters. Although the resulting gait will have
some degree of asymmetry in all measures, it will more
likely meet the functional walking goals of individuals with
asymmetric impairments.

The modified CGAM can be calculated using any num-
ber of input gait parameters. Including more should give a
better indication of the overall gait, but care should be given
to including a range of different types of parameters like
forces, spatial, and temporal parameters. Also of note is
that the specific score of modified CGAM with one set of
parameters is not directly comparable to modified CGAM
computed with a different set of parameters. So, modified
CGAM can be very helpful for looking at changes within a
study but may not always provide a comparison between
studies if the measured parameters are different.

Modified CGAM shows a strong correlation with step
length, step time, and swing time. This was consistent when
only the pre- and post test data were considered or when all
test data including pre- and post tests were analyzed. This
means that these three parameters have similar behaviors to
their modified CGAM scores while double limb support
and ground reaction force asymmetry have more variation
in the data.

The modified CGAM scores calculated using the spatial,
temporal, and kinetic parameters showed behaviors similar
to some of the underlying gait parameter asymmetries
(see Figure 3) and also some of the functional measures.
Although it would be expected to have some correlation

to the underlying parameters, having moderate to strong
correlation with the functional measures shows evidence
that a measure of overall symmetry which is used as factor
for gait quality is related to gait function signified by gait
velocity and 6MWT. These findings also offer some evidence
to validate the modified CGAM metric.

6. Conclusions

To summarize, the research suggests that rehabilitating gait
asymmetries should be a holistic approach. Targeting certain
types of asymmetry may not be the correct approach as it
may adversely affect other gait parameters that may lead to
pervasive long-term effects. The modified CGAM metric
showed potential for being used as a quantitative metric for
impairments that cause gait asymmetries. Further, the
research suggests that it is important to consider quantitative
metrics such as modified CGAM and subjective metrics such
as pain and quality of life data to evaluate overall improve-
ment of an individual’s gait. The simple asymmetric pertur-
bations applied on the gait patterns showed that it is
possible to combat the negative effects of asymmetric impair-
ment with asymmetry. To tackle these problems, this
research has shown that quantitative metrics along with
clinical evaluation offer a good direction in evaluating and
rehabilitating asymmetric gait patterns.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Background. Upper limb robot-assisted therapy (RT) provides intensive, repetitive, and task-specific treatment, and its efficacy for
stroke survivors is well established in literature. Biomechanical data from robotic devices has been widely employed for patient’s
assessment, but rarely it has been analysed for tracking patient progress during RT. The goal of this retrospective study is to
analyse built-in kinematic data registered by a planar end-effector robot for assessing the time course of motor recovery and
patient’s workspace exploration skills. A comparison of subjects having mild and severe motor impairment has been also
conducted. For that purpose, kinematic data recorded by a planar end-effector robot have been processed for investigating how
motor performance in executing point-to-point trajectories with different directions changes during RT. Methods. Observational
retrospective study of 68 subacute stroke patients who conducted 20 daily sessions of upper limb RT with the InMotion 2.0
(Bionik Laboratories, USA): planar point-to-point reaching tasks with an “assist as needed” strategy. The following kinematic
parameters (KPs) were computed for each subject and for each point-to-point trajectory executed during RT: movement
accuracy, movement speed, number of peak speed, and task completion time. The Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used with
clinical outcomes. the Friedman test and post hoc Conover’s test (Bonferroni’s correction) were applied to KPs. A secondary
data analysis has been conducted by comparing patients having different severities of motor impairment. The level of
significance was set at p value < 0.05. Results. At the RT onset, the movements were less accurate and smoothed, and showed
higher times of execution than those executed at the end of treatment. The analysis of the time course of KPs highlighted that
RT seems to improve the motor function mainly in the first sessions of treatment: most KPs show significant intersession
differences during the first 5/10 sessions. Afterwards, no further significant variations occurred. The ability to perform
movements away from the body and from the hemiparetic side remains more challenging. The results obtained from the data
stratification show significant differences between subjects with mild and severe motor impairment. Conclusion. Significant
improvements in motor performance were registered during the time course of upper limb RT in subacute stroke patients. The
outcomes depend on movement direction and motor impairment and pave the way to optimize healthcare resources and to
design patient-tailored rehabilitative protocols.
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1. Introduction

The recovery of upper limb motor impairment after stroke
requires prolonged periods of rehabilitation treatment, even
if started at an early stage, and the prognosis for functional
recovery is often worse than that of lower extremities. The
functional recovery process requires a complex integration
of muscle activities involving proximal and distal regions of
the upper limb, and the execution of movements away from
the body and from the hemiparetic side is usually rather chal-
lenging [1]. Published studies suggest that there is a highly
predictable poor outcome for the return of isolated arm or
hand movements 6 months after stroke on the basis of the
Fugl-Meyer motor scores [2, 3]. Furthermore, upper limb
functional impairment occurs in up to 85% of stroke survi-
vors with a significant long-term impact on activities of daily
living (ADLs) and quality of life [4]. Since stroke rehabilita-
tion is often described as a process of active motor relearning,
motor task repetition and intensity of the treatment can play
an important role in rehabilitation, since they promote neu-
roplasticity and improve the functional outcome [5, 6].

Robot-assisted therapy (RT) is able to provide high-
intensive, repetitive, task-specific, and interactive treatment
of the impaired upper limb. In addition, RT is a safe, repro-
ducible, and customizable rehabilitation treatment for pro-
moting the motor learning [7–9]. The efficacy of poststroke
RT in improving motor and functional outcomes, and the
acceptability are well established in literature [10–13].

Clinical studies on RT usually assess patient’s motor
ability with a traditional approach based on ordinal mea-
surement scales, which are administered to patients at
the beginning and at the end of the period of treatment
[11]. However, robotic devices not only provide an
assisted upper limb mobilisation but also include sensors
that gather biomechanical data during the therapy with a
high level of resolution and accuracy [14, 15]. Therefore,
robots for rehabilitation provide objective built-in data
that can be used to derive measures related to subject’s
motor impairment. Such movement-related measures allow
to quantitatively and ecologically track patient progress over
a period of time, providing clinicians greater insight into how
components of motor control and coordination change day-
by-day with recovery [16–18].

In poststroke upper limb RT, built-in measures have
been widely employed for a quantitative patient’s assessment
[19–38], and they have been classified into kinematic param-
eters, kinetic parameters, and neuromechanical parameters
[16]. A recent review by Tran et al. [39] associated the kine-
matic parameters (KPs) to the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) domains. The KPs
have been moderately correlated to clinical outcome mea-
sures [15, 20, 24] and their validity and reliability have been
established [40–42]. However, the majority of published
studies employed KPs for assessing patient’s status only at
the beginning and at the end of the period of treatment
[19–24, 26, 35–37]. However, robots for rehabilitation regis-
ter data during each session of RT and thus allow day-to-day
tracking of motor performance [16–18]. Some studies pro-
posed mathematical approaches for modelling the temporal

evolution of KPs during RT [25, 28–30, 32–34, 38], which
the aim of deeper understanding of the functional and phys-
iological mechanisms underlying the time course of recov-
ery. These models are generally based on the analysis of
the overall end-effector trajectory, although it was composed
by as set of point-to-point movements having different
directions in the workplace. To our knowledge, only Panar-
ese et al. [30] analysed the submovements, each in a different
direction, finding that motor recovery was direction-
dependent. Other published studies are aimed at under-
standing whether built-in movement measures could be
employed in clinical practice for optimizing the length of
poststroke RT [27, 31]. To this extent, Mazzoleni et al. [27]
analysed KPs registered by 25 subacute stroke subjects
during RT with a planar end-effector robot and found that
kinematics significantly improved in the first sessions of
treatment, and that a plateau occurred after 10th session.
These results were confirmed in a subsequent study by the
same group on 12 subacute and 12 chronic stroke patients
[31]. These outcomes were encouraging although a restricted
number of patients was recruited, and the analysis of KPs
did not investigate whether the recovery was dependent
from the direction of the movement. Thus, additional
research with a higher number of stroke patients is needed
in order to understand how kinematic data from robotics
devices can be exploited in clinical practice for optimizing
and personalizing the RT.

The goal of this retrospective study is to analyse built-in
kinematic data registered by a planar end-effector robot
for assessing the time course of motor recovery and
patient’s workspace exploration skills. For that purpose,
kinematic data recorded by a planar end-effector robot have
been processed for investigating how motor performance in
executing point-to-point trajectories with different direc-
tions changes during RT. A comparison of subjects having
mild and severe motor impairment has been also con-
ducted. The results of this study could help the clinicians
to optimise poststroke upper limb RT in terms of length
of the therapy and direction of point-to-point movements
that need a more intensive training.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects and Clinical Assessment. An observational retro-
spective study was conducted on a database of 271 inpatients
who underwent upper limb RT with the InMotion 2.0 robot
(Bionik Laboratories, Watertown, MA, USA) at the IRCCS
San Raffaele Pisana of Rome between January 2011 and
December 2017.

Inclusion criteria for the patient selection were age
between 18 and 80 years, first event of unilateral hemiparetic
stroke, subacute phase (RT started within 30 ± 7 days post-
stroke), upper limb Chedoke-McMaster scores between 2
and 5, and RT for 20 sessions.

Exclusion criteria were bilateral impairment, chronic
phase, RT for less than 20 sessions, RT interruption for more
than 3 consecutive days, presence of other severe medical
conditions, and incomplete data in the database.
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The following demographic data have been extracted
from the electronic medical records: age, sex, aetiology,
stroke location, and distance from the acute event.

The following clinical assessments were registered at the
beginning (T1) and at the end (T2) of the period of treat-
ment: modified Barthel Index (BI), which is a measure of
ADLs and depicts the degree of independence of a patient
from any assistance; Motricity Index of the impaired upper
limb (MIul), which assesses the arm motor impairment and
ranges from 0 to 100 [43]. These clinical outcome measures
are usually delivered as routine clinical assessments. Patient’s
privacy was preserved by identifying each record in the data-
base by means of a unique alphanumeric code.

2.2. Ethical Considerations. Since March 2012, the Italian
Data Protection Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati
personali) declared that IRCCS (Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a
Carattere Scientifico—Institute for Scientific Research and
Health Care) can perform retrospectives studies without the
approval of the local Ethical Committee [44] since only a for-
mal communication is needed. Such communication has
been registered by the Ethical Committee of the IRCCS San
Raffaele Pisana of Rome (date: 22/02/2017; code number:
06/17) that waived the need of participants’ consent.

2.3. Robot-Assisted Therapy. All subjects conducted 20
daily sessions of upper limb RT by using the InMotion2
system (Bionik Laboratories, Watertown, MA, USA),
which is a two-DOF robotic device designed for neurolog-
ical applications. The subject’s arm was placed in a sup-
port attached to the robot end-effector and performed
eight-direction planar point-to-point reaching task with
an “assist as needed” strategy. We followed the methods
of Franceschini et al. 2018 [45].

Each task involved the training of different muscle syner-
gies, moving the end-effector from a central target to 8
peripheral targets, equally spaced on a 0.14m radius circum-
ference and vice versa (Figure 1). A visual biofeedback was
delivered from a monitor placed in front of the subject. The
duration of each session was fixed to 45 minutes, as in pub-
lished clinical studies on poststroke upper limb RT with the
same device [12, 20, 35, 45]. The number of repetitions of
each session was planned as follows: (i) a series of 16 assisted
clockwise repetitions to each target (training), (ii) a series of
16 unassisted clockwise repetitions to each target (record 1),
(iii) 3 series of 320 assisted clockwise repetitions (adaptive),
and (iv) a series of 16 unassisted clockwise repetitions to each
target (record 2). However, since the number of repetitions in
the record 1 and record 2 series depended on the patient’s
residual upper limb abilities, not all patients were able to exe-
cute all planned unassisted repetitions.

Every missed session was retrieved and subjects who were
not able to retrieve sessions, or interrupted the treatment for
more than 3 consecutive days, were excluded from the study.

In addition, all patients underwent conventional physio-
therapy sessions according to the standardised rehabilitation
protocol for subacute stroke patients of IRCCS San Raffaele
Pisana in Rome. The following treatments were provided by

senior physical therapists: assisted stretching, shoulder and
arm exercises, and functional reaching tasks.

2.4. Kinematic Parameters. Kinematic data were recorded at
the end-effector robot during the record 1 and record 2 series
at a sampling frequency of 200Hz. As subjects used the robot
with the hemiparetic upper limb, the position of the end-
effector over time has been expressed with respect to a refer-
ence system consistent with the lesion side (Figure 2).

We processed the data of the second unassisted clock-
wise repetition of the record 2 series, with a customised
MATLAB® routine. Then, we downsampled the data, con-
sidering the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT
and we calculated the following KPs for each trajectory

Figure 1: Upper limb RT based on the InMotion 2.0 robotic system.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup and reference system in case of left (a)
or right (b) affected limb.
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from the central target to the peripheral ones: movement
accuracy (MovAc), movement speed (MS), number of peak
speed (nPS), and task completion time (TCT). These KPs
described functional abilities [27, 29] and are representative
of two different ICF domains [39]: MovAc, MS, and nPS
are in the “body function and structure” domain, while
TCT belongs to the “activities” one. The KPs computed in
this study are considered as “performance metrics” for
assessing the quality of the movement by assuming that nor-
mal reaching movements are straight, accurate, smoothed,
and fairly quick [17, 18].

The MovAc is a measure of accuracy: the value is 0 if
the trajectory lies exactly on a straight line connecting the
targets. It is computed as the mean absolute value of the
minimum distance of each point of the actual path trav-
elled by the subject from the ideal one (i.e., the straight
line connecting the targets).

The MS has been computed from the discrete-time veloc-
ity signals vx[k] and vy[k] along the x and y axes, respectively
(the reference coordinate system is shown in Figure 2), as the
mean value of the resultant velocities in the xy plane:

MS =
1
N
〠
N

k=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

vx k½ �ð Þ2 + vy k½ �
À Á2

q

, ð1Þ

where N is the number of samples for each trajectory.
The nPS is a metric used for assessing the smoothness

of the movement in stroke patients [24]: low nPS values
derive from few accelerations and decelerations, i.e., smooth
movement. The nPS is defined as the number of peaks of
the resultant velocity:

vxy k½ � =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

vx k½ �ð Þ2 + vy k½ �
À Á2

q

: ð2Þ

The TCT is the time required to carry out each single
point-to-point trajectory from the central target to the
peripheral one.

Therefore, the KP values have been calculated for each
subject and for each point-to-point trajectory executed at
the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT.

The time course of motor recovery was studied by
considering the point-to-point trajectories from the central
target to the four principal targets depicted in Figure 2.
Since the reference system is consistent with the lesion
side, each target corresponded to specific anatomical joint
movements (Table 1). Therefore, the considered point-to-

point trajectories described different muscle synergies
involved for the execution of the reaching tasks [46, 47].

Patient’s workspace exploration skills, i.e., the capacity to
execute movements towards all peripheral targets, were
described at T1 (1st session) and T2 (20th session): the KPs
were averaged, normalised between the minimum (0 value)
and the maximum (1 value), and depicted in a polar diagram.

A secondary data analysis has been conducted by stratify-
ing patients with respect to the severity of motor impairment
at baseline, assessed with the MIul. A recent study on out-
come predictors after upper limb RT with the same robot
[45] found that subacute stroke patients whose MIul score
was higher than 48 at T1 have higher probability to increase
their independence in ADLs at T2. For this reason, patients
were divided into two groups: subjects with mild motor
impairment (MIul > 48) and those with severe motor impair-
ment (MIul ≤ 48) at T1. The intergroup comparison has been
conducted for each point-to-point trajectory executed at the
1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT.

2.5. Statistics. Descriptive statistics were computed in order
to appropriately explain the characteristics of the sample.
Data are represented as frequency (with the relative percent-
age), mean value with standard deviation (SD), and median
value with interquartile range (IQR) for the categorical, con-
tinuous, and ordinal variables, respectively.

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to find significant
differences in ordinal clinical variables. To detect intrasubject
differences of the KPs during the time course of the rehabil-
itation period, a nonparametric repetitive-dependent mea-
sure test was applied (Friedman test). Conover’s test was
used for the post hoc analysis to locate significant differences
between sessions. Bonferroni’s correction was applied for
multiple comparisons. The Mann-WhitneyU tests were used
to compare the KPs (for each movement direction and RT
session) of subjects with mild motor impairment (MIul > 48
at T1) with the ones obtained from subjects with severe
impairment (MIul ≤ 48 at T1).

For all statistical analyses, the α value was set at p value <
0.05 and the software was SPSS, version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chi-
cago, IL, USA, 2004).

3. Results

Starting from the 271 patients, 68 hemiparetic ischemic and
haemorrhagic stroke subjects satisfied the inclusion criteria
and were recruited in the study (Figure 3). The mean age
was 65.28 years (SD 12.71 years), 23 (33.82%) patients were
female, and 21 (30.88%) subjects were affected by stroke on

Table 1: Correspondence between the target position and the joint movements.

Target label Target coordinates (m) Elbow movement Shoulder movement

A (0.00, 0.14) Extension Internal rotation and flexion

B (0.14, 0.00) Flexion Abduction

C (0.00, -0.14) Flexion External rotation and extension

D (-0.14, 0.00) Extension Adduction

Target coordinates are expressed as (x, y), taking into account the reference system shown in Figure 2.
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the right side. Table 2 shows the demographic characteristics
of the sample at baseline and the clinical scores (BI andMIul)
at T1 and T2. At the end of RT, the clinical outcomes show an
increase in ADLs and in motor function of the paretic upper

limb: the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests evidenced statistically
significant improvements in both BI (p value < 0.001) and
MIul (p value < 0.001) scores, in accordance with studies
on the efficacy of RT in stroke survivors [11, 12].

The nonparametric repetitive-dependent measure tests
(Friedman tests) were applied to each point-to-point trajec-
tory and for each KP. The analysis did not reveal a significant
difference for the overall MovAc changes in all movement
directions. Conversely, significant temporal differences were
found in MS in the movements towards the targets A
(χ2 = 22:04; p value < 0.001), B (χ2 = 33:96; p value < 0.001),
C (χ2 = 44:84; p value < 0.001), and D (χ2 = 34:44; p value <
0.001). An analogous result was obtained on nPS: targets A
(χ2 = 53:83; p value < 0.001), B (χ2 = 33:27; p value < 0.001),
C (χ2 = 31:49; p value < 0.001), and D (χ2 = 39:18; p value <
0.001). Similarly, the overall temporal decrease of TCT was
significant in all movement directions: targets A (χ2 = 59:98;
p value < 0.001), B (χ2 = 44:08; p value < 0.001), C
(χ2 = 42:80; p value< 0.001), andD (χ2 = 45:83; p value< 0.001).

The Figures 4–7 show each KP (mean values and SDs)
obtained from the point-to-point trajectories (A, B, C, D)
executed by the 68 subjects at the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and
20th sessions of RT. The statistical analysis of intersession
difference is shown with a representation of the corre-
sponding p values, obtained with the post hoc Conover’s
tests (Bonferroni correction). At the RT onset (1st session),
all point-to-point movements are characterised by curved
trajectories (mean MovAc at T1 = 0:019m) with distinct
sub movements (mean nPS at T1 = 4:47) executed at low
mean speed (mean MS at T1 = 0:064m/s) and with a high
time of execution (mean TCT at T1 = 5:69 s). At the end
of treatment, the data are significantly different: mean
MovAc at T2 = 0:017m, mean nPS at T2 = 2:81, mean
MS at T2 = 0:10m/s, and mean TCT at T2 = 0:10 s.

The MovAc (Figure 4) represents the accuracy (low
values represent straighter movements) of the trajectory,
and it decreases during the course of the treatment. Such
behaviour is noticeable in all movement directions, with a
significant trend in the tasks towards the target C. The
tasks that involve the elbow extension and shoulder inter-
nal rotation movements (i.e., reaching the target A) are
characterised by higher MovAc values both at the 1st

(meanMovAc = 0:03m) and at the 20th sessions
(meanMovAc = 0:018m). The trajectories towards target
C have a significant decrease of MovAc after the 10th ses-
sion, and the values are sustained afterwards. The mean
MovAv obtained from the movement direction A were
0.03m at the 1st session, of 0.023m at the 10th session,
and of 0.018m at the 20th session. Reaching the target C reg-
istered a mean value of MovAc of 0.026m at the 1st session, of
0.019m at the 10th session, and of 0.017m at the 20th session.
Data from trajectories towards target D were characterised by
a mean MovAc of 0.026m at the 1st session, of 0.017m at the
10th session, and of 0.016m at the 20th session. Movements
towards the targets A, B, and D do not have significant inter-
session changes of MovAc.

The MS (Figure 5) increases in all movement directions
during RT. The mean speed significantly changed after the
5th session, and the values are maintained in the subsequent

271 inpatients
conducted upper

limb RT

Exclusion: 31
patients had age <18

or >80 years

240 potentially
eligible patients

208 potentially
eligible patients

131 potentially
eligible patients

99 potentially
eligible patients
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ones. Analogous to MovAc, the MS highlights lower perfor-
mances of the tasks that involve the elbow extension and
shoulder internal rotation (i.e., reaching target A) that show
the lowest velocities (mean MS of 0.06m/s, 0.084m/s,
0.084m/s at the 1st, 10th, and 20th sessions, respectively).
The remaining tasks almost doubled their movement speed
after the 5th session and such value persists over time. For
example, the mean MS of target B was 0.073m/s, 0.010m/s,
0.011m/s at the 1st, 10th, and 20th sessions, respectively. Sig-
nificant intersession variations were registered between the
1st session and the following ones in all movement directions.

The nPs (Figure 6) represents the smoothness (low values
represent high smoothness) of the trajectory which decreases
in all the movement directions. Thus, the patients tended to
have less distinct submovements during the course of RT.
For instance, the mean numbers of peaks in movements

toward the target A were 6.23 at the 1st session, 4.00 at the
10th session, and 3.25 at the 20th session of RT. A plateau
trend after the 5th session is found in tasks towards targets
A, B, and C.

Movements towards target C showed a significant varia-
tion of smoothness after the 10th session.

A similar decreasing temporal evolution is found in TCT
values, where trajectories towards the target A were charac-
terised by higher times of execution at every session. Specifi-
cally, the mean TCT obtained from the movement direction
A were 6.93 s at the 1st session, of 4.55 s at the 10th session,
and of 3.58 s at the 20th session. In all movement directions,
the post hoc intersession analysis revealed significant differ-
ences between the 1st session and the following ones.

Figure 8 describes patient’s workspace exploration skills
at T1 (red line) and T2 (black line). Each point of the polar

Table 2: Characteristics of the sample and clinical outcomes.

Variables n (%) T1 median (IQR) T2 median (IQR) p value

Gender, male/female 45 (66.18)/23 (33.82)

Aetiology, ischemic/haemorrhagic 49 (72.05)/19 (27.95)

Lesion side, left/right 29 (42.62)/39 (57.35)

BI 26.50 (9.90-49.00) 79.50 (39.90-97.10) <0.001
MIul 43.00 (1.00-78.15) 77.00 (14.30-100.00) <0.001
IQR: interquartile range; BI: modified Barthel Index; MIul: Motricity Index paretic upper limb.
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Figure 4: MovAc values (mean and standard deviation) at 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT and significant post hoc comparisons
between sessions (Conover’s test): ∗p value < 0.05; ∗∗p value < 0.001; ∗∗∗p value < 0.0001. The data obtained by analysing the end-effector
trajectories towards the four targets (A, B, C, D) are showed separately.
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plots represents the mean values of the normalised KP with
respect to the 8 movement directions. At T1, the trajectories
towards target A showed the highest values on MovAc, nPs,
and TCT, and the lowest value of MS. The figures show a
motor improvement after RT in the trajectories towards all
targets. At T2, the MovAc is still high towards target A
(0.25), while in the other directions is about 0.08. MS
increased to the maximum value in all trajectories, except
to the one towards target A, where the speed at the end of
RT is half of the others. The nPS and TCT decrease in all
point-to-point trajectories, although the movements towards
targets A and C have keep higher values also at T2.

The secondary data analysis divided the sample into 2
groups with a criteria based on the motor impairment at
T1: specifically 37 patients had MIul ≤ 48, and 31 patients
had MIul > 48.

Patients with severe upper limb motor impairment
(MIul ≤ 48) showed higher values of MovAc in all point-
to-point trajectories and RT sessions (mean MovAc of
0.022m at the 1st session, of 0.023m at the 10th session,
and of 0.020m at the 20th session) than patients with
MIul > 48 (mean MovAc of 0.020m at the 1st session, of
0.015m at the 10th session, and of 0.011m at the 20th

session). Significant intergroup MovAc differences were
registered in movements towards target A (W = 813:00;
p value = 0.003) and target B (W = 745:00; p value =
0.003) at the 15th session, towards target C at the 20th

session (W = 734:50; p value = 0.005), and towards target

D and the 1st (W = 776:00; p value = 0.013), 10th

(W = 822:50; p value = 0.002), 15th (W = 804:00; p value =
0.005), and 20th (W = 867:50; p value < 0.001) sessions.

Subjects with MIul > 48 executed faster trajectories
(higher MS values) than their peers with MIul ≤ 48. Signifi-
cant intergroup differences were found in all sessions for
movements towards target A (W = 0:00; p value < 0.001),
in the 1st session for directions B (W = 385:00; p value =
0.02) and C (W = 400:50; p value = 0.03), and the 10th session
for directions B (W = 392:50; p value = 0.03) and D
(W = 395:00; p value = 0.03).

The number of peaks of the resultant velocity was
always higher in the group with more severe impairment.
In subjects with MIul ≤ 48, the mean numbers of peaks
of trajectories toward the target A were 6.45 at the 1st session,
2.84 at the 10th session, and 3.59 at the 20th session of RT. In
subjects with MIul > 48, the nPs toward the target A were
4.29 at the 1st session, 2.47 at the 10th session, and 2.31 at
the 20th session of RT. The Mann-Whitney U test revealed
significant differences in movements towards target A (1st

session: W = 784:00, p value = 0.01; 5th session: W = 754:50,
p value = 0.02; 15th session: W = 842:00, p value < 0.001),
B (1st session: W = 757:00, p value = 0.02; 5th session: W =
728:00, p value = 0.04; 10th session: W = 732:50, p value =
0.04), C (5th session:W = 784:00, p value = 0.01; 10th session:
W = 859:00, p value < 0.001; 15th session: W = 773:00,
p value = 0.01), and D (1st session: W = 814:50, p value =
0.0003).
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Figure 5: MS values (mean and standard deviation) at 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT and significant post hoc comparisons
between sessions (Conover’s test): ∗p value < 0.05; ∗∗p value < 0.001; ∗∗∗p value < 0.0001. The data obtained by analysing the end-effector
trajectories towards the four targets (A, B, C, D) are showed separately.
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The TCT values confirmed the trend of other KPs:
subjects having severe upper limb impairment had signifi-
cant higher time of execution than subjects with mild
impairment did. The intergroup analysis showed signifi-
cant differences in movements towards target A (1st ses-
sion: W = 734:50, p value = 0.04; 15th session: W = 843:50,
p value < 0.001), B (5th session: W = 761:50, p value =
0.02; 10th session: W = 754:50, p value = 0.03; 15th session:
W = 740:00, p value = 0.04), C (1st session: W = 758:50,
p value=0.02; 5th session:W = 750:00,pvalue=0.03; 10th ses-
sion:W = 835:50, p value = 0.001; 15th session: W = 779:00,
p value = 0.01; 20th session: W = 744:50, p value = 0.04),
and D (1st session:W = 813:50, p value = 0.0003; 10th session:
W = 779:00, p value = 0.01; 15th session:W = 792:50, p value
= 0.007; 20th session: W = 818:00, p value =0.0027).

4. Discussion

Kinematic data recorded by a planar end-effector robot
during the RT of 68 subacute stroke patients was processed
for assessing the time course of motor recovery and
patient’s workspace exploration skills. A set of KPs, which
are representative of motor performance, were calculated,
and their changes with respect to time and movement
direction were analysed.

The data analysis showed that RT leads to significant
improvements in kinematic components of upper motor per-

formance. Changes of movement kinematics have been
described in terms of accuracy, velocity, smoothness, and
time of execution of the motor tasks.

At the RT onset, the point-to-point trajectories were less
accurate and smoothed, and showed higher times of execu-
tion than those executed at the end of treatment. These
findings are in agreement with studies [25, 27, 29, 31]
that associated the variations of KPs to motor recovery,
registering an improvement of KPs during the period of
treatment.

The analysis of the time course of KPs highlighted that
RT seems to improve the motor function mainly in the first
sessions of treatment: most KPs showed significant interses-
sion differences during the first 5/10 sessions. Afterwards,
no further significant variations occurred. Similar results
have been found in studies on a limited number of stroke
patients [27, 31].

The descriptive analysis of different movement direc-
tions showed that the ability to perform movements away
from the body (target A) and from the hemiparetic side
(target B) was initially limited: these movements had low
accuracy, speed, smoothness, and higher execution times
compared with movements toward the body (target C)
and toward the hemiparetic side (target D). At the end
of the treatment, the workspace was successfully restored,
although the movements that involved elbow extensions
and shoulder internal rotation (target A) remained rather
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Figure 6: nPS values (mean and standard deviation) at 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT and significant post hoc comparisons
between sessions (Conover’s test): ∗p value < 0.05; ∗∗p value < 0.001; ∗∗∗p value < 0.0001. The data obtained by analysing the end-effector
trajectories towards the four targets (A, B, C, D) are showed separately.
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challenging to be performed. The results are in accordance
with similar studies on motor recovery of stroke patients
[1, 46] and RT [7, 11, 30] and suggest that different mech-
anisms are responsible for recovering movements toward
different target positions, in agreement with studies on
motor synergies in stroke survivors [30, 47].

The results obtained from data stratification evidenced
that at T1, the majority of KPs were significantly different
(MovAc, target D; MS, targets A, B, C; nPs, targets A, B, D;
TCT, targets A, C, D). During the time course of RT, such
differences persisted only in trajectories towards target A
(MS, nPs), C (TCT), and D (MovAc, TCT). The two groups
of patients did not register any significant difference in the
other KPs over time.

This study presented several limitations that deserve to be
discussed. Firstly, normative reference values of KPs are not
available for both healthy subjects and stroke patients who
performed conventional upper limb therapy. Secondly, the
study employed a planar end-effector robot, while 3D exo-
skeleton devices for upper limb RT are commercially avail-
able. Thirdly, the MovAc values could be influenced by the
number of samples of the trajectory and by the systematically
curved behaviour of normal reaching movements [48]: it
could justify the differences, in terms of statistical outcomes,
between MovAc and the other KPs. Finally, the study is ret-
rospective; therefore, it did not assess clinical and kinematic
effects of prolonged RT (>20 sessions) and did not include

a follow-up assessment. However, since a recent study on
the long-term clinical effects (after 6 months) of upper limb
RT in subacute stroke patients found that the clinical
improvements observed at the end of treatment persisted
over time [13], we are confident that such trend could be
noticed in KPs too.

The research agenda should include the gathering of nor-
mative reference values, the implementation of advanced
algorithms for the analysis of movement during RT, and
the investigation of recently released devices for 3D upper
limb rehabilitation.

5. Conclusions

Robotic systems for stroke rehabilitation may be considered
as a tool with a twofold aim: (i) training the patient with an
assist-as-needed approach and (ii) assisting the clinicians to
plan and personalise the rehabilitation treatments. The
results obtained by analysing kinematic data from 68 sub-
acute stroke patients showed significant improvements in
motor performance in the first 5-10 sessions of RT. More-
over, the recovery was different for each movement direc-
tion. Such outcomes are in accordance with literature on
the topic [27, 31, 34].

Future studies on a larger sample of subjects may high-
light the clinical characteristics of patients who may benefit
upper limb RT. Moreover, a more detailed analysis of KPs
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Figure 7: TCT values (mean and standard deviation) at 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th sessions of RT and significant post hoc comparisons
between sessions (Conover’s test): ∗p value < 0.05; ∗∗p value < 0.001; ∗∗∗p value < 0.0001. The data obtained by analysing the end-effector
trajectories towards the four targets (A, B, C, D) are showed separately.
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calculated in the first session of RT may contribute to opti-
mize healthcare resources and to design patient-tailored
rehabilitative protocols with an ecological approach.
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Background. Robotic locomotion rehabilitation systems have been used for gait training in patients who have had a stroke. Most
commercialized systems allow patients to perform simple exercises such as balancing or level walking, but an additional
function such as stair-walk training is required to provide a wide range of recovery cycle rehabilitation. In this study, we
analyzed stair-gait patterns and applied the result to a robotic rehabilitation system that can provide a vertical motion of
footplates. Methods. To obtain applicable data for the robotic system with vertically movable footplates, stair-walk action was
measured using an optical marker-based motion capture system. The spatial position data of joints during stair walking was
obtained from six healthy adults who participated in the experiment. The measured marker data were converted into joint
kinematic data by using an algorithm that included resampling and normalization. The spatial position data are represented as
angular trajectories and the relative displacement of each joint on the anatomical sagittal plane and movements of hip joints on
the anatomical transverse plane. Results. The average range of motion (ROM) of each joint was estimated as (−6:75°, 48:69°) at
the hip, ð8:20°, 93:78°Þ at the knee, and ð−17:78°, 11:75°Þ at the ankle during ascent and as ð6:41°, 31:67°Þ at the hip, ð7:38°, 91:93°Þ
at the knee, and ð−24:89°, 24:18°Þ at the ankle during descent. Additionally, we attempted to create a more natural stair-gait
pattern by analyzing the movement of the hip on the anatomical transverse plane. The hip movements were estimated to within ±
1:57 cm and ±2:00 cm for hip translation and to within ±2:52° and ±2:70° for hip rotation during stair ascent and stair descent,
respectively. Conclusions. Based on the results, standard patterns of stair ascent and stair descent were derived and applied to a
lower-limb rehabilitation robot with vertically movable footplates. The relative trajectory from the experiment ascertained that the
function of stair walking in the robotic system properly worked within a normal ROM.

1. Background

According to a report by the United Nations, every year,
more than 795,000 people in the United States have a stroke.
Stroke patients 85 years of age and older make up 17% of all
stroke patients. The worldwide percentage of the population
65 years of age or older is projected to grow from 9.1% to
15.9% between 2015 and 2050. Because of rapid aging, over
the period from 2010 to 2050, the number of incident strokes
is expected to more than double [1, 2]. Strokes are the most
representative cause of serious long-term disabilities such as
hemiplegia in adults. Therefore, rehabilitation of locomotion

is one of the main goals for people who have had a stroke.
Traditional therapies usually focus on treadmill training to
restore the functional mobility of the affected limbs [3, 4].
During such rehabilitation training, a patient is made to
stand on a treadmill with his/her body supported by a sus-
pension system [5], and several physiotherapists make and/or
assist the walking movements of the patients’ legs by manual
handwork [6, 7]. However, the task is very difficult and labo-
rious for therapists, and the procedure is complex to the
extent that their excessive burden can lead to inconsistent
quality of the task or reduced duration of net training. For
these reasons, various robotic locomotion therapy systems
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have been developed, and some of them have been used to
train patients in the clinical field [8–11].

Usually, these systems are based on treadmill-type
trainers in combination with exoskeletons and body weight
support (BWS) systems. The Lokomat® (Hocoma AG,
Switzerland) uses linear actuators that control the joint
angles at the hip and knee. The system is synchronized with
the speed of the treadmill to assure precise matching between
the speed of the orthosis and the treadmill [12–14]. Similarly,
the ReoAmbulator™ (Motorika, USA) employs powered leg
orthosis and robotic arms, which enable patients to contrib-
ute during walking on the treadmill. The robotic arms are
attached laterally to the thigh and shank of the patient for
control of the lower limbs [15, 16]. The LokoHelp (Lokohelp
Group, Germany) aids the gait-training program on the
treadmill without the use of exoskeletons on a patients’ legs.
It consists of an ankle orthosis for foot-drop prevention
and a harness [17]. Such treadmill-type devices provide
training programs exclusively for level walking owing to their
mechanical structure.

In traditional rehabilitation, therapists allow patients to
perform special gaits such as ascending or descending
stairs. This training is more effective in improving the gait
ability of patients with low severity impairments than simple

exercises or level walking because the activities require more
muscle strength, balancing abilities, and complex movements
[9, 18–20]. However, such an additional function can be
aided by just a few robotic systems of the footplate type.
The G-EO System™ (Reha Technology AG, Switzerland) is
composed of robotic end-effector devices that allow
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Figure 1: Protocol for analyzing a stair-walk pattern: (a) experiment and data acquisition with a motion capture system, (b) normalization of
time and body segment length, (c) calculation of each parameter to analyze motion during stair ascent/descent, and (d) averaging every
dataset to unify stair-gait pattern.

28 cm

17 cm

Figure 2: The experimental staircase was designed to have five
steps. It had a 17 cm riser height and a 28 cm tread length
according to the Korean building standards law.

Table 1: Information about each subject.

Subject no. Gender
Length of

the thigh (cm)
Length of the
lower leg (cm)

Sub 1 Male 36.67 38.09

Sub 2 Female 34.41 33.85

Sub 3 Male 40.04 41.69

Sub 4 Male 36.38 40.79

Sub 5 Female 36.19 35.08

Sub 6 Male 40.81 39.90

Mean value of the length
(standard deviation)

37.42 (2.47) 38.23 (3.18)

ASIS

Hip

Thigh

Knee

Shank

Ankle

Toe

(a)

Sacrum

Heel

(b)

Figure 3: Markers were placed on a subject at the hip, thigh, knee,
shank, ankle, and toe on both the right and the left sides including
ASIS. (a) Front side. (b) Back side.
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simulation of stair ascent and stair descent with a BWS sys-
tem [21]. The GaitMaster5 system by the University of
Tsukuba in Japan, is a lower-limb orthosis system; the patient
straps his/her feet into pads connected to motion platforms.
These platforms can move the user’s foot forward (simulat-
ing walking) or up and down, similar to climbing [22]. The
footplates guide the feet, thereby reproducing the gait trajec-
tory of the ankle joint. These technologies tend to focus on
movements of the ankle joint; furthermore, the absence of
an exoskeleton or other structure that can control the hip
and knee does not allow support of the joints. As a result, it
may become challenging for patients to train correctly and
effectively using systems where those joints are uncon-
strained [10].

The robotic lower-limb rehabilitation system gait trainer,
M181-1, was developed by Cyborg-Lab, Korea [23]. The
system facilitates level walking using robotic linkages and
separate left and right footplates that track a patient’s foot
motion on the ground plane. As an improvement in the func-
tionality of the system, the function of stair walking can be
considered and a rehabilitation system that includes stair
walking is expected to actively train patients. This rehabilita-
tion system is a hybrid of the footplate and treadmill types
because the system has footplates but the feet of a user do
not always touch the plates. If the footplates of the robot
are vertically and independently controlled, the patient can
train not only for level walking but also for stair walking. In
other words, this robotic system can be designed to provide
patients with various gait exercises by combining exoskeletal
links with spatially movable footplates.

In this study, a standard gait pattern of stair walking was
created and converted into applicable data that implemented
the stair-walking function in the M181-1 system. Thus, this
study focused on the analysis of joint movement in stair
ascent and stair descent for the application to the joint actu-
ators of the robotic locomotion rehabilitation system. The
first step of the protocol involved an experiment to acquire
motion data using a motion capture system. The second
was processing the data and calculating the parameters on

the anatomical sagittal and transverse planes. Finally, the
average of each motion parameter was estimated as a stan-
dard stair-walk pattern.

2. Methods

To make a patient train with a natural gait pattern, hip
motion in the medial-lateral direction and hip rotation, as
well as the movement of each joint on the sagittal plane, need
to be applied to the robot. Figure 1 indicates the process of
analyzing stair-gait motion. The protocol has four steps: (a)
position data acquisition, (b) data rescaling on the time and
body segment length, (c) calculation of parameters for
motion analysis, and (d) creation of a standard gait pattern.

2.1. Experiment for Data Acquisition. For the test, a labora-
tory staircase composed of five steps and having a riser height
and tread length of 17 cm and 28 cm, respectively, was pre-
pared according to the Korean building standards law [24].
The prepared staircase is shown in Figure 2. Six healthy par-
ticipants, four males and two females, participated in this
study. Table 1 summarizes information about the subjects.

To generate a reference standard gait pattern, the
experiment was planned with subjects having no disorders
in their lower limbs. The subjects were asked to repeatedly
ascend and descend stairs at a self-selected velocity (normal
pace) five times. The mean stride speeds were approximately
0.88m/s in stair ascent and 0.96m/s in stair descent. The
method of stair walking was step-to-step, and a stride cycle
was defined as the motion from the contact of the right foot
of the first (third) step to the foot contact of the third (fifth)
step, as described in [25]. Briefly, two cycles of stair-gaits
were measured from the six subjects.

The highly complicated structure of the human skeleton
enables movement with high degrees of freedom. Each body
part moves in an unpredictable and complex motion trajec-
tory. There are many types of systems for measuring body
movements, such as optical marker-based tracking systems,
markerless visual systems, and inertial measurement unit-

(Right)
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Z  (left)x

y

(a)

Z (left) (Right)
x

y
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Figure 4: (a) Experimental environment for a camera setup (blue circles). (b) Position of the staircase. Yellow, red, and white arrows on the
figures define the axes in coordinate space.
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(IMU-) based systems, which can be used to capture irregular
human motion [26]. Because the optical marker-based sys-
tem is frequently used in medicine [27–29] owing to its rela-
tively high accuracy and minimal uncertainty of the subject’s
movement, the optical marker-based system was used to
measure the normal stair-gait pattern in this study.

To acquire the position data of each joint in three-
dimensional (3D) space, 17 optical markers were placed,
one on the subject’s sacrum, and two on the left and right
anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), hip, thigh, knee, shank,
ankle, heel, and toe. Figure 3 presents the arrangement of
the markers on the front and back sides of a subject. The
placements of the reflective markers were determined for
accurate tracking of anatomical landmarks related to kine-
matic variables during gait [31–34].

During the experiment, the positional information of the
markers on the subjects was recorded at a rate of 160Hz

using a Prime 41 (OptiTrack, NaturalPoint Inc., USA) 3D
motion capture system. The accuracy of this equipment is
submillimeter, with a latency of 5.5ms [30]. The calibration
was performed with errors less than 2mm. As shown in
Figure 4(a), eight cameras, marked in blue circles, were
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𝜃hip

(a)
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𝜃knee

(b)

𝜃ankle

(c)

Figure 7: Definition of joint angles SðangÞ: (a) flexion/extension of hip joint θhip, (b) flexion/extension of the knee joint θknee, and (c)
dorsi-/plantar-flexion of ankle joint θankle. The red points indicate joints, and the red/blue arrows denote the positive/negative sign of
angular direction.
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Figure 8: Definition of mediolateral movement, T trans.
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Figure 5: (a) Example of resampling datasets that have different lengths. (b) The vertical red lines are replaced using points by the cubic
spline algorithm.
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placed in a square with approximate dimensions of 10m ×
10m. The x-axis was defined as the direction of walking, with
the y-axis as the vertical direction. The direction of the right
(negative value) and left sides (positive value) was defined as
the z-axis. The experimental staircase was installed at the
center of the square.

The datasets DðrawÞ = ½XðrawÞY ðrawÞZðrawÞ�measured by the
motion capture system consisted of the x, y, and z coordi-
nates for one cycle of stair walking. Each portion of the data-
sets, XðrawÞ, Y ðrawÞ, and ZðrawÞ, denoted by time-series data for

the attached 17 markers, was expressed by XðrawÞ ∈ R17×N ,

Y ðrawÞ ∈ R17×N , and ZðrawÞ ∈ R17×N , where N is the number of
data points recorded for each marker. The value of N
was different among the obtained datasets because of each
participant’s walking speed. In this study, the datasets were
obtained for the six subjects who completed two stride
cycles of stair ascent and descent a total of five times.
Thus, a total 60 datasets of DðrawÞ (6 subjects × 5 times ×
2 cycles = 60 sets) were used for motion analysis of stair
ascent and stair descent.

2.2. Data Preprocessing for Normalization. Because of the
participants’ own habits in walking, the walking velocity var-
ied per person or trial. The lengths of body segments and the
gap between the joints were also different among the partic-
ipants. Therefore, it was necessary to normalize the data for
time and space to simplify various conditions.

To unify the stride time condition, every DðrawÞ was
resampled to dataset DðresmpÞ = ½XðresmpÞ Y ðresmpÞ ZðresmpÞ�
with the same number (M) of components by applying the
interpolation method of a cubic spline. The cubic spline is a
function constructed of piecewise third-order polynomials
that are smoother and have smaller errors than some
other interpolating polynomials [35, 36]. Figure 5 shows an
example of resampling the data DðrawÞk½m� (k = 1, 2, and 3
and m = 0, 1,⋯,Mk − 1, where k and Mk are constants),
which is measured with the same sampling frequency but
with a different lengthMk.DðresmpÞk is a modified dataset with
the same number of samples (M = 10 in the example). To
analyze the gait motion, the duration of a stride was divided
into several sequences by physical and functional properties,
such as period, i.e., stance and swing. The temporal unit was
Stride cycle (%) for the analysis [20, 33, 37]. Therefore, the
components of DðresmpÞ½m� (m = 0,⋯,M − 1, where M is a

constant) are considered as the identical functional sequence
of gait cycle when m is an equal value for all cycles. Accord-
ingly, if m is the same in every dataset, the parameters asso-
ciated with the sagittal and transverse planes, S and T ,
respectively, in Figure 1 are averaged in the final step of the
analysis protocol to generate a standard gait pattern.

The dataset also needed to be normalized in space to
standardize the trajectories of the joints because the length
of each body segment is different from the other. Hence,
the positional trajectories of the joints were reconstructed
by obtaining the equivalent lengths of each body segment.
Figure 6 expresses the method for normalization of the body
segment length.

A real segment length, LReal, from reference point P0 =
ðx0, y0, z0Þ to the other point P1 = ðx1, y1, z1Þ was rearranged
to a new point PðnormÞ = ðxnorm, ynorm, znormÞ with the desired
length LðnormÞ. We decided LðnormÞ to be the average value of
the length of the lower leg and thigh in Table 1. The relation
between normalized point PðnormÞ, the reference point P0,
and the new point P1 is shown in (1) and the normalized data-
set DðnormÞ was computed through the equation given in [38].

P normð Þ = P0 −
Lnorm
LReal

P0 − P1ð Þ: ð1Þ

2.3. Parameters for Motion Analysis. The hip, knee, and ankle
joints were mainly characterized by large ranges of motion
(ROMs) in the sagittal plane rather than in the coronal or
transverse mobility [9, 18–20]. Despite the small actions on
the transverse plane, it is important that hip movement
can contribute to the advancement of muscle strength and
effective balance training [39]. Thus, the parameters for anal-
ysis of motion on the transverse plane, in particular the hip
joint, as well as that on the sagittal plane were examined.
Four parameters were considered in this study: joint flexio-
n/extension angle and positional trajectory (on the sagittal
plane), tendency of hip translation, and hip rotation (on
the transverse plane). These were determined by the relevant
positions either to the sagittal plane ½Y ðnormÞ ZðnormÞ� or to
the transverse plane ½XðnormÞ ZðnormÞ�.

The first parameter was angular trajectory Sang = ½θhip,
θknee, θankle�, which signifies the trend of the hip, knee, and
ankle during a stride on the stair. The angular trajectory
was obtained from the first law of cosines. The directions
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Figure 9: Definition of hip rotation angle Trot: Trot in (a) equals the included angle θ of the right triangle ΔROH in (b).
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Figure 11: Relative trajectories from the hip joint during stair ascent: (a) knee trajectories and (c) ankle trajectories of each subject. (b and d)
Knee and ankle trajectories are shown as a result of normalization for the lengths of the body segments.
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indicated in Figure 7 and the following conditions defined
these angles and their signs (positive/negative):

(i) If the hip joint poses on hip flexion, θhip > 0

(ii) If the knee joint poses on knee flexion, θknee > 0
(iii) If the ankle joint poses on dorsiflexion, θankle > 0

The joints of the robot should be designed to move in a
closed-loop pattern to generate a repetitive gait motion in
the fixed system even if the resulting data from the experiment

is an open curve. For this reason, the trajectories of the joints,
as secondary parameters, were replaced with relative positions
from a point for stair-gait patterns during a circular walk. The
reference point was set as the hip marker position. In other
words, the position of the hip is considered as (0, 0) and the
positions of the knee and ankle, which were secondary param-
eters, moved relatively to the reference point.

In general, most existing robotic locomotion rehabilita-
tion systems address the kinematics on the sagittal plane
because the lower limb is akin to working predominantly
for flexion/extension during locomotion. Such a movement
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Figure 13: Standard trajectories of the (a) knee and (b) ankle during stair ascent.
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Figure 12: Relative trajectories from the hip joint during stair descent: (a) knee trajectories and (c) ankle trajectories of each subject. (b and d)
Knee and ankle trajectories are shown as a result of normalization for the lengths of the body segments.
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constrained to only one anatomical plane can prevent mean-
ingful training for more effective therapeutic impact. The hip
joint, especially, has distinct movement on the transverse
plane owing to weight bearing or weight shifting during walk-
ing. Among the features of relevance to the robotic gait-
training system [39], the hip translational movement, T trans,
in the mediolateral direction is considered as the third param-
eter. Figure 8 shows the method used to calculate the variation
of hip movement on the transverse plane. The length between
the left and right hip markers is considered a constant because
it is an intrinsic value as the length of a body segment. The var-
iation of mediolateral hip movement can be measured in
terms of displacement of the center of the hip segment.
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Figure 16: Variation of hip rotation during stair ascent.
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Figure 15: Variation of hip translation during stair ascent.
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Figure 17: Variation of hip translation during stair descent.
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Figure 18: Variation of hip rotation during stair descent.

Table 2: ROM on all subjects applying to the motion of the robotic
system.

Stair ascent Stair descent
Min. Max. Min. Max.

Hip angle -14.87° 56:10° -4.62° 40.18°

Knee angle 0.051° 104.11° 0.0048° 104.14°

Ankle angle -36.93° 24.13° -37.87° 35.87°

Hip translation -2.68 cm 2.68 cm -3.17 cm 3.17 cm

Hip rotation -16.71° 16.66° -10.60° 10.29°
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Figure 14: Standard trajectories of the (a) knee and (b) ankle during stair descent.
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Although the participants performed stair walking in the
same coordinates and location, the planes on which their tra-
jectories were described were not exactly coincident. In other
words, the walking directions for all the data sets were differ-
ent. Therefore, the data sets were manipulated so that they
were in the same sagittal plane using the rotational displace-
ment formula [40]. Thus, the right and left hip markers made
a line, and the center point on the line drew a curve along
weight shift. Then, trends of positional variation of the center
point between the hip joints in the same walking direction
could be determined.

The last parameter for the motion analysis is the angular
displacement associated with the hip rotation during gait.
Figure 9 indicates the methods for calculating the variation
of hip rotation on the transverse plane. The hip rotation,
Trot, was defined as the angle between the line perpendicular
to the walking direction and the line of hip markers. The
rotation angle was determined by making a right triangle
and finding the included angle with the inverse tangent func-
tion as shown Figure 9(b). The parameter was defined as a
positive value where the right hip marker was placed in front
of the left hip marker.

The result of the data processing such as normalization
and interpolation makes trajectories for a gait cycle, but it
might not be appropriate to be applied to a fixed type reha-
bilitation robot. If values in the beginning and end points of
the trajectories are different, they make a discontinuity when
the robot is working because the robot needs a cyclic gait
pattern. Therefore, the points of the beginning and the end
points on all results should match to make a cyclic pattern.
To resolve this problem, the obtained datasets were proc-
essed by the cubic spline method using the points corre-
sponding to the first 5% (0 to 5%) and the last 5% (96 to
100%) of the stride cycle.

3. Results

3.1. Angular and Positional Trajectories of Joints on the
Sagittal Plane. As mentioned in the previous section, we cal-
culated two parameters of joint angles and trajectories on the

sagittal plane to analyze stair-walk motion. Figure 10 shows
variations in the hip, knee, and ankle joint angles during stair
ascent (red line) and stair descent (blue line), and their stan-
dard deviations are given by the gray areas. In this study, the
average ROMs for the subjects’ hip joints in extension/flexion
during a stair ascent and descent cycle were (−6:75°, 48:69°)
and (6:41°, 31:67°), respectively. The average ROM of the
knee joints in extension/flexion was (8:20°, 93:78°) during
stair ascent and (7:38°, 91:93°) during stair descent. Addi-
tionally, the average ROMs of ankle joints in plantar-/dorsi-
flexion were ð−17:78°, 11:75°Þ and (−24:89°, 24:18°) during
stair ascent and descent, respectively.

Figures 11 and 12 present the relative trajectories of
the knee and ankle joints for the hip joint on the sagittal
plane during stair ascent and descent, respectively. The
different colors of trajectories in Figures 11 and 12 present
different subjects. To reduce the individual variation in the
lengths of the body segments, the data were normalized
with the algorithm described in Section 2.2. The red points
on these figures represent the hip marker at the reference
point (0, 0).

After normalization, we attempted to find the standard
trajectories of the knee and ankle. As shown in Figures 13
and 14, the averaged trajectories of the normalized datasets,
the red lines, are considered the standard trajectories in this
experiment.

3.2. Hip Movement on the Transverse Plane. Figures 15 and
16 present the variation in hip translation and rotation,

Table 3: Principal standard deviation within each subject.

Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Stair ascent

Hip angle 1.16 5.02 1.62 8.12 0.64 6.89 1.17 6.89 1.17 6.50 1.04 5.60

Knee angle 1.18 11.83 0.86 16.41 1.12 15.85 0.89 10.16 1.44 7.69 0.79 4.99

Ankle angle 0.51 7.77 1.10 8.66 1.30 8.89 1.35 8.54 0.61 7.54 0.36 4.17

Hip trans. 0.15 0.39 0.10 0.49 0.15 0.46 0.14 0.68 0.21 0.69 0.17 0.32

Hip rotation 1.31 6.52 1.09 4.47 0.14 2.00 0.27 2.70 0.02 2.50 0.32 2.72

Stair descent

Hip angle 0.63 3.26 0.91 5.29 0.68 4.92 1.19 5.09 1.26 3.45 0.53 2.79

Knee angle 0.81 8.03 1.59 10.42 1.05 15.27 1.51 11.79 0.93 5.84 0.61 6.81

Ankle angle 1.09 6.27 1.15 6.78 1.20 8.69 2.49 11.49 0.44 6.78 0.33 5.57

Hip trans. 0.21 0.28 0.13 0.87 0.29 0.91 0.16 0.90 0.07 0.68 0.14 0.61

Hip rotation 0.17 1.35 0.51 1.77 0.41 1.70 0.73 3.28 0.06 3.00 0.11 1.25

Table 4: Principal standard deviation of all subjects.

Stair ascent Stair descent
Min. Max. Min. Max.

Hip angle 2.12 6.28 2.30 4.86

Knee angle 2.96 12.22 2.55 11.18

Ankle angle 4.57 8.70 3.73 11.10

Hip translation 0.32 0.53 0.38 0.69

Hip rotation 1.47 4.42 1.80 3.17
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respectively, during a stair-ascent cycle. The translation/rota-
tion is indicated by the red line. The standard deviation is
indicated by gray lines. When ascending a stair, the averaged
ROMs on the transverse plane were within ±1:57 cm for
translation and ±2:52° for rotational movement.

As with Figures 15 and 16, Figures 17 and 18 indicate
trends in the hip movement for a stair-gait cycle. The range
of translation movement was estimated to be within ±2:00
cm, and hip rotation was estimated to be within ±2:70°.
Table 2 shows the maximum range in which subjects actually
moved in the experiment.

Table 2 shows the minimum and maximum values of
data, which consist of the resampled 120 datasets from the
experiment. The values in Table 2 cover the range of all sub-
jects’ motion.

Because the gait cycle was divided into 200 phases to
derive the pattern of stair walking, standard deviation values
were different for each point in Figure 10 and Figures 15–18.
Thus, the principal estimation of standard deviations for
each result for each motion is summarized in Tables 3 and
4. Table 3 shows the maximal and minimal values of stan-
dard deviations for each subject. Table 4 presents the princi-
pal estimations of standard deviation on each result in
Figure 10 and Figures 13–18.

3.3. Application of Derived Pattern to the Robotic System.
If the trajectory is compared with the joint displacement
data of a robotic training system served by itself, it can ascer-
tain whether the system properly works within a normal
ROM, e.g., the height of a leg lift. Actual angular trajecto-
ries performed by the robotic system designed for stair
walking during stair ascent and descent are displayed in
Figure 19. The trajectories generally follow the gait pattern
obtained from this study (green and light blue line) even
though there is some delay or errors—average errors within
±8% were calculated.

4. Discussion

In this study, we attempted to create patterns of stair walking
for application to a robotic lower-limb rehabilitation system.
A subject’s legs moved in a cyclical pattern during stair nego-
tiation. The movement of the lower limb primarily appears as
a flexion/extension of each joint [20]. Therefore, initially,
variations in the joint angles of the hips, knees, and ankles
were extracted on the anatomical sagittal plane such that
the robotic exoskeleton of the gait-training system can work
with the most basic gait pattern. The calculated angular var-
iations of the hips, knees, and ankles, as shown in Figure 10,
were used to establish the basic pattern in stair ascent and
stair descent.

As shown in Table 1, the subjects had different stride
lengths and leg lengths in the stair-walk experiment. There-
fore, we normalized the lengths of body segments before cal-
culating the knee and ankle trajectories relative to the hip. As
shown in Figures 11 and 12, it was easy to find the trend of
the normalized knee and ankle joint trajectories. Addition-
ally, the normalization is supposed to establish criteria for
the gait pattern to drive a robotic gait trainer after standard-
ization of the relative trajectories. Figures 13 and 14 show the
desired tracks of the knee and ankle joints for a robotic sys-
tem mimicking the experimental pattern in Figure 10.

In addition to the analysis on the sagittal plane, we tried
to examine the hip joint on the transverse plane. The
medial-lateral movements of the hip during stair walking
seemed to be similar among the subjects, as shown in
Figures 15 and 17. However, the variation in hip rotation
angles had large standard deviations, as shown in Figures 16
and 18. This is due to differences in the gait patterns of each
individual, such as step length, body segment length, gender,
and other anatomical factors. Its effectiveness should be inves-
tigated by a clinical test, which, however, is beyond the scope
of this work.
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Figure 19: Comparison of the angular trajectories on (a) hip joint and (b) knee joint between robot movement and experimental data.
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The exoskeleton of the robotic system was designed based
on the results shown in Table 2, and it could move within a
range that covered all subjects. As shown in Tables 3 and 4,
standard deviations on the sagittal plane in Table 3 are larger
than those in Table 4, and the results on the transverse plane
in Table 4 are larger than those in Table 3. It means that the
standard patterns on the sagittal plane reflected the general
trend of stair walk, and the variation within an individual
on the transverse plane is larger than among subjects. There-
fore, each joint of the exoskeleton was controlled by a stan-
dard pattern in Figure 10 for reflecting general patterns on
the robotic system. On the other hand, hip movements on
the transverse plane were controlled within ranges of stan-
dard deviations depending on the individual difference as
shown in Figures 15–18.

As compared to the motion of a robot with the derived
standard pattern shown in Figure 19, the trend of the motion
between the applied data and that measured from the robot is
almost similar, but some inevitable errors occurred. These
errors are considered to be due to variations in the measuring
or control method in the robot.

5. Conclusions

The present study has shown the process of analysis and the
method for acquiring the motion patterns of lower limbs
during stair walking. The ROMs determined through this
study covered the clinically known ROMs in accordance with
each gait phase [20, 25, 41, 42]. Consequently, we concluded
that our experimental results indicate normal stair-gait pat-
terns for the hip, knee, and ankle on the sagittal plane. How-
ever, there are several features that should be considered
when analyzing hip rotation because it tends to be more
influenced by diverse individual walking habits or body type.
Therefore, we need to experiment further with algorithms
that consider various factors when determining the normal
gait pattern of a rotated hip during stair walking. Moreover,
further research is required on the application of the obtained
data to a robot to ascertain whether natural stair-walk train-
ing is possible after an additional study has been conducted
on hip rotation.
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Background. The analysis and comprehension of the coordination control of a human gait on common grounds benefit the
development of robotic exoskeleton for motor recovery. Objective. This study investigated whether the common grounds effect
the interjoint coordination of healthy participants with/without exoskeletons in walking. Methods. The knee-ankle coordination
and hip-knee coordination of 8 healthy participants in a sagittal plane were measured on five kinds of pavements (tiled, carpet,
wooden, concrete, and pebbled) with/without exoskeletons, using the continuous relative phase (CRP). The root mean square of
CRP (CRPRMS) over each phase of the gait cycle is used to analyze the magnitude of dephasing between joints, and the standard
deviation of CRP (CRPSD) in the full gait cycle is used to assess the variability of coordination patterns between joints.
Results. The CRPHip-Knee/RMS of the carpet pavement with exoskeleton is different from that of other pavements (except the
tiled pavement) in the midstance phase. The CRPHip-Knee/RMS on the pebble pavement without exoskeleton is less than that
on the other pavements in all phases. The CRPHip-Knee/SD of the pebble pavement without exoskeleton is smaller than that
of other pavements. The CRPKnee-Ankle/SD with/without exoskeleton is similar across all pavements. Conclusion. The compressive
capacity of the pavement and the unevenness of the pavement are important factors that influence interjoint coordination,
which can be used as key control elements of gait to adapt different pavements for robotic exoskeleton. Novelty. We provide a
basis of parameter change of kinematics on different common grounds for the design and optimization of robotic exoskeleton
for motor recovery.

1. Introduction

The robotic exoskeleton provides assistance in time and
replicates human walking at some extent. The interjoint
coordination patterns of human walking are applied to the
gait control for robotic exoskeleton. However, the gait of
robotic exoskeleton for rehabilitation is usually fixed, and
the robotic exoskeleton for rehabilitation cannot perceive
ground changes. Although much is known about the
intersegmental coordination of walking on the treadmill or
uneven ground [1], the effect of common grounds such as
the tiled ground on interjoint coordination has not been
studied systematically.

The information of walking patterns, such as the coor-
dination pattern between joints, provides basic data to

classification and algorithm of gait control [2] for robotic
exoskeleton. The robotic exoskeleton reduces the muscular
effort compared to free walking [3, 4]. To increase walking
efficiency of humans, it needs to reduce impact on the
natural walking gait by minimizing changes in kinematics
[5]. In addition, the appropriate assistive strategies consti-
tute the human-robot motion, which benefits the assistive
isotropy of the motion, and improves the assistive effi-
ciency of the force [6]. Matching the assistance pattern
of exoskeleton with the individual also needs to maximize
the advantage of the device and minimize the human
energy cost during walking [7].

The interjoint coordination in a sagittal plane was
analyzed by the continuous relative phase (CRP) [8], which
correlated temporal-spatial parameters [9] in joints and was
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used to evaluate the intersegment coordination [1, 10–12] as
well as the interjoint coordination [8, 13, 14]. Human walk-
ing on different kinds of grounds seems to adopt different
walking patterns through adjusting the joint kinematic. Still,
the coordination patterns of a human body with exoskeletons
normally imitate the coordination patterns of the human
body without exoskeletons. The more similar the interjoint
coordination patterns of robotic exoskeleton is to that of a
normal person, the better for hemiplegic patients on motor
recovery. It will be detrimental to the rehabilitation of hemi-
plegic patients if the tendency of the joint angle of the human
body with/without exoskeleton is so different. Robotic lower
limb exoskeletons have significant potential for gait assis-
tance and rehabilitation [15]. However, we partly understand
how people walking with robotic devices adapt to the daily
living environment. Studying how an individual adapts or
responds to different grounds in walking remains an open
challenge [16, 17].

What is more, it is hard to find studies focusing on the
effect of common grounds on joint kinematics when humans
walk on different kinds of grounds with exoskeleton in daily
life. Hence, in the current study, five kinds of pavements
(tiled pavement, carpet pavement, wooden pavement,
concrete pavement, and pebble pavement) were paved with
real material in the experimental environment to figure out
which joint the humans would adjust to adapt different
pavements and to see if they adjust the patterns of joint kine-
matics to adapt different kinds of grounds. Based on CRP, the
consistent proximal-to-distal coordination, such as hip-knee
coordination and knee-ankle coordination, was measured
with/without exoskeleton on five kinds of pavements across
eight healthy participants in this study. We also expect the

study of consistent proximal-to-distal coordination to pro-
vide support for the motion planning of robotic exoskeleton
during walking on different kinds of grounds. The hypotheses
of this study are as follows:

Hypothesis 1: when walking with exoskeletons on the
five kinds of pavements, the pattern and variability of
interjoint coordination would be similar between different
pavements

Hypothesis 2: when walking without exoskeletons on
the five kinds of pavements, there would be a significant
difference between different pavements in the pattern and
variability of interjoint coordination

2. Methods

Eight young and healthy participants (age: 23 ± 1:6 years, sex:
male, leg length: 0:89 ± 0:03m, mass: 76:6 ± 6:4 kg, and
height: 172:6 ± 6:5 cm) were recruited to take part in the
experiment with written informed consent before the
experiment. All procedures were approved by the Sichuan
Provincial Rehabilitation Hospital Review Board.

The kinematics data were captured by the VICON
System (V5, Oxford, VICON, UK) with 8 infrared cameras
at 100Hz. The human-exoskeleton system marker set
(Figure 1(a)) was a modification of a marker set in the
VICON system. The human and exoskeleton were regarded
as a whole system in the modification of the marker set, so
markers placed on the human’s pelvis, legs, ankles, and heels
are moved to the exoskeleton’s pelvis, legs, ankles, and heels.
Thirty-nine reflective markers were placed on the human-
exoskeleton system, including the seventh cervical vertebrae,
sternum, shoulders, elbows, anterior-superior iliac spine,

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Experimental environment: (a) participant with exoskeleton walking on tiled pavement, (b) participant without exoskeleton
walking on pebbled pavement, and (c) tiled pavement, carpet pavement, wooden pavement, concrete pavement, and pebbled pavement.
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exoskeleton thighs, exoskeleton knees, exoskeleton shanks,
exoskeleton ankles, 2nd metatarsal heads, and exoskeleton
heels. In addition, four markers were stuck on the headband
and two markers were stuck on the wristband.

The lower limb exoskeleton called AIDER (Figure 1(a)) is
developed by our lab, which can assist walking for T7-T12
SCI patients with a height of 160-185 cm. The main control-
ler and battery are set on the back. Two motors are, respec-
tively, fixed on the unilateral hip joint and the knee joint to
provide active drives, and one spring is fixed on the ankle
joint to provide passive drives. Two adjustable crutches with
two keys interacting with the main controller wirelessly assist
the balance of the human-exoskeleton system. The interfaces
between AIDER and the participant’s body are two foot bind-
ings, two bands tied to the front protection pad to constraint
the calf, two bands tied to the back protection pad to
constraint the thigh, and two buckled waist belts limiting
the upper body in it. AIDER (8 degrees of freedom, 26 kg)
allows patients to walk at the speed of 0.03m/s-0.9m/s.

Five typical pavements (Figure 1(c)) are made of real
materials. The sizes of all simulated surfaces with different
friction coefficients (Table 1) are 3m by 1m. Pavements
were tiled pavement, carpet pavement, wooden pavement,
concrete pavement, and pebble pavement. Participants first
walked without exoskeleton on the ranked pavements for
2 meters for 4 times at normal speed, and then, they
walked with exoskeleton on the pavements at normal speed
for 2 meters for 4 times after at least 1-hour training. To
ensure the safety of participants, a researcher followed the
participants’ walking with exoskeleton throughout the whole
experiment.

The gait cycle from heel strike to heel strike was deter-
mined by the trajectory of heel markers. All variables were
normalized from 0 to 1, compared with a stride cycle. Each
joint’s angle in a sagittal plane was interpolated to the same
quantity in one gait cycle. The angular velocity of each joint
was derived from the differentiation of angle displacement.
The phase angle is equal to the arctangent of the ratio of

the normalized angular velocity to the normalized angular
displacement, and CRP is equal to the phase angle of the
proximal joint minus the phase angle of the distal joint
[9, 11, 14]. The root mean square of CRP (CRPRMS) was
selected to analyze the magnitude of dephasing between
joints at a specific phase of the gait cycle, and the standard
deviation of CRP (CRPSD) was selected to assess the variabil-
ity of the coordination pattern between joints in the full gait
cycle [9]. Peak ankle dorsiflexion in the midstance, peak
ankle plantar flexion in the late stance, peak ankle dorsiflex-
ion in swing, peak knee flexion in swing, peak hip extension
in the late stance, and peak hip flexion in swing were selected
as six key parameters for the kinematic analysis. All data were
processed by MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). To
examine the changes in kinematics across one gait cycle for
ankle, knee, and hip joints, the paired t-test was used to ana-
lyze the statistical significance of gait parameters between
pavements by SPSS (v25, IBM Corp., Armonk, USA). The
value of significance level was set at an alpha value of 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Joint Kinematics. In a gait cycle, the trends of hip, knee,
and ankle angles of the human system are not exactly the
same as normal people. The overall angle of the hip, knee,
and ankle joints of the human-machine system is much
smaller than that of a normal person. Peak ankle dorsiflexion
with exoskeleton in the midstance phase is larger than that
without exoskeleton on five kinds of pavements (Table 2).
With exoskeleton, there is a significant difference in the peak
ankle dorsiflexion in the midstance between the carpet pave-
ment and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:009).
Without exoskeleton, the peak ankle plantar flexion (paired
t-tests, p = 0:031) in the late stance phase has a significant
difference between the pebble pavement and the carpet pave-
ment. Similarly, without exoskeleton, the peak ankle plantar
flexion (paired t-tests, p = 0:043) in the late stance phase
has a significant difference between the pebble pavement

Table 1: Friction coefficients of pavements.

Pavements Tiled Carpet Wooden Concrete Pebbled

Coefficient of frictions 0.32 0.15 0.33 0.34 0.20

Table 2: Gait parameters with/without exoskeleton at five kinds of pavements.

With exoskeleton Without exoskeleton
Tiled Carpet Wooden Concrete Pebbled Tiled Carpet Wooden Concrete Pebbled

Peak ankle dorsiflexion in midstance (°) 9 ± 5 9 ± 4 6 ± 5 6 ± 6 8 ± 4 14 ± 3 13 ± 5 14 ± 4 14 ± 2 12 ± 8
Peak ankle plantar flexion in late stance (°) N N N N N 9 ± 8 10 ± 7 9 ± 7 7 ± 8 3 ± 7
Peak ankle dorsiflexion in swing (°) 10 ± 5 10 ± 4 10 ± 12 8 ± 6 9 ± 5 6 ± 5 7 ± 6 6 ± 5 6 ± 6 9 ± 8
Peak knee flexion in swing (°) 34 ± 1 34 ± 1 21 ± 18 26 ± 16 34 ± 1 34 ± 11 31 ± 9 31 ± 8 31 ± 8 23 ± 16
Peak hip extension in late stance (°) 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 2 ± 2 3 ± 3 3 ± 2 9 ± 6 10 ± 7 8 ± 6 8 ± 7 6 ± 7
Peak hip flexion in swing (°) 34 ± 1 34 ± 1 21 ± 18 26 ± 16 34 ± 1 34 ± 11 31 ± 9 31 ± 8 31 ± 8 23 ± 16
Peak values as the mean ± standard deviation; N: no data.
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and the wooden pavement. The ungiven results of paired
t-test of peak values with/without exoskeleton between
pavements indicate no significant difference.

On five types of pavements, the trends (see Figure 2) of
the joint angle of the human-exoskeleton system are signifi-
cantly different from the trends of the joint angle without
exoskeleton. The ankle angle with exoskeleton over the gait
cycle (except the early stance phase) on the pebble pavement
is the smallest among the five kinds of pavements, but the

ankle angle without exoskeleton over the gait cycle on the
pebble pavement is the largest among the five kinds of pave-
ments. With/without exoskeleton, the knee angle in the
stance phase tends to be consistent on the five kinds of pave-
ments. On the contrary, the knee angle in the stance phase
with/without exoskeleton tends to be different in the five
kinds of pavements. Although the hip angle with exoskeleton
in the stance phase on the pebble pavement is almost larger
than that on the other pavements, the hip angle with
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Figure 2: Changes in kinematics at the ankle, knee, and hip. Mean angle of the ankle, knee, and hip in a sagittal plane for participants (n = 8)
with/without exoskeleton over the gait cycle on each kind of pavements. The gait cycle is from the heel strike to the next heel strike of the left
foot. ES = early stance; MS=midstance; LS = late stance; SW= swing phase.
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exoskeleton in the first half of the swing phase on the pebble
pavement is smaller than the hip angle with exoskeleton on
the other pavements. This trend is similar to the hip angle
without exoskeleton.

3.2. Measurement of Interjoint Coordination. This study
explored the effects of different pavements on coordination
patterns, using the root mean square of CRP. RMS values
indicate the magnitude of the dephasing between two adja-
cent joints but not on which joint precedes [12]. However,
the CRP curves (Figure 3) provide which joint precedes on
the specific pavement with/without exoskeleton: the knee
precedes the ankle at all phases of the gait cycle on pavements
(except the pebble pavement in the swing phase) with exo-
skeleton, and the hip precedes the knee in the stance phase
on all pavements with exoskeleton. The knee precedes the
ankle in the midstance phases on pavements without exo-
skeleton, and the ankle precedes the knee in the early stance
phase on pavements (except the carpet pavement) without
exoskeleton. The knee precedes the hip in the early stance
phase and in the midstance phase on all pavements without

exoskeleton, while the hip precedes the knee in the late stance
phase on all pavements without exoskeleton.

The CRPHip-Knee/RMS on the pebble pavement with exo-
skeleton is larger than that on the other pavements in the
early stance phase and in the midstance phase. On the con-
trary, the CRPHip-Knee/RMS on pebbled pavement without
exoskeleton is less than that on the other pavements in all
phases, while the CRPHip-Knee/RMS on the tiled pavement
without exoskeleton is less than that on the other pavements
in all phases (as seen in Table 3). With exoskeleton, the
CRPHip-Knee/RMS in the midstance phase has a significant
difference between the carpet pavement and the wooden
pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:034), between the carpet
pavement and the concrete pavement (paired t-tests, p =
0:028), and between the carpet pavement and the pebble
pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:044). Moreover, the
CRPHip-Knee/RMS with exoskeleton in the late stance phase
has a significant difference between the wooden pavement
and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:029) and in the
swing phase between the carpet pavement and the wooden
pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:024). Without exoskeleton,
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Figure 3: Continuous relative phase (CRP) patterns between the knee and ankle and between the hip and knee in the sagittal plane. Mean
CRP for participants (n = 8) with/without exoskeleton over the gait cycle on each kind of pavements. The gait cycle is from the heel strike to
the next heel strike of the left foot. ES = early stance; MS =midstance; LS = late stance; SW= swing phase.
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the CRPHip-Knee/RMS in the early stance phase has a signifi-
cant difference between the tiled pavement and the concrete
pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:02) and between the wooden
pavement and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests, p =
0:009). In addition, the CRPHip-Knee/RMS without exoskeleton
in the late stance phase has a significant difference between
the carpet pavement and the pebble pavement (paired
t-tests, p = 0:033) and between the concrete pavement
and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:033).

The CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the tiled pavement with exo-
skeleton is larger than that on the other pavements in the
early stance phase and in the midstance phase, while the
CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the tiled pavement with exoskeleton is
the less than that on the other pavements in the late stance
phase and in the swing phase. On the contrary, the
CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the pebble pavement with exoskeleton
is the less than that on the other pavements in the early
stance phase and in the midstance phase, while the
CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the tiled pavement with exoskeleton
is larger than that on the other pavements in the late stance
phase and in the swing phase. The CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the
pebble pavement without exoskeleton is less than that on
the other pavements in the early stance phase and in the
swing phase, while the CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the tiled pave-
ment without exoskeleton is larger than that on the other
pavements in the midstance phase and late stance phase.
The CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS on the carpet pavement without exo-
skeleton is larger than that on the other pavements in the
early stance phase and in the midstance phase (as seen in
Table 3). With exoskeleton, there is a significant difference
of the CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS between the carpet pavement and
the pebble pavement in the late stance phase (paired t-tests,
p = 0:027) and in the swing phase (paired t-tests, p = 0:026).
Without exoskeleton, there is a significant difference of the
CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS in the midstance phase between the tiled
pavement and the carpet pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:01)

and in the late stance phase between the concrete pavement
and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:048).

With exoskeleton, there is a significant difference of the
CRPHip-Knee/SD between the carpet pavement and the wooden
pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:024) in the full gait cycle.
Without exoskeleton, there is a significant difference of the
CRPHip-Knee/SD in the full gait cycle between the tiled pave-
ment and the concrete pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:029),
between the tiled pavement and the pebble pavement (paired
t-tests, p = 0:033), between the carpet pavement and the peb-
ble pavement (paired t-tests, p = 0:015), and between the
wooden pavement and the pebble pavement (paired t-tests,
p = 0:005). The trends of CRP with exoskeleton oscillate
more frequently than the trends of CRP without exoskeleton
over the gait cycle on the pavements.

4. Discussion

Our results suggest that the common pavements cause a sig-
nificant difference of interjoint coordination with/without
exoskeleton only in some phases of the gait cycle, so the
hypothesis 1 and the hypothesis 2 are only partially proved.
The compressive capacity of the carpet pavement is obviously
lower than the other pavements, which may cause the dif-
ference of CRPHip-Knee/RMS with exoskeleton between the
carpet pavement and other pavements (except the tiled
pavement) in the midstance. Moreover, the compressive
capacity of the carpet pavement may cause the difference
of CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS with exoskeleton between the carpet
pavement and the pebble pavement in the late stance
phase and in the swing phase. However, the unevenness
of pebble pavement as another influencing factor should
not be ignored. Because the unevenness of the pebble
pavement increases the physical energy consumption
[18], the CRPHip-Knee/RMS of the pebble pavement without
exoskeleton is lower than the other pavements and

Table 3: Coordination: CRP root mean square (CRPRMS) and variability (CRPSD) over the full gait cycle for participants (n = 8) with/without
exoskeleton over the gait cycle on each kind of pavements.

With exoskeleton Without exoskeleton
Tiled Carpet Wooden Concrete Pebbled Tiled Carpet Wooden Concrete Pebbled

CRPHip-Knee/RMS

Early stance 148 ± 33 155 ± 18 158 ± 22 161 ± 27 162 ± 15 139 ± 20 313 ± 20 133 ± 30 130 ± 21 107 ± 37
Midstance 55 ± 27 53 ± 20 67 ± 30 77 ± 31 83 ± 31 82 ± 25 79 ± 22 79 ± 17 80 ± 21 52 ± 35
Late stance 6 ± 8 5 ± 5 1 ± 1 4 ± 6 2 ± 1 62 ± 21 56 ± 14 56 ± 10 58 ± 20 44 ± 20
Swing 34 ± 7 38 ± 6 34 ± 7 35 ± 8 33 ± 7 74 ± 5 71 ± 9 73 ± 11 72 ± 8 71 ± 9

CRPKnee-Ankle/RMS

Early stance 82 ± 63 86 ± 59 77 ± 61 56 ± 58 50 ± 47 38 ± 47 42 ± 26 40 ± 33 28 ± 13 29 ± 14
Midstance 148 ± 50 149 ± 47 147 ± 39 141 ± 59 136 ± 57 120 ± 14 133 ± 13 125 ± 17 123 ± 15 130 ± 11
Late stance 138 ± 60 129 ± 52 166 ± 13 146 ± 50 151 ± 58 87 ± 41 90 ± 20 93 ± 25 86 ± 27 112 ± 32
Swing 58 ± 30 50 ± 24 70 ± 11 71 ± 26 82 ± 28 75 ± 11 74 ± 12 74 ± 13 72 ± 28 59 ± 20
CRPHip-Knee/SD 55 ± 13 57 ± 9 60 ± 11 63 ± 11 65 ± 10 75 ± 6 71 ± 7 71 ± 8 71 ± 9 63 ± 9
CRPKnee-Ankle/SD 64 ± 16 64 ± 16 71 ± 5 63 ± 21 67 ± 13 89 ± 8 90 ± 8 89 ± 9 87 ± 15 84 ± 11
Root mean square (RMS) as themean ± standard deviation. (0–10%) data points in one gait cycle for each participant, (10–50%) data points in one gait cycle for
midstance, (50–60%) data points in one gait cycle for late stance, and (60–100%) data points in one gait cycle for the swing phase.
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statistically different from the carpet pavement and the con-
crete pavement. The unevenness of the pebble pavement may
induce the cautious dynamic neuromuscular control [13] of
participants and enhance their leg stiffness [1, 10] so that
the CRPHip-Knee/SD of the pebble pavement without exoskel-
eton is smaller than that of other pavements and statistically
different from that of other pavements (except concrete
pavement). When walking on pavements with exoskeleton,
participants need to adjust the center of gravity to keep the
human-exoskeleton system balance with the help of crutches
and prepare for the next step in stance, which may cause the
difference of interjoint coordination patterns with exoskeleton
between pavements.

The exoskeleton was set in a fixed gait and joint moment,
so the peak values should be similar between pavements.
However, the peak ankle dorsiflexion of walking on the car-
pet pavement in the midstance is significantly different from
that of walking on the pebble pavement, which may due to
the active intervention from participants on the ankle. When
the participants without exoskeleton walk on the pavements,
it is only found that the peak ankle plantar flexion in the late
stance phase on the pebble pavement is significantly different
from that on the carpet pavement and the wooden pavement.
This result indicates that the friction coefficients of
pavements do not impose on gait parameters in kinematics,
but the unevenness of pavements obviously affects the gait
parameters in kinematics [1, 10]. From the peak values with-
out exoskeleton at all pavements, the human mainly adjusts
the ankle dorsiflexion in the swing phase to adapt common
pavements. Due to the fixed gait and joint moment of
exoskeleton, the conditions that the knee precedes the ankle
without exoskeleton on all pavements in the early stance
and in the swing phase were reversed. Similarly, the condi-
tions that the hip precedes the knee without exoskeleton on
all pavements in the late stance phase were also reversed
(Figure 3).

5. Conclusions and Limitations

In summary, our work reveals the effect of common pave-
ments on interjoint coordination with/without exoskeleton.
The compressive capacity of the pavement and the uneven-
ness of pavement are important factors that influence the
interjoint coordination. The compressive capacity of the
pavement can modify the magnitude of dephasing between
the hip and knee with exoskeleton in the midstance phase
and in the swing phase. The unevenness of the pavement
can change the magnitude of dephasing between the hip
and the knee without exoskeleton in the early stance phase
and in the late stance phase and increases the stability of
the coordination pattern between the hip and the knee with-
out exoskeleton. The finding suggests that the identification
of the compressive capacity and the unevenness of common
grounds should be used for the control strategy of exoskele-
ton to enhance the coordination and benefit the motor
rehabilitation.

There are three limitations that need to be considered.
First, the effects of physiological characteristics such as age,
gender, and weight on the gait parameters of different pave-

ment kinematics have not been included. Second, there are
not only random displacements between the human body
and the exoskeleton but also individual differences between
human bodies, which make it difficult for the human-
exoskeleton model to measure the exact gait parameters of
human-exoskeleton. Therefore, in exoskeleton experiments,
there are uncertain errors in the gait parameters of human-
exoskeleton. Third, this study did not explore muscle adapta-
tion and joint kinetics of people who may adapt to different
friction coefficients. Future work will focus on the effects of
different friction coefficient pavements on muscle adaptation
and joint dynamics, which can further explain how people
adapt to pavements with different coefficients of friction.
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Daily activities are characterized by an increasing interaction with smart machines that present a certain level of autonomy.
However, the intelligence of such electronic devices is not always transparent for the end user. This study is aimed at assessing
the quality of the remote control of a mobile robot whether the artefact exhibits a human-like behavior or not. The bioinspired
behavior implemented in the robot is the well-described two-thirds power law. The performance of participants who teleoperate
the semiautonomous vehicle implementing the biological law is compared to a manual and nonbiological mode of control. The
results show that the time required to complete the path and the number of collisions with obstacles are significantly lower in
the biological condition than in the two other conditions. Also, the highest percentage of occurrences of curvilinear or smooth
trajectories are obtained when the steering is assisted by an integration of the power law in the robot’s way of working. This
advanced analysis of the performance based on the naturalness of the movement kinematics provides a refined evaluation of the
quality of the Human-Machine Interaction (HMI). This finding is consistent with the hypothesis of a relationship between the
power law and jerk minimization. In addition, the outcome of this study supports the theory of a CNS origin of the power law.
The discussion addresses the implications of the anthropocentric approach to enhance the HMI.

1. Introduction

Industries face an increasing demand for collaborative robots
that exhibit human-like behaviors. This trend is justified by
the fact that it is easier for an operator to predict the actions
of a robot that behaves more like a human being than like a
machine [1]. A study that uses the experimental paradigm
of Motor Interference (MI) shows that the motor perfor-
mance of an individual can be influenced by the perception
of the movements of a robot, if the machine replicates some
characteristics of biological motion [2–4]. In particular, it
seems that the movement velocity profile is sufficient to cre-
ate this interference. This result suggests that a movement
can be processed as biologic by the human brain, even if it
is not produced by a living being, on the condition that the
artefact motion simulates (even approximatively) certain
biological kinematics [5]. Moreover, the physical aspect of

the robot seems relevant. For instance, the human-robot
interaction tends to be improved when the machine has a
humanoid appearance [6]. This fact can be explained by an
inconscient tendency of the human being to anthropomor-
phize the artefacts they interact with, in order to predict their
behavior and increase their acceptance of the machine [7].

Besides the situation of interaction, the implementation
of human-like behaviors in a robot’s way of working also
seems to benefit an operator that has to control a machine.
This statement is particularly true in the context of teleopera-
tion, which implies several limitations for a human operator.
For instance, the sensorial information received by the teleo-
perator can be altered, for example, the field of view is
reduced, not all the sensorial modalities are restituted (e.g.,
audition and proprioception), and the response of the system
is delayed. Another aspect is the necessity to build or accom-
modate new motor schemes to be able to control the user
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interface of the device, which augments the mental workload.
A promising approach to reduce the gap between the user
and the telerobot is to implement human-like behaviors in
a robot [8, 9]. For instance, Rybarczyk et al. [10, 11] have
studied the effect of the implementation in a mobile robot
of the human behavior of visuomotor anticipation over the
locomotion, in which the direction of the robot pan-tilt
camera is automatically oriented toward the tangent point
of the inside curve of the path, as walkers/cyclists/drivers
do [12–14]. The results show that the motor performances
of the teleoperators are enhanced when they steer the
bioinspired robot. A correlation between the replication of
biological laws and the level of expertise is also observed in
the case of the telemanipulation of robotic arms, such as in
telesurgery [15].

Different strategies are used to implement human-like
behaviors in a robot. A traditional approach applied in the
industry is to create anthropomorphic collaborative robots
(or cobots) that are trained to imitate biological motions,
through machine learning algorithms [16]. In the case of
the teleoperation, it seems that individuals feel also more
comfortable to control an anthropomorphic robot arm in
which the motion trajectory of the end effector is like a bio-
logical movement [17]. Jerk minimization is one of the prin-
cipal human-like behaviors that has been implemented to
model a natural trajectory planning [18, 19]. The minimum
jerk is characterized by a bell-shaped velocity profile, in
which the movement speed increases progressively, reaches
a peak near the midpoint, and then deceases slowly. This
absence of abrupt changes seems to support the execution
of a smooth motion [20]. Another fundamental motor
behavior is the relationship between the velocity and the
curvature of the biological movements, which is known
as the two-thirds power law [21, 22]. This law states that
the angular velocity of the end effector is proportional to
the two-third root of its curvature or, equivalently, that
the instantaneous tangential velocity (vt) is proportional
to the third root of the radius of curvature (rt), as
described in equation (1). In other words, it means that
the velocity of the movement decreases in the highly
curved parts of the trajectory and increases when the tra-
jectory becomes straighter. Implementing this model in a
mobile robot tends to improve the raw performance when
steering the vehicle [23].

vt = k rt
−1/3 1

Nevertheless, few studies are interested in considering
refined features to gauge the quality of the Human-
Machine Interaction (HMI). Instead of focusing only on
the raw performance (e.g., completion time of the task
and percentage occurrence of errors), these studies analyze
the kinematics of the robot control [24–26]. To proceed
with such an advanced assessment, the human behaviors
are now used as criteria to estimate an appropriate inter-
action. For instance, minimum jerk, smoothness, and 2/3
power law can be applied as a reference to evaluate a suit-
able interaction between a human operator and an artefact
[17, 27]. These three features are compared in a study that

aimed at assessing the motor control of a robot arm to
assist surgeons [15]. The results show that both smooth-
ness and minimum jerk are significant measures of exper-
tise levels. The end-effector trajectory evolves from sharp
and jerky in novices to smooth in experts. Thus, the
authors conclude that these two features are excellent cri-
teria to evaluate motor skill in the conditions of human-
robot interaction. Although the power law is also identi-
fied as a discriminant measure of expertise, registering
such a biological law seems to depend on the characteris-
tics of the artefact. For example, some studies have dem-
onstrated that this law is replicated in situations of
teleoperation [11] and use of prostheses [28].

Actually, there is a controversy regarding the origins
and the violations of the 2/3 power law during the execu-
tion of the biological movements [22, 29–31]. On the one
hand, some studies tend to demonstrate that the power
law is a signature of the Central Nervous System (CNS)
[32–34], because it seems to be independent of the dynam-
ics of the limbs. This law is indeed observed in a wide vari-
ety of activities such as drawing [21], walking [35], and
smooth pursuit eye [36]. On the other hand, different stud-
ies defend a biomechanical [30] or, even, an artefactual
explanation [37, 38]. There are also contradictory results
regarding the relationship between smoothness, minimum
jerk, and power law. Some studies show evidences that
these features are related to each other [32, 39], whereas
others suggest the contrary [15, 29].

The present work attempts to tackle these different
contradictory findings about the 2/3 power law by inte-
grating this bioinspired kinematics in a remote-controlled
mobile robot. An experiment is designed to compare the
teleoperation of a robot with the 2/3 power law (biological
condition) versus two modes of control that do not imple-
ment this human-like behavior (manual condition and
nonbiological condition). In the biological mode, the
engine speed is automatically servo controlled by the vehi-
cle trajectory according to the power law equation. In the
manual mode, the user has to control both the velocity
and the direction of the mobile device. In the third condi-
tion, the vehicle speed is also automatic, but the calcula-
tion of the relationship between geometry and kinematics
violates the biological motion. This last condition is used
as a control to make sure that the potential difference of
performance between the two main conditions (biologic
vs. manual) is not caused by a dissimilar complexity of
the task (i.e., number of parameters that must be con-
trolled by the participants). We posit the hypothesis that
semiautonomous driving, in which the velocity is automat-
ically set according to the power law principles (biological
mode), should promote a significantly faster, safer, and
more natural steering than the nonassisted (manual mode)
and nonbiologic (artificial mode) control. The quality of
the interaction is assessed from both the raw performance
(completion time and number of collisions) and refined
parameters based on the smoothness of the trajectories.

The remainder of the manuscript is organized into
three main sections. First, the implementation of the tele-
operation system is described. The experimental protocol
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and conditions (manual vs. nonbiologic vs. biologic) are
also explained in detail. Second, the results of the perfor-
mance for each condition are presented, analyzed, and dis-
cussed. Finally, the outcomes are interpreted, in order to
draw some conclusions and perspectives regarding the appli-
cation of the anthropocentric approach in the human-robot
interaction, as well as the origins of the power law and its
relationship with jerk minimization.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. System Architecture. The three main elements that com-
pose the system are (i) a NXT mobile robot, (ii) an Android
device for the remote control, and a pan IP camera. Since
the experiment is carried out in a situation of teleopera-
tion (i.e., indirect perception and action on the robot envi-
ronment), a wireless connection is used to support the
communication between the principal components of the
architecture. Two different protocols of communication
are applied. The Android-based remote control communi-
cates with the NXT through Bluetooth technology. In
addition, the connection between the IP camera and the
smartphone is supported by Wi-Fi communication. The
robot is connected to the IP camera thanks to a support
library that permits the system integration between the
two entities. Thus, the operators use the Android remote
control device to interact with the whole system, which
allows them to steer the mobile robot and receive a visual
feedback from the pan IP camera. An Android application
is developed and implemented on the smartphone to per-
mit such an interaction. The tactile user interface enables
the operator to control the trajectories of the vehicle, to
choose the steering mode of the robot (manual vs. nonbio-
logic vs. biologic), to calibrate the pan camera, and to turn
the system on or off.

2.2. Robot Behavior. The vehicle is built on four wheels,
employing a front-wheel-drive system (Figure 1(a)). The
two front wheels are moved by two independent motors.
The differential of speed between the right and the left
wheel rotation allows the vehicle to turn. The pan camera
is set on a mobile structure, which is moved by another
motor. The orientation of the camera is determined auto-
matically based on the direction of the robot, that is, the
camera points toward the inside of the vehicle trajectory.
Since any change of direction is systematically anticipated
by a rotation of the camera proportional to the curvature
of the vehicle trajectory, a visual prediction over the robot
motion is provided to the operator. This mechanism
inspired from the human behavior [12, 14] is implemented
by default, because it facilitates the teleoperation [8, 10].
Figure 1(b) shows examples of this visuolocomotor cou-
pling between camera and robot for different curves of
the path.

3. Experimental Conditions

3.1. Manual Condition. Both speed and direction of the
vehicle are manually controlled by the operator in this
experimental condition. Concentric semicircles that corre-
spond to different speed levels are displayed on the control
panel of the user’s interface (Figure 2(a)). The bigger is the
radius of the semicircle, the higher is the speed. Thus, the
vehicle velocity is calculated based on the distance between
the center of all concentric semicircles and the selected
semicircle. The direction of the robot is determined by
the angle between the vertical of the screen and the loca-
tion of the user’s fingertip. The range of angles goes from
0° to 180°, rotating counter clockwise. If the fingertip of
the user is positioned between 0° and 90°, the robot turns
right, with a curvature proportional to the angle between
the vertical (90°) and the position of the finger (the more

Motor

Motor Motor

(a)

2
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3

4

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the robot (top view) designed for the study. Two independent motors drive the front wheels, and a
third one controls the rotation of the pan camera. This mobile vision is implemented by default to promote a visual anticipation over the
change of direction. (b) Illustration of the camera behavior in some specific locations of the path. The blue arrow indicates the
instantaneous direction of the vehicle and the red arrow represents the orientation of the pan camera at the same moment. It is notable
that the angle between the two arrows is inversely proportional to the radius of curvature of the robot trajectory. The more curved is the
shape of the path (e.g., position 2), the larger is the angle between the orientation of the camera and the direction of the vehicle, and vice
versa (e.g., position 4).
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the location of the finger tends to 0°, the more the vehicle
turns right). On the contrary, if the position of the finger
is between 90° and 180°, the vehicle turns left (again, the
radius of the curvature of the trajectory depends on the
angle from the vertical of the screen). The controller of
the robot is constantly waiting for an input sent from
the graphic user interface, in order to update the direction
and speed of the mobile platform.

3.2. Biological and Nonbiological Conditions. In these driv-
ing modes, the user has only to use the touchscreen inter-
face to control the trajectory of the robot. The speed is
automatically set according to the direction of the vehicle.
In the biological condition, the 2/3 power law is used to
calculate the speed, which is based on the instantaneous
radius of the curvature of the robot trajectory. The maxi-
mum velocity of the robot is 30 cm/s, if the vehicle goes
straight forward. In the case that the radius of curvature
decreases (to the right or to the left), the robot’s speed
diminishes by a rate of one-third (see equation (1)). In
the nonbiological condition, the velocity of the vehicle is
also automatic, but it is not set according to the biological
motion. The relationship between speed and geometry
does not follow a power law, but a linear law described in

vt = k rt 2

Since it is not necessary to modulate manually the
velocity, the graphic user interface is represented only by
a single semicircle (Figure 2(b)). The semicircle allows
the operator to control the trajectory of the robot. From
the user’s perspective, the way to steer the vehicle is iden-
tical to the manual mode of driving. The user has to inter-
act with the left and right portion of the semicircle to turn
left and right, respectively. The more the fingertip is
located to the extremities of the semicircle, the more the
robot turns sharply. The only difference between these
two semiautomatic modes and the manual one is the fact
that the velocity is indirectly and automatically set when
the user chooses a determined direction. Precisely, the
robot speed is proportional to the selected steering angle.
Thus, if the power law is adapted to the remote control
of an artefact, the matching between speed and steering

angle should perfectly fit to the human’s skills. On the
contrary, because of its unnatural behavior, the nonbiolog-
ical semiautonomous control should be more challenging
for the teleoperator. Figure 3 summarizes, through a block
diagram, the differences between the manual and semiau-
tomatic modes of control.

4. Experimental Protocol

Thirty people (15 males and 15 females; 23 5 ± 3 5 years)
took part in the experiment. All the participants had a nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision. The procedure con-
formed to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved
by the Ethical Review Board of the Nova University of
Lisbon. The experiment was carried out in a classroom,
where the subjects had to teleoperate the NXT vehicle
through the Android-based mobile device. The instructions
provided to the participants were to steer the robot as safe
(the least collisions) and fast (the minimum completion
time) as possible through a path delimited by plastic
blocks. The entire distance of the route was approximately
seven meters and consisted of numerous bends and
changes in direction (curves and countercurves). The
sequence of the course was as follows: (i) a straight line,
(ii) an approximately 150° bend, (iii) a 90° reverse curve,
(iv) another 150° bend, and (v) a final straight line
(Figure 4). A blue adhesive strip marked the starting and
finishing line. The symmetric shape of the setup was espe-
cially designed to carry out the route in both directions,
clockwise and anticlockwise.

After a training session, all the subjects had to execute
the trial twelve times: four repetitions in the manual
mode, four repetitions in the biological mode, and four
repetitions in the nonbiological mode. The order of the
experimental conditions was counterbalanced from one
subject to another so that ten individuals started with
the manual control, ten others started with the biological
control, and the last ten started with the nonbiological
control. This counterbalancing was implemented to pre-
vent a possible learning effect, which would bias the out-
come of the study. For each of the principal conditions
(manual vs. biologic vs. nonbiologic), the trial was per-
formed twice clockwise and twice anticlockwise. The

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Representation of the GUI for the manual mode of driving. Each concentric circle represents a different speed (the larger the
radius of the semicircle, the higher the velocity). (b) User interface for the biological and nonbiological conditions. A single semicircle
enables the user to directly control the direction of the robot and indirectly set the speed of the vehicle.
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completion time, the number of collisions, and the robot
trajectory were recorded at the end of each trial.

5. Results

The experimental data are statistically analyzed through
ANOVA tests for multivariable comparisons and t-tests for
the pairwise comparisons.

5.1. Completion Time. We first analyzed the time perfor-
mance of the participants to complete the task. Results indi-
cate that the completion time is significantly affected by
the experimental sessions (p < 05). A pairwise analysis
shows a significant difference between session 1 and ses-
sion 4 (p < 03). This outcome indicates that the required
time to guide the vehicle from the starting line to the fin-

ishing line diminishes significantly from session 1 to ses-
sion 4. No interaction effects are detected between the
sessions (1, 2, 3, and 4) and the main conditions (manual,
biologic, and nonbiologic).

In addition, the comparison of the completion time
between the three conditions indicates a significant differ-
ence (p < 005). As shown in Figure 5, the participants
complete the task faster in the biological mode than in
the manual (p < 01) and nonbiological (p < 005) steering
modes. The pairwise analyses confirm the significant dif-
ference in session 1 (p < 01), session 2 (p < 05), and session
3 (p < 04). Nevertheless, this statistical difference vanishes in
session 4, although the manual and nonbiological modes
tend to remain slower than the biological. The reduction of
the completion time over the sessions can be explained by a
learning effect that occurs in all the conditions.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the two modes of remote control. If the operator picks the manual mode (left side), the speed and direction are
controlled independently. On the contrary, if a semiautomatic mode is selected (right side), the robot speed is automatically calculated from
the power law (biological condition) or linear law (nonbiological condition) function of the direction defined by the user.
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5.2. Number of Collisions. The assessment of the rate of colli-
sions was also performed to complement the analysis. The
statistical results indicate that the mean number of collisions
is significantly different over the sessions (p < 03). The pair-
wise analysis shows a significant diminution of the collisions
from session 1 to session 4 (p < 02). These outcomes point
out that the subjects have improved the quality of their driv-
ing skills over the experiment. There is no effect of interac-
tion between the four sessions and the main experimental
conditions (manual, biologic, and nonbiologic).

The principal comparison between three conditions
shows a significant difference over the whole sessions
(p < 02). As plotted in Figure 6, more collisions occur in
the manual and nonbiological conditions than in the bio-
logical condition. The statistical analysis session by session
indicates a significant difference in session 1 (p < 01) and
session 4 (p < 03). This last fact suggests that the learning
effect does not enable the users in the manual and nonbi-

ological modes to get steering skills as good as in the bio-
logical condition.

5.3. Trajectory Smoothness. The last results address the ques-
tion of the movement kinematics through the analysis of the
jerk in the control of the robot trajectory. One way to quan-
tify the path smoothness is to calculate the instantaneous
radius of curvature of each trajectory, then to evaluate the
distribution frequency of the radius for all trials [40]. More
specifically, the curve radius (r) is computed from the instan-
taneous linear velocity (v) divided by the instantaneous rota-
tion speed (w), as described in

r m =
v m/s

w radians/s
3

Subsequently, the radius of curvature is converted into a
decimal logarithm. Therefore, if the vehicle has a low linear
speed and a high velocity of rotation, the curve radius is very
small (<2), and gets smaller as the velocity of rotation
increases. The result is a logarithmic value of r that is around
zero. Conversely, if the vehicle combines a translation and a
rotation (curvilinear trajectory), the curve radius is high
(≥2) and its logarithm becomes superior to zero. A steering
control in which the subject stops and turns in place provides
a bimodal distribution of the curve radii, with one peak cen-
tered on null values of the logarithm and another peak cen-
tered on positive values. On the contrary, a curvilinear (or
smooth) trajectory is characterized by a unimodal pattern
of distribution centered on a value of the logarithm of the
radius of curvature higher than zero. For each trajectory,
the distribution of the logarithm of the curve radii is com-
puted and distributed in three categories (small radii, curvi-
linear trajectories, and straight lines), according to a
continuous scale of ranges that permits performing a statisti-
cal analysis of the results. To finish, we normalized the distri-
butions, in which the occurrences of radii of curvature in
each category are represented by a percentage of all the
occurrences for each trajectory.

Figure 4: Picture of the experimental setting. The symmetric form
of the path was chosen to easily alternate the course direction of
the robot from one trial to the next: once clockwise and once
counter clockwise. This alternation was designed to minimize
the environment learning and a consequent machine-like driving
of the vehicle. The two straight lines, two 150° bends, and one
90° bend are identified by broken yellow, green, and magenta
lines, respectively. Note that these colors are added for a better
understanding of the setup but were not visible during the
experiment.
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Figure 5: Representation of the mean completion time (in seconds)
for each of the main conditions (manual vs. biologic vs.
nonbiologic) against the four experimental sessions.
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The distribution of large (Figure 7) and small (Figure 8)
radii of curvatures is not the same whether the subjects inter-
act with a robot that implements the human-like behavior or
a robot that implements the two other modes of control.
Thus, the percentage of occurrences of curvilinear trajecto-
ries is significantly higher in the biologic than in the manual
and nonbiologic conditions (p < 01). Similarly, small radii
and turn in place are statistically more frequent in the
manual and nonbiological than in the biological condition
(p < 01). In addition, these significant differences are main-
tained stable over the whole duration of the experiment. It
means that four sessions are not enough to provide the tel-
eoperator with a learning effect that could counterbalance
the benefit of the bioinspired semiautonomous mode, in
terms of the rate of both jerky trajectories (p < 01, at ses-
sion 4) and smooth movements (p < 01, at session 4).
The difference of steering control can be confirmed by the
visualization of the typical paths recorded for each experi-

mental condition (Figure 9). This advanced analysis of the
motor performance shows that the operator tends to max-
imize the smoothness of the robot trajectories, when the
vehicle replicates the natural human scheme described by
the power law.

6. Discussion

This study consisted in analyzing the effect of the implemen-
tation of the 2/3 power law on the steering control of a vehi-
cle. Three experimental conditions were compared. In the
first condition, the participant had to manually control both
the speed and the direction of the robot. In the second condi-
tion, the velocity of the vehicle was automatically set accord-
ing to the bioinspired model. Lastly, in the third condition,
which was used as a control, the robot speed was automati-
cally calculated through an equation that violated the biolog-
ical motion. The task of the subjects was to remote control
the robot, in order to complete the course as safe and fast
as possible. The performance of the participants was
recorded on four sessions. The statistical analyses indicate
that the number of collisions and the completion time dimin-
ish significantly over the sessions. This overall improvement
of the performance seems to be related to a learning effect.
The main comparison of the study shows that the precision
and velocity to accomplish the task are significantly better
in the biological condition than in the manual and nonbiolo-
gic conditions. Since the speed control is automatic in the
biological condition, less sensorimotor resources and mental
workload of the teleoperators are required to complete the
task. This aspect brings an advantage for the individuals,
who can focus their attention on the guidance of the vehicle.
Nevertheless, the fact that the nonbiological condition is sig-
nificantly worse than the biological condition means that the
automatic setting of the speed must replicate certain charac-
teristics of the natural movement to be effective.

The comparison of the raw performances (speeds and
collisions) was complemented by a more advanced assess-
ment based on the analysis of the robot’s kinematics. The
radii of curvature of the vehicle trajectory were analyzed, in
order to evaluate the smoothness of the movements. Like
the raw performance, this parameter shows the benefit of
implementing a human-like behavior in the robot’s way of
working. The trajectories are significantly smoother when
the power law is integrated into the robot than when this
bioinspired model is absent. Remarkably, the study shows
that the advantage of the biological law lasts until the end
of the experiment, which supposes a stronger impact of the
implementation than the learning effect. This result suggests
that the power law and minimum jerk are indeed related to
each other. Such an outcome is supported by studies that
tend to demonstrate that the 2/3 power law is an optimal
solution to smooth the trajectory, because it sets the normal
component of the jerk to zero [32, 39, 41]. In addition, it
seems that this law satisfies the principle of least action,
which states that the amount of work required to complete
a trajectory is minimal if the movement obeys the 2/3
power law [42]. This observation is consistent with an
experiment of telemanipulation showing that the motor
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skill and performance is negatively correlated with the
mental workload of the surgeon during robot-assisted sur-
gery [43]. This finding suggests that the smoothness of
the robot movements controlled by an operator could be
used as an indirect measurement of the workload.

Furthermore, the fact that the control of a nonanthropo-
morphic robot is significantly improved when the artefact
behaves according to the 2/3 power law supports the hypoth-
esis of the CNS (Central Nervous System) origin of this law
[21, 44]. Viviani and Flash [32] described a correlation
between the power law and movement prediction, in order
to plan and choose the best trajectory. More precisely, these
authors underline that the estimation of the trajectory geom-
etry must be accessible to the motor control system as a part
of the internal representation of the predicted movement
intention. This is a fundamental feature of the locomotion
that requires to program changes in direction one step ahead,
in order to overcome the delays due to biomechanical inertia
[45]. This motor coordination seems also to occur during the
execution of a movement mediated by an artefact, which sug-
gests that this control rule is characteristic of a general
scheme of the organization of the action. This observation
is supported by the replication of the two-thirds power law
in a mobile robot with quite different (bio)mechanics than
the human being, which would confirm the hypothesis that
this law is not dependent on peripheral biomechanic factors
[30, 46], but as issued from an internal model of the move-
ment planning [21, 47].

Moreover, the fact that the operator observes a mobile
device that has human-like kinematics can also explain the
advantage of the biological mode over the nonbiological. Sev-
eral experiments show that the observation of a biologically
plausible movement facilitates the simultaneous execution,
by the observer, of a congruent action [2, 48]. Mirror neu-
rons, and more specifically the Action Observation Network
(AON), seem to be involved in this process [49]. In fact, sev-
eral neuroimaging studies have shown that the activation of

the mirror neuron system areas is modulated by the
observer’s motor experience [50, 51]. According to predictive
coding, the optimal state is a minimal prediction error at all
levels of the AON, which is achieved when the observed
actions match predicted actions (based on prior visuomotor
experience) as closely as possible [52, 53].

To conclude, it is important to mention that it is not
always an advantage to automate some parameters of the
artefact in a situation of human-machine interaction. Our
study suggests that the characteristics of the human being
must be taken into account to create appropriate usability
rules. Here, the proposed method is to implement a bioin-
spired behavior to automate the velocity of a robot. In the
case study of the teleoperation of a mobile device or robotic
arms, the anthropocentric approach seems to be efficient. A
current trend in the automobile industry is to produce more
and more autonomic vehicles [54], which is in a certain sense
in contradiction with the will of the drivers, who want to keep
the control on the technology. Our results suggest that
modeling and implementing human-like behaviors in the
machine, such as the two-thirds power law [23] or Fitts’
law [55], is a promising alternative approach for the autom-
atization of key processes in the artefact’s way of working.
The advantage of such a method comes from the fact that a
car behaving as a living being can be easily understood and
appropriated by the end user [36]. Future work will consist
in exploring other approaches based on machine learning
or reinforcement learning to train the robot to acquire
human-like behaviors and, also, improving the transparency
of the remote control by providing the operator with natural
user interfaces, such as the Kinect, to interact with the
machine [17].

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon request.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Typical example of a path (green dotted line) performed by a robot controlled in the manual or nonbiological mode (a). Notable is
the sharp pattern that occurs before the main changes of direction. Sample of a path performed by a robot controlled in the biological mode
(b). This condition is characterized by uniformly smoothed trajectories of the vehicle.
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The adaptive control of gait training robots is aimed at improving the gait performance by assisting motion. In conventional
robotics, it has not been possible to adjust the robotic parameters by predicting the toe motion, which is considered a tripping
risk indicator. The prediction of toe clearance during walking can decrease the risk of tripping. In this paper, we propose a novel
method of predicting toe clearance that uses a radial basis function network. The input data were the angles, angular velocities,
and angular accelerations of the hip, knee, and ankle joints in the sagittal plane at the beginning of the swing phase. In the
experiments, seven subjects walked on a treadmill for 360 s. The radial basis function network was trained with gait data ranging
from 20 to 200 data points and tested with 100 data points. The root mean square error between the true and predicted values
was 3.28mm for the maximum toe clearance in the earlier swing phase and 2.30mm for the minimum toe clearance in the later
swing phase. Moreover, using gait data of other five subjects, the root mean square error between the true and predicted values
was 4.04mm for the maximum toe clearance and 2.88mm for the minimum toe clearance when the walking velocity changed.
This provided higher prediction accuracy compared with existing methods. The proposed algorithm used the information of
joint movements at the start of the swing phase and could predict both the future maximum and minimum toe clearances
within the same swing phase.

1. Introduction

Robotic technology for physical human-robot interaction
has the potential to improve human locomotion. More-
over, robotic assistance can guide gait motion and provide
direct somatosensory information. Robotic guidance is
effective because the effects of training last longer when
people instinctively modify their motion, compared with
when they consciously modify their motion [1]. Assistance
should be provided only when it is required because the
human movement ability decreases when it is not actively
used [2]. Hence, there is a need for developing adaptive
robotic assistance technology that encourages maximum
active patient participation.

The human-centered control of robotics for gait training
is being investigated in an attempt to make robotic systems
more human-friendly [3]. Gait training robots, such as ALEX
and Lokomat, have an interaction force field controller,

which allows patients to walk in a matter that is different
from the desired trajectory determined for a healthy person
[4–6]. LOPES II, which is an end-effector type robot, is able
to switch between low and high mechanical impedance
modes using admittance control [7]. These robots adapt to
individual differences and adjust their reference trajectory
to recover motor functioning for gait trajectory generation.
Conventional algorithms are adaptive after human action,
and assistance methods for determining the robotic parame-
ters by previously predicting the gait motion have not yet
been established.

Falling is one of the most serious problems with locomo-
tion. The risk of falling encourages people to stay indoors,
which leads to the weakening of their bodies. Moreover,
tripping accounts for 53% of falling incidents [8]. Older
individuals are in more risk of tripping while taking small
steps because it is difficult for them to assess the height
difference at the edges of rugs or carpets [9]. Toe clearance
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must be ensured to avoid falling and controlled to reduce the
dispersion. The possibility of tripping occurs if the toe
approaches the ground at an arbitrary point in the gait cycle.
The prediction of toe clearance can reduce the risk of
tripping. For robotic assistance to increase the toe clearance
when it decreases in the gait cycle, a method of predicting
toe clearance is required.

Calculation techniques with wearable sensors deriving
the toe clearance have been developed mainly for ambulatory
estimation and monitoring of the toe clearance without a
camera system [10–14]. The integration of the inertial
parameters of the inertial measurement unit (IMU), which
consists of triaxial accelerometers and gyroscopes, was
carried out to estimate the toe parameters [10–12]. The
dedrifted integration of two wirelesses IMUs attached to the
feet can estimate the foot clearance with an error of approx-
imately 20mm [12]. Owing to this large error, the integration
method has a large limitation with regard to calculating the
position. A machine learning method has been developed
to estimate the gait parameters after the learning phase in
each person [13–15]. Using machine learning with Gaussian
functions and a hill-climbing feature-selection method, the
root mean square error (RMSE) of 6.6mm was estimated
for young individuals [14]. In previous research, the
parameters of toe clearance were predicted by a regression
model [15]. To the best of our knowledge, Gaussian func-
tions that were applied using acceleration features through
the double differentiation of the toe position captured with
a motion capture system could predict the minimum toe
clearance most accurately (an RMSE of 3.7mm) for one
gait cycle ahead.

The existing prediction method has a limitation with
regard to establishing robotic assistance that increases the
toe clearance when it decreases, because the system does
not use wearable sensors that can communicate with a robot
controller. The estimation accuracy is lower when the wear-
able inertial sensor is used, compared with when the motion
capture system is used to extract the input data. Moreover,
the existing method is not sufficiently accurate for handling
the toe clearance variability between the gait cycles. Addi-
tionally, it has been reported that the interquartile range of
the minimum toe clearance is approximately 4.3mm for
young individuals and approximately 5.3mm for older
individuals [16]. Detecting a lower value for the minimum
toe clearance with a probability of more than 50% may be
difficult using this method. Hence, a more accurate toe
clearance prediction method that uses wearable sensors to
obtain the input data is required for robotic assistance.

We developed a prediction algorithm of minimum toe
clearance using the angular information of the lower limb
joints [17]. Our hypothesis is that the articular motion infor-
mation at the lower limb joints at the time when people start
to swing their leg is related to the future toe clearance because
the toe motion is generated by the swing motion of the lower
limb. People control their leg motion based on interjoint
coordination, and the angular coordination maintains low
dispersion at the limb end points [18]. Therefore, we
assumed that the difference between the angular information
in a certain phase is related to the difference of toe clearance

among the gait cycles. Moreover, we assumed that adding the
angular velocity and acceleration of the lower limb joint
would be beneficial because these parameters contain
information regarding the movement over time. Previous
studies have investigated computational technology, such
as accelerometers [19, 20], gyroscopes [21, 22], and IMUs
[23], for the detection of foot-contact state using wearable
sensors and machine learning strategies implementing
support vector machines (SVM) [24], linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [25], Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
[26], and hidden Markov model (HMM) [27, 28]. Notably,
none of these methods can detect the characteristic points
of phase change in the angular trajectory. In a previous
work, we extracted the characteristic angular point with
consideration to the change of synergy between the hip,
knee, and ankle joints and only predicted the minimum
toe clearance with higher accuracy [17]. However, the
wearable sensor tends to deviate while people walk, and
the sensed values always contain noises. Compensation is
required for the deviation of the sensed values.

In this study, we established an algorithm to predict the
characteristic toe clearance parameters in the swing phase
using the angles, angular velocities, and angular accelerations
of the lower limb joints. We applied machine learning-based
regression with Gaussian functions to probabilistically pre-
dict the toe clearance with consideration to the noise of the
input data. Additionally, we investigated the relationship
between the number of training data and the prediction accu-
racy, and we evaluated the prediction algorithm to investigate
whether our method could more accurately predict the toe
clearance and detect the lower value of toe clearance.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed method consisted of extraction of input data
and a regression algorithm using the radial basis function
network (RBFN) to predict the characteristic parameters of
the toe clearance as shown in Figure 1. The algorithm was
designed to automatically extract the input data points in
an earlier swing phase and normalize these input values to
reduce the effect of the deviation of the sensor.

The characteristic phase of input data was extracted with
consideration to the synergy between the hip, knee, and ankle
joints. The angular trajectory in the angular space is on the

Extract angular
information

Regression with
RBFN

Normalized 
data

Hip

Knee

Ankle
Toe 

trajectory

Swing starts

Input
Output

Figure 1: Overview of the dataflow of the proposed algorithm.
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planes during walking [29], and the planes of these angles are
different in the phases [30]. Detecting the change from the
stance phase to the swing plane can be done more clearly in
the planes, whereas detecting changes with the angle readings
is difficult owing to the presence of noise and fluctuations in
the angle range. As shown in Figure 2, the controller explores
four planes in one gait cycle because the gait motion of the
lower limb consists of the swing of the leg to lift the foot
(swing up), the swing of the leg to prepare foot-ground con-
tact (swing down), the loading response to absorb the shock
of foot contact (loading response), and support for the body
(support). First, the controller derives basis vectors of the
planes by extracting parts of the angular data in each phase
(block 1 of Figure 1). Second, the controller detects the
switching points from the support phase to the swing up
phase in an angular space so as to detect the time points when
the swing phase starts (block 2 of Figure 1).

Parts of the angular data were extracted based on the hip
angle to derive the planes for deriving the basis vectors of the
planes (block 1 of the Figure 1). The maximum angle was
defined as 100%, and the minimum angle was defined as
0%. First, the angular data were categorized as belonging to
the motion of the swing up and were extracted when the
hip motion was in more than 10% flexion and the knee joint
was in flexion. Next, the angular data corresponding to the
motion of the swing down were extracted when the knee joint
extended and the hip flexion angle was within 30% after the
swinging motion. Additionally, angular data corresponding
to the loading response (i.e., dual-support phase) were
extracted when the hip joint was in extension, the knee joint
was in flexion, and the dorsiflexion angle of the ankle joint
was less than 10% from the second minimum value. Finally,

the parts of the angular data corresponding to the motion
of supporting the body were extracted when the hip joint
was in extension and the ankle joint was in dorsiflexion.
The robot extracted the angular data in the middle of the
swing or stance phase based on the hip angle readings.

Two basis vectors constituting the plane can be derived
using principal component analysis (PCA) and the extracted
parts of the angular data. The controller calculates the eigen-
vectors of the first and second components, which are the
basis vectors of the plane, using PCA. The vector from the
preprojection coordinates to the postprojection coordinates
is orthogonal to the basis vectors of the plane. Moreover,
the two eigenvectors w1 and w2 are perpendicular to each
other. Using this relationship, the coordinates P on the plane
are defined as follows:

P = a1w1 + a2w2 +G,

a1 =Q ·w1 −G ·w1,

a2 =Q ·w2 −G ·w2,

1

where a1 and a2 are the coefficients of the eigenvectors,
G denotes the coordinates of the mean angle data, and
Q denotes the sensed coordinates of the lower limb
articular angular space before projection. a1 and a2 are
calculated using the inner product of the eigenvectors
and orthogonal vectors.

The algorithm calculates the distance from the preprojec-
tion coordinates to the postprojection coordinates on each
plane to derive the switching points of the planes (block 2
of Figure 1). Additionally, the algorithm calculates the inner
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Figure 2: Overview of the algorithm for deriving the four planes in the angular space of the hip, knee, and ankle joints and for detecting the
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product between the unit vector from a previously sensed
angular point to the currently sensed angular point and the
unit vector from a previous projected point to the current
projected point. The sensed angular data are recognized as
a phase whose plane is closer to the data, compared with
the other planes, when the distance is the local minimum
and the inner product is more than 0.9.

The phase when the swing starts can be derived by
observing whether the angular trajectory passes through the
section plane that was previously calculated using the plane
structure as shown in Figure 3. The section plane is calculated
because it is difficult to detect the switching points of the
planes in real time owing to the shifting of the plane during
walking. First, the switching points from the plane of support
to the plane of swing up were derived using the data obtained
from the 20 gait cycles. Next, the section plane of the angular
trajectory is calculated when the swing phase starts. The
average switching point is estimated, and the normal vector
of the section plane is calculated by deriving the vector from
the detected switching points to the next sensed angular
point. The orthogonal vector v of the normal vector can be
calculated as follows:

v = 2bc, –ac, –ab , 2

where a, b, and c denote the hip, knee, and ankle joint angles
that constitute the normal vector, respectively. The basis
vectors of the section plane are two orthogonal vectors of
the normal vector, which is calculated by deriving the cross
product between the first orthogonal vector and the normal

vector. Finally, as shown in Figure 4, the angular points for
the input data are extracted by finding the time point where
the distance from the sensed angular point to the point
projected onto the section plane is minimum.

The parameters of toe clearance were calculated using the
RBFN with Gaussian functions, as shown in Figure 5. The
RBFN is the linear sum of the radial basis functions, such
as the Gaussian functions, for nonlinear curve fitting. The
RBFN consists of an input layer, a hidden layer with radial
basis functions, and an output layer. This network calculates
the distance between the vector of the input data and the
centroids of each Gaussian, which are derived using the
K-means clustering algorithm to partition the dataset into
a predetermined number of groups according to the Euclid-
ean distance. The RBFN structure is expressed as follows:

y = 〠
N

k=1
wk exp −

x − ck 2

σ
+ α, 3

where y denotes the output vector, wk is the weight vector, x
is the input vector, ck is the centroid vector, N is the number
of RBF units, α is a variable coefficient, and σ is a variable
related to the standard deviation of the Gaussian function.
σ is derived as follows [31]:

σ = dmax
Nmm

, 4

where dmax denotes the maximum distance among the data
and m is the dimension of the data.

Section plane

Section 
planeAngular trajectory

Angular
points

The angular point that is closest 
to the section plane is extracted

in each gait cycle

Angular 
trajectory

Figure 3: Extraction method of input values by finding the angular point that is the closest to the section plane when the gait state changes
from the stance phase to the swing phase.
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Figure 4: Gait phase detection result of extracting time points for use as input to the prediction algorithm.
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The angles of the hip, knee, and ankle joints in the sagittal
plane were sensed with wearable angle sensors. The angular
velocity and angular acceleration of these joints were derived
by differentiating the angles with a pseudo differential. The
angles were smoothed using a low-pass filter (with a cutoff
frequency of 6Hz). The equation of the pseudo differential
based on an s-plane to z-plane transformation is expressed
as follows:

Yn =
Xn − Xn−1 + TdYn−1

ΔT
, 5

where Td denotes the time constant, ΔT denotes the
sampling time, which was 8.33ms, and Yn and Xn denote
the nth differential value and nth input value, respectively.
In this study, Td was considered 167ms to differentiate the
data whose frequency was lower than 6Hz.

All input values were normalized to reduce the effect of
attachment position deviation of the wearable angle sensors.
The minimum values in the previous gait cycle were
subtracted from the input values. Moreover, all input values
were divided by their range of values in the first gait cycle
in the training phase for RBFN so as to decrease the effect
of the range of values.

3. Human Walking Experiment

Four healthy younger adults (three men and one woman; aged
27 ± 5 years, body weight 57 ± 13 kg, height 1 64 ± 0 13 cm)
and two healthy older adults (two men; aged 65 ± 2 years,
body weight 62 ± 1 kg, height 1 68 ± 0 03 cm) were recruited
in the first experiment. Five healthy young adults (four men
and one woman; aged 25 ± 3 years, body weight 58 ± 9 kg,
height 1 63 ± 0 7 cm) were recruited in the second experi-
ment. All of them did not have neurological injuries or
gait disorders. Before the experiment, the subjects were
provided with a detailed account of our experimental
objectives and were informed that they could withdraw
from the experiment whenever they desired, and we
obtained their consent. This experiment was also approved
by the institutional review board at Waseda University
(No. 2017-085).

Because the maximum values are an indicator of how
high people raise their foot and the minimum values are an
indicator of how high people can keep their foot above the
ground, the maximum toe clearance in the earlier swing
phase and the minimum toe clearance in the later swing

phase were measured to give characteristic toe clearance data.
The toe coordinates of the right foot were measured with a
motion capture system (Raptor-E; Motion Analysis, Santa
Rosa, CA, USA). The marker for the measurement was
attached to the first metatarsophalangeal joint of the foot.
The angles of the right hip, knee, and ankle joints were
measured with goniometers (SG110 and SG150, Biometrics
Ltd., Newport, UK), which are wearable angle sensors. The
subjects walked on a treadmill as shown in Figure 6.

The 6 subjects were instructed to continue walking for
360 s at a preferred constant speed ranging from 2.1 km/h
to 3.0 km/h in the first experiment. We investigated the
number of training data points required for the RBFN to
improve the prediction accuracy. We used 20 to 200 gait
cycle data points for the training and 100 gait cycle data
points for the RBFN test. The number of RBF units was set
from two to twenty.

The 5 subjects walked for 600 s at 2.0 km/h, 2.5 km/h,
and 3.0 km/h in the second experiment. The duration of
walking at 2.5 km/h was 360 s, and the duration of walking
at 2.0 km/h and 3.0 km/h was 120 s. We investigated
whether the RBFN could predict the toe clearance if the
walking speed changed. Approximately 160 cycle data of
2.5 km/h walking were used as the training data based
on the result of the first experiment, and the 100 gait cycle
data points of 2.0 km/h and 3.0 km/h were used as the test
data. The number of RBF units was set from two to
twenty. Moreover, we added the goniometers for a left
leg in this experiment.

We derived the time from the time point where the
system extracted the input data to the time points for
the maximum and minimum toe clearances. We calculated
the average time of all training data and the standard devia-
tion to evaluate whether the system could have previously
predicted both the maximum and minimum clearances.

We normalized the maximum and minimum toe clear-
ance values by defining the average of the training data as
zero as shown in Figure 7. The toe clearance values that were
lower than the average were negative (minus sign), while the
values that were higher than the average were positive (plus
sign). We calculated the RMSE between the true value and
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Figure 5: Structure of the radial basis function network (RBFN).
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the predicted value of the maximum and minimum toe
clearances, as follows:

RMSE = ∑n
k=1 yk − yk

2

n
, 6

where yk denotes the true value, yk denotes the predicted
value, and n is the number of data points.

Additionally, we estimated the accuracy percentage of the
predicted data according to the accuracy of the plus or minus
signs and counted the number of predicted values with the
same sign as the true value, which was then divided by the
total number of data points.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 8 shows the time from the time points where the
system extracted the input data to the time points of the
maximum or minimum toe clearances. The input data were
extracted 0.1 s before the toe clearance reached the maximum
value in the earlier swing phase.

Figures 9 and 10 show the RMSE between the true and
predicted data for the maximum and minimum toe clear-
ances corresponding to the number of training data points.
The RMSE tended to decrease as the number of training data
increased. Particularly, the RMSE was minimum when the
number of training data points was 200 for subjects 1, 3,
and 6. The other subjects had a minimum RMSE when the
number of training data points was between 80 and 180.
For the maximum toe clearance, the average minimum
RMSE was 2.99mm, and the lowest RMSE was 2.31mm.
For the minimum toe clearance, the average minimum
RMSE was 2.34mm, and the lowest RMSE was 1.79mm.
The number of RBF units that minimized the RMSE was
approximately five.

Figures 11 and 12 show the accuracy rate of the predicted
data for the maximum and minimum toe clearances corre-
sponding to the number of training data points. The average
accuracy rate was 71% for the maximum toe clearance and
68% for the minimum toe clearance.

Figure 8 shows the average time from the time points
where the system extracted the input data to the time points
where the maximum or minimum toe clearances were
positive. This means that the proposed algorithm was able
to extract the input data before the toe clearance reached its
maximum value in the earlier swing phase. However, time
was not always constant. The standard deviation was large
compared with the time of the gait cycle, which was approx-

imately 1.4 s in this experiment. The variance in the detection
time plays a role in reducing the time. By improving the accu-
racy of phase detection, the prediction can be made earlier.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the RMSE between the real
toe clearance measured by the motion capture system and the
predicted toe clearance was the lowest between 80 and 200
training data points. Moreover, the accuracy rate tended to
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increase when the number of training data points increased.
Therefore, a higher number of training data points tended
to improve the prediction accuracy, presumably because it
became easier to extract the characteristics of the input data
space when more training data were provided. The RBFN
clusters the input data and calculates the median values of
each cluster in the training phase. The output values are
determined according to the distance of the input data values
from the median values of each cluster. If the number of
training data points decreases, it becomes difficult to pre-
cisely determine the RBFN parameters because the effect of
the input data noise increases. In this experiment, the cluster-
ing of training data points and the derivation of the median
required approximately 100 to 200 training data points to
reduce the variance and the effect of the noise that is always
present in data.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the RMSE was 2.99mm for
the maximum toe clearance and 2.34mm for the minimum
toe clearance, which is a more accurate prediction compared
with previous methods. The RMSE of the maximum toe
clearance was higher than the RMSE of the minimum toe
clearance, because the variance of the maximum toe
clearance was higher than the variance of the minimum toe
clearance. The individual difference between the RMSE
tended to be higher as the variance of the toe clearance

between cycles increased. The probability of detecting a value
lower than that of the median toe clearance was higher than
68%; that is, the probability was higher than the probability
of random detection.

Figures 13 and 14 show the RMSE and the accuracy rate
of the predicted data for the maximum and minimum toe
clearances of 100 test data by training the RBFN using
approximately 160 training data in the case of the walking
velocity. The prediction error of the minimum toe clearance
was lower compared with the previous researches even when
the walking speed changed after the RBFN was learned with a
constant walking speed. Moreover, the proposed algorithm
could detect the value lower than that of the median toe
clearance with the probability that was higher than the
probability of random detection if walking velocity changed.
We assumed that the RBFN parameters reflected the differ-
ence of foot kinematics related to the change of the walking
velocity because the input data were related to the kinematics
of the lower limb. However, the RMSE of the minimum toe
clearance and the maximum toe clearance increased when
the walking velocity changed. It will be beneficial to train
the RMSE with the input data in several conditions for
generalized regression. Besides, the standard deviation of
the RMSE of all subjects decreased when the left leg joints’
information was included as the input values. We assumed
that it indicated that more numbers of input parameters
related to foot kinematics improved the prediction accuracy.
As a future work, we will focus on both the feet and increase
of the input parameters of joints of both lower limbs.

The proposed algorithm has an advantage of deriving the
toe clearance preliminarily in real time while most previous
calculation methods were developed for the estimation of
toe clearance [10–14]. Moreover, the prediction accuracy of
the proposed algorithm was higher than that of the previous
method [15]. Although we normalized the data of the toe
clearance for evaluating whether the algorithm could detect
the value lower than that of the median toe clearance, the
toe height from the ground could be derived because the
subtracted value is clear. The proposed system has a limita-
tion because learning is needed in each person, which is
similar to previous MTC estimation methods using wearable
sensors. Therefore, it requires a learning phase with a camera
system before using the algorithm.

The accuracy was lower for subjects whose gait motion
and planes in an angular space tended to vary. The angular
information always changes with time within one gait cycle.
One point on the periodic trajectory in an angular space
was extracted in each gait cycle. If phase detection errors
occur, it is difficult to compare the articular angle, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration differences between the
gait cycles. We used the planes of the articular space for the
hip, knee, and ankle joints to detect the phase of the angular
periodic trajectory. Because the trajectory varied between gait
cycles, the planar vectors varied throughout the experiment.
The proposed algorithm considered the change of planes by
calculating the section plane of the trajectory around the
switching points, which was detected by calculating the
planes in each gait cycle. However, the phase when the input
data were extracted might vary. This study demonstrated that
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Figure 11: Prediction result for maximum toe clearance using 100
test gait data (accuracy rate).
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the toe clearance parameters can be predicted using only
angular information in the sagittal plane. The accuracy of gait
phase detection and the prediction of toe clearance may
improve by increasing the input parameters, such as the
angles in the coronal plane or the foot contact information.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel toe clearance prediction algo-
rithm with an RBFN using the angles, angular velocities,
and angular accelerations of the hip, knee, and ankle joints
in the sagittal plane. The proposed algorithm can predict
both the maximum toe clearance in the earlier swing phase
and the minimum toe clearance in the later swing phase at
the same time. The error was 2.99mm for the maximum
toe clearance and 2.34mm for the minimum toe clearance.
Moreover, the root mean square error between the true and
predicted values was 4.04mm for the maximum toe
clearance, and 2.88mm for the minimum toe clearance when
the walking velocity changed. The errors of the minimum toe
clearance are smaller compared with previous methods. The
probability of detecting a value lower than the median toe
clearance was higher than 68%; that is, the probability was
higher than the probability of random detection. Therefore,

a robot using this algorithm may be able to influence the
variance of human toe clearance.

In a future work, we will improve the gait phase detection
method. Moreover, we will conduct experiments to investi-
gate the effect of robotic assistance with the proposed toe
clearance prediction algorithm on older people.
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The increasing development of anthropomorphic artificial hands makes necessary quick metrics that analyze their
anthropomorphism. In this study, a human grasp experiment on the most important grasp types was undertaken in order to
obtain an Anthropomorphism Index of Mobility (AIM) for artificial hands. The AIM evaluates the topology of the whole hand,
joints and degrees of freedom (DoFs), and the possibility to control these DoFs independently. It uses a set of weighting factors,
obtained from analysis of human grasping, depending on the relevance of the different groups of DoFs of the hand. The
computation of the index is straightforward, making it a useful tool for analyzing new artificial hands in early stages of the
design process and for grading human-likeness of existing artificial hands. Thirteen artificial hands, both prosthetic and robotic,
were evaluated and compared using the AIM, highlighting the reasons behind their differences. The AIM was also compared
with other indexes in the literature with more cumbersome computation, ranking equally different artificial hands. As the index
was primarily proposed for prosthetic hands, normally used as nondominant hands in unilateral amputees, the grasp types
selected for the human grasp experiment were the most relevant for the human nondominant hand to reinforce bimanual
grasping in activities of daily living. However, it was shown that the effect of using the grasping information from the dominant
hand is small, indicating that the index is also valid for evaluating the artificial hand as dominant and so being valid for bilateral
amputees or robotic hands.

1. Introduction

In recent years, it has been an increasing development of new
affordable and anthropomorphic prosthetic hands [1, 2] as a
consequence of the improvements in 3D-printing technolo-
gies. The human hand is a complex and marvelous tool
whose dexterity has not been achieved by any artificial hand.
Evaluating the functional similarity of artificial hands with
the human hand is essential for improving current anthropo-
morphic hand designs. Assessing the capability of the pros-
theses to perform the main grasp types (GTs) of human
grasping could give an insight into the level of functionality
restored in patients. Metrics or indexes that quantify numer-
ically the level of anthropomorphism are the way to grade
human-likeness and to provide specifications for maximizing
the anthropomorphic functionality while designing new
artificial hands.

Belter et al. [1] reviewed and compared the mechanical
properties of different prosthetic hands, as their degrees of

freedom (DoFs), range of motion, and weight and number
of actuators, but an index to compare those properties with
the human hand was not defined. Some other previous stud-
ies tried to quantify the anthropomorphism of artificial
hands with a numerical index. Feix et al. [3] proposed a met-
ric for comparing the anthropomorphic motion capability of
robotic and prosthetic hands, the anthropomorphism index
(AI), being its computation cumbersome and based only on
the position and orientation of the distal phalanges in differ-
ent GTs. Liarokapis et al. [4] defined an anthropomorphism
index to assess the robot’s ability to mimic the human hand
based on the comparison of the finger phalanx workspaces
and also the workspaces of the fingers’ base frames. Liu
et al. [5] proposed twelve quantified prosthetic hand anthro-
pomorphism evaluation indexes including physical and
actuation properties, among which is included a DoF config-
uration evaluation. This index was based on a matrix of DoF
configuration where the element of the matrix is set to 1 if
there exist an artificial DoF in the corresponding position,
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otherwise is set to 0. However, this approach does not take
into account the relevance of each DoF for grasping during
activities of daily living (ADL) nor the underactuation in
the joints. Underactuation in artificial hands [6] allows to
use less actuators than DoFs while keeping versatility to
adapt GTs to different object shapes.

Prostheses design could be different depending on its use
for a dominant or nondominant hand; however, in the case
of a patient who still has a healthy hand, the most appropriate
strategy would be to consider the remaining hand as domi-
nant [7, 8]. Thereby, the design of the prosthesis should be
focused for a nondominant hand reinforcing bimanual
grasping. The importance of the different GTs for personal
autonomy of the patients in ADL has been studied previously
by the authors [9], being pulp pinch (PP) (26%), extension
grip (EG) (20.8%), tripod pinch (TP) (10.4%), and transverse
volar grip (TVG) (8.7%), the most relevant GTs for a non-
dominant hand to reinforce bimanual grasping, representing
together with the nonprehensile one, almost 90% of relevance
for autonomy.

In the previous studies by the authors [10], the posture of
the right hand from 24 healthy subjects performing 24 repre-
sentative ADL was recorded with an instrumented glove.
ADL were selected from the WHO’s International Classifica-
tion of Functioning, Disability and Health [11]. By applying
principal component analysis (PCA), five factors explaining
73.7% of the variance were obtained. As shown in Figure 1,
the five main principal components (PCs) of the DoFs of
the human hand in ADL were “PC1: digit arching” (flexion
of the interphalangeal joints), “PC2: closure” (combination
of abduction of the fingers, except for the thumb, with flexion
of the metacarpophalangeal joints), “PC3: palmar arching,”
“PC4: lateral pinch” (represents the lateral opposition of the
thumb to the index), and “PC5: opposition” (represents the
pad-to-pad opposition of the thumb to the little finger).

The aim of this study is to propose an index to measure
the anthropomorphism of prosthetic hands, based on the
comparison of the topology of the whole hand (joints and
DoFs) and on the possibility to control these DoFs indepen-
dently. The computation of the index, referred to as Anthro-
pomorphism Index of Mobility (AIM), should weight each
DoF depending on its importance for grasping in ADL. To
define this importance, we used the information from previ-
ous experimental tests performed in the group and specific

tests developed in this study on the main GTs. Furthermore,
a preliminary study [12] carried out on four human healthy
subjects encouraged us to go deep in the study by increasing
the number of subjects, improving the definition of the index,
and widening the analysis of its validity to the different types
of artificial hands. The AIM is intended to be a quick compu-
tation index based on the biomechanics of the human hand
and thus providing a way to compare their functional anthro-
pomorphism. Moreover, the relevance of each DoF for func-
tionality, obtained by tests on the human hand in this study,
is intended to be useful for other applications in artificial
hand design.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Human Grasp Experiment. With the purpose of taking
into account in the AIM the relevance of each DoF according
to its importance for functional grasping, an experiment to
measure the kinematics of the human hand in functional
grasps was carried out. Twenty subjects, ten males and ten
females, all of whom were right-handed and free of hand
pathologies or injuries, performed the most relevant GTs
for a nondominant hand to reinforce bimanual grasping in
ADL (PP, EG, TP, and TVG [9]). Although the grasps were
selected for a nondominant hand (most common use of a
hand prosthesis for unilateral amputees), subjects were asked
to perform grasps with their dominant hand to get the most
natural performance of human grasping. The study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the University, and
all the subjects gave their written informed consent. The ages
of the subjects ranged intentionally between 20 and 51, being
the average 35 ± 8, in order to prevent kinematic alterations
due to joint degeneration from ageing. Subjects were selected
so that the distribution of hand sizes was representative of the
population [13]. The hand width ranged from 70 to 96mm
with an average of 83mm, and the hand length ranged from
170 to 210mm with an average of 185mm.

Twelve objects of different sizes were selected from the
Yale-CMU-Berkeley Object and Model Set [14], three for
each of the four GTs (PP, EG, TP, and TVG), in order to
cover most common requirements in ADL for each one
(Figure 2). The subjects were sitting with the hands in the
table in a comfortable way: the arms close to the body and
parallel to the sagittal plane, the elbows flexed 90°, the wrist
on the edge of the table, and the hands laying on the table
palms down in a natural posture. This was the starting and
ending posture for each grasping action. Subjects were
instructed on the different GTs to perform with each object,
and objects to be grasped were situated one by one by the
researcher at a distance of 30 cm in front of the subjects. Sub-
jects were free to practice the grasps to be sure that it is in the
correct posture before starting the recordings. The steps to
perform the grasps during the experiment consisted of the
following: grasping the object from the table with the correct
hand posture/GT, lift it up during two seconds, and finally,
release the object again on the table and return the hand to
the starting position. The sequence of the twelve objects to
grasp during the experiment is shown in Figure 2 in the

PC1

−

+

PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5

Figure 1: Principal components of the degrees of freedom of the
human hand performing activities of daily living obtained in [10]
(PC1: digit arching, PC2: closure, PC3: palmar arching, PC4:
lateral pinch, and PC5: opposition).
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specified order. The experiment was repeated three times
per subject.

The kinematics of the hand while performing the grasp-
ing postures was recorded (100Hz) using an instrumented
right hand glove with 18 sensors (CyberGlove Systems LLC;
San Jose, CA). DoF kinematics corresponding to 16 joint
angles (marked with an asterisk in Table 1) was obtained
using a previously validated protocol [15]: metacarpophalan-

geal flexion (MCP1 to MCP5, 1 to 5 meaning thumb to little
digits), interphalangeal flexion of the thumb (IP1), proximal
interphalangeal flexion of the fingers (PIP2 to PIP5), flex-
ion and abduction of the carpometacarpal joint of the
thumb (CMC1), relative abduction between finger MCPs
(index-middle, middle-ring, and ring-little), and palmar
arching. Prior to the tests with objects, the CyberGlove was
calibrated for each subject following the calibration

(a) T01 large marker (TP) (b) T02 plate (EG) (c) T03 chips can (TVG)

(d) T04 small marker (PP) (e) T05 tuna can (TP) (f) T06 cracker box (EG)

(g) T07 coffee can (TVG) (h) T08 plastic pear (PP) (i) T09 golf ball (TP)

(j) T10 pudding box (EG) (k) T11 power drill (TVG) (l) T12 washer 10mm (PP)

Figure 2: Grasping tasks of the experiment (a-l). Tg are the tasks ordered (g: indicates the order) followed by the object of the Yale-CMU-
Berkeley Object andModel Set [14] to grasp and in brackets the grasp type to be performed in each task (TP: tripod pinch, EG: extension grip,
TVG: transverse volar grip, and PP: pulp pinch).
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procedure [15]. Starting and final positions while the hand is
not moving were trimmed from the recordings. Then, they
were filtered with a 2nd-order 2-way low-pass Butterworth
filter with cut-off frequency of 5Hz [16, 17]. The tests were
video recorded.

2.2. Index Definition. The Anthropomorphism Index of
Mobility (AIM) for an artificial hand was defined based on
twomain factors: (1) the DoFs present in the hand along with
its method of actuation and (2) the relevance of these DoFs
for grasping in ADL.

The DoFs of the human hand (HH) [18, 19] were classi-
fied into four different functional groups for defining the
AIM (Table 1): finger flexion-extension (12 in HH), finger
abduction-adduction (4 in HH), palmar arching (2 in HH),
and thumb opposition (5 in HH).

The Anthropomorphism Index of Mobility (AIM) was
defined with

AIM =〠
i

ki ·wi , 1

where the summation extends for i = 1,2,3,4, corresponding
to each one of the four groups of DoFs (Table 1: F/E, AB/AD,
P.ARC, and T.OPP), the factor ki accounts for the type of
actuation of the DoFs included in this group, and the factor
wi is a weighting coefficient depending on the relevance of
this group of DoF for grasping in ADL. Both the term ki
and the weighting factor wi were defined to have a range
between 0 and 1, and the sum of weighting coefficients wi
for the four groups is unity, so that the AIM reach a maxi-
mum value of 1 for the human hand and a very low value
for an artificial hand with very poor anthropomorphism.

The factor ki for each group i was defined to get a high
value if the method of actuation for the DoFs in that group
allows to control them independently, as in the human hand,
and a lower value if the motions of these DoFs are highly
coupled during motion. To this end, each DoF in the evalu-
ated hand was classified according to the types included in
Table 2.

The independent mobility of a DoF can be ranked quali-
tatively from better to worse, depending on its class, as
A>B>C>D>E. Note that B class was considered better than
C because it allows mechanical adaptation of the finger to
the shape of the object to be grasped and do not suffer from
mechanical singular configurations [6]. Pugh’s method used
in concept design evaluation [20] was employed to convert
the ranked list of methods of actuation of the DoFs into a list
of numerical coefficients c (last column in Table 2). However,
the independent mobility of a DoF is associated not only with
the type of actuation in this particular DoF but also with that
of the DoFs more proximal in the same serial chain of a digit,
i.e., for a finger, the mobility for flexion in the PIP joint is
dependent on the mobility for flexion in the MCP joint.
Consequently, for that case, the coefficient cij for the DoF j
of the group i was obtained as the multiplication of the coef-
ficient c of this DoF and those located proximally in the same
serial kinematic chain. In addition, for assigning the coeffi-
cient c to several DoFs underactuated by the same motor or
actuator, class A was considered for only one of them and
class B or C for others. If a motor actuates several DoFs
included in different groups i, the coefficient 1 corresponding
to class A was divided among the number of groups and this
fraction was assigned to only one of the DoFs in this group,
being others classified as either B or C. Finally, the factor ki
for each group i was defined with equation (2), by summing
the terms cij in the group i and dividing by the number of
DoFs of the human hand in this group (ni), which is,
according to Table 1, 12 for i = 1, 4 for i = 2, 2 for i = 3,
and 5 for i = 4.

ki =
∑ jcij
ni

2

The weighting factor wi in equation (1), accounting for
the relative relevance of the DoFs of the group i for grasping
in ADL, was defined with

wi =〠
k
rik · sk 3

Table 1: Joints and degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the human hand
corresponding to the four different groups of DoFs defined.

Groups of DoFs Joints and DoFs of the human hand

Finger flexion-extension
(F/E)

MCP2_Flexion∗

PIP2_Flexion∗

DIP2_Flexion

MCP3_Flexion∗

PIP3_Flexion∗

DIP3_Flexion

MCP4_Flexion∗

PIP4_Flexion∗

DIP4_Flexion

MCP5_Flexion∗

PIP5_Flexion∗

DIP5_Flexion

Finger abduction-adduction
(AB/AD)

MCP2_Abduction∗

MCP3_Abduction

MCP4_Abduction∗

MCP5_Abduction∗

Palmar arching
(P.ARC)

CMC5_Flexion∗

CMC4_Flexion

Thumb opposition
(T.OPP)

CMC1_Flexion∗

CMC1_Abduction∗

MCP1_Flexion∗

MCP1_Abduction

IP1_Flexion∗

1: thumb, 2: index finger, 3: middle finger, 4: ring finger, 5: little finger; CMC:
carpometacarpal joint, MCP: metacarpophalangeal joint, PIP: proximal
interphalangeal joint, DIP: distal interphalangeal joint, IP: interphalangeal
joint; ∗16 joint angles measured during the experiment with the CyberGlove.
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In equation (3), rik weights the relative contribution of
the group of DoFs i (i = 1,2,3,4) in human hand functionality
represented through PCk (k = 1,2,3,4,5), corresponding to
each of the five kinematic functional synergies (see
Figure 1) found in a previous study [10]. These PCs account
for 73.7% of the variance when performing a wide set of rep-
resentative ADL. The loading matrix of the PCs obtained in
that study, which can be found in Supplementary Materials
(available here), was used to calculate rik as shown in equa-
tions (4) and (5). For a PCk, rik was computed as the sum
of absolute values of the loadings lijk for the DoFs j
included in the group i (according to Table 1) divided by
the sum of the absolute value of all the loadings of that PCk.

rik =
∑j lijk
ak

, 4

ak =〠
i
〠

j
lijk 5

On the other hand, sk in equation (3) contains the
information about the importance of the PCk in the most
relevant GTs. To compute this term, first, the human hand
kinematics was obtained from the human grasp experiment
explained above, but to consider the relation with the func-
tionality of the human hand during ADL, kinematics was
transformed to be expressed as scores f tk referred to the
five functional PCs (Figure 1) instead of being expressed
in the original sixteen variables (joint angles). This infor-
mation can be found in Supplementary Materials. A greater
absolute value of the score of a PCk in one particular
instant t indicates that the position of the hand is better
represented by this PCk. Next, for each of the twelve grasp-
ing tasks g (Figure 2), the absolute value of the scores f tk
for each PCk was averaged during the task (equation (6)),
and then (equation (7)) these means vgbp were averaged
across subjects b and repetitions p. The resulting means
vg were normalized (equation (8)) with respect to their
sum across PCs hg (equation (9)), providing the relative
contribution of the five PCs to each grasping task ng.
Finally, these relative contributions were weight-averaged
by the relative relevance of the GT for autonomy of each
grasping task zg and divided by 3 because three objects
were considered for each GT (equation (10)). The weight
zg for averaging was obtained from the relative use of the
four main GT for a nondominant hand in bimanual grasp-

ing [9]: 39.5% for PP, 31.6% for EG, 15.8% for TP, and
13.2% for TVG.

vgbp k
= ∑m

t=1 f tk
m

, 6

vg k
=
∑b∑p vgbp k

b · p , 7

ng k
=

vg k

hg
, 8

hg =〠
k
vg k

, 9

sk =
∑g ng k

· zg
3

10

2.3. Artificial Hands. With the objective of exemplifying the
use of the AIM and verifying its utility, it was computed for
several artificial hands with different topologies and actua-
tion systems. The AIM was obtained for different affordable
3D-printed prosthetic hands, including the IMMA hand
designed by the authors [21], some advanced commercial
prosthetic hands, and other artificial hands. Some hands
of these two later groups have been evaluated with other
indexes of anthropomorphism in the literature, such as
the anthropomorphism index (AI) [3] and the Total Score
of Anthropomorphism (AR) [4]. The main characteristics
of the hands analyzed are described below.

2.3.1. Affordable 3D-Printed Prosthetic Hands

(i) IMMA hand [21]: 3D-printed five-digit prosthetic
hand, with 6 DoFs actuated by tendons: flexion in
each finger and flexion and abduction in the thumb.
It has three phalanges per finger and its joints are
elastic elements. This hand is just a prototype and
cannot be used as a prosthesis directly, it needs a
socket with motors and a control system, but after
a study of the authors [22], it is being considered
here to be actuated by two motors following the
two actuation synergies obtained from experiments
with human actuation

(ii) Cyborg Beast [23]: five-digit low-cost 3D-printed
prosthetic hand for children with upper-limb differ-
ences. It is body-powered using the wrist of the
amputee as the unique actuator to drive all the finger

Table 2: Classification of the DoF depending on the type of actuation and numeric coefficient associated.

Class Type of actuation of the DoF c

A DoF actuated by one independent motor or actuator 1

B DoF underactuated with other DoFs without a rigid coupling, allowing adaptive grasps (tendons, elastic elements) 0.75

C DoF underactuated with other DoFs with a rigid coupling, not allowing adaptive grasp (linkages) 0.5

D No actuation on the DoF, but passive motion allowed 0.25

E DoF absent in the artificial hand 0
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tendons. It has two phalanges per finger and 5 DoFs:
flexion in eachfinger andflexion of the thumb. Finger
flexion is driven by tendons along the palmar surface
of each finger. Elastic cords placed inside the dorsal
aspect of the fingers provide passive finger extension.
Its joints are Chicago screws and thematerials used to
print the different parts of the hand are PLA and ABS

(iii) Flexy-Hand [24]: 3D-printed five-digit prosthetic
hand, with 5 DoFs actuated by tendons: flexion in
each finger and flexion in the thumb. It has three
phalanges per finger and two phalanges in the
thumb. The retraction is made through flexible
3D-printed joints. It is body-powered using the wrist
of the amputee as the unique actuator to drive all the
finger tendons

(iv) KIT prosthetic hand [25]: five-digit 3D-printed
hand prosthesis with underactuated mechanism,
sensors, and embedded control system, developed
by the Institute for Anthropomatics and Robotics
(Karlsruhe Institute of Technology). Two motors
(one for the four long fingers and other for the
thumb) actuate 10 DoFs (flexion of two joints in each
finger) by means of tendons. The four long fingers
are simultaneously driven via a force-distributing
transmission based on the TUAT/Karlsruhe mecha-
nism providing shape adaptivity (all fingers keep
closing until contact regardless of blockedmovement
in other joints). The passive reopening of the fingers
is obtained through custom made springs

(v) ADA [26]: Ada Hand V1.1 by Open Bionics is
a five-digit myoelectric prosthetic hand entirely
3D-printed with flexible material. It is tendon driven
and has two phalanges in each finger and one linear
actuator for each digit driving their flexion

2.3.2. Commercial Prosthetic Hands

(i) i-Limb: myoelectronically controlled, externally
powered, tendon linking, multiarticulating pros-
thetic hand of Touch Bionics [27] with eleven joints
(two joints in each long finger and three in the
thumb). It has five individually powered digits and
powered thumb rotation, with manual override

(ii) Bebionic [28]: multiarticulating myoelectric pros-
thetic hand developed by RSL Steeper with eleven
joints (two joints in each long finger and three in the
thumb). It has five actuators, one for each finger,
and the thumb has two positions manually placed by
the user with an inbuilt sensor detecting the position.
Folding links allow the fingers to flex. Among the 14
different grip patterns and hand positions that it can
achieve, one of them is the finger adduction grip

(iii) SensorHand Speed: the Ottobock SensorHand Speed
[28] is a myoelectronically controlled hand with
three actuated fingers, which are driven by the same
motor. It is covered with a cosmetic glove that emu-

lates the ring and little finger using a metal bar
within the glove, which couples these fingers to the
movements of the middle finger

(iv) Michelangelo hand: five-digit technologically
advanced prosthetic hand of Ottobock [28]. Actively
driven elements are the thumb, index finger, and
middle finger while the ring finger and little finger
passively follow the other fingers. The six joints are
controlled by two actuators (one for the flexion/-
extension of the five digits and the second one allows
the thumb to be electronically positioned in an addi-
tional axis of movement being abducted/adducted).
The fingers are slightly abducted when the MCP
joints are extended, and when flexed, the fingertips
adduct and touch each other, providing a finger
abduction/adduction mode

2.3.3. Other Artificial Hands

(i) FRH-4 hand: this is a robot hand built for the
mobile-assisting robot ARMAR [29]. It has eight
independent fluidic actuators: one in the metacarpus
that allows the palm to flex in the middle, the index
and middle fingers have two each, the ring and little
fingers have one for both, and the thumb has two
actuators

(ii) Barrett [30]: three-digit programmable grasper of
Robotnik. It has four brushless motors and three
multijointed fingers (two phalanges connected by
belt transmission), two of them have an extra DoF
with 180° of lateral mobility

(iii) DLR/HIT II [31]: used on Space Justin (humanoid
upper body) for telemanipulation is a multisensory
robot hand from Harbin Institute of Technology
and DLR Institute for Robotics and Mechatronic. It
has 15 DoFs, five identical modular fingers with two
flat BLDC motors placed in the base. Each finger has
three activeDoFs (2DoFsofflexion andoneof abduc-
tion) and four joints (themotions of distal andmedial
phalanges are coupled by a linkage). The thumb is
fixed in an appropriate orientation of the palm

(iv) Shadow [32]: the Shadow Dexterous Hand is a
humanoid robot hand created by the Shadow Robot
Company. The four fingers have 2 one-axis joints
(DIP and PIP) and one universal MCP joint; the lit-
tle finger has an extra one-axis joint on the metacar-
pal to provide arching. The thumb has a one-axis
joint (IP) and two universal joints (MCP and
CMC). It contains 20 motors in the forearm (3 DoFs
per finger, 5 DoFs in the thumb, 1 DoF in the palm,
and 2 DoFs in the wrist)

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a representative plot of the mean value and
standard deviation across all the subjects (20) and repetitions
(3) of the 16 joint angles measured with the CyberGlove
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while performing a grasp of one object of the human grasp
experiment (T02 of Figure 2).

Table 3 shows the relative contribution of the five PCs to
each grasping task of the human grasp experiment ng k
(equation (8)) together with the final value of the parameter
sk for each PC (equation (10)), obtained from these relative
contributions weight-averaged by their importance in ADL
zg [9].

The contributions of the different PCs to each grasping
task ranged between 9.6% and 39.1%, indicating that all the
five PCs have a nonnegligible importance in the twelve grasp-
ing tasks analyzed. It can be seen that PC1, corresponding to
“digit arching,” is predominant in grasping tasks involving
PP (g = 4,8,12 ). Moreover, “palmar arching” (PC3) and
“lateral pinch” (PC4) synergies are less represented in aver-
age in the four main GTs considered in the experiment, lead-
ing to lower values of the final parameter sk for these PCs,
although the difference with “opposition” (PC5) is small.

“Digit arching” (PC1) is the most significant synergy, as
indicated by the higher value of sk.

Table 4 shows the matrix rik (equation (4)) containing the
influence of the different groups of DoFs of the human hand
on the five kinematic functional synergies (Figure 1) and the
resulting parameter wi after applying equation (3) with this
matrix rik and the vector sk (Table 3).

The parameter wi weights the relevance of the different
groups of DoFs in the human grasps in ADL. These results
indicate that finger flexion-extension is by far the most rele-
vant group of DoFs accounting for more than half of the
functionality, followed by thumb opposition and finger
abduction-adduction. The palmar arching has a relevance
of only 5%. This result by itself is valuable for making deci-
sions during the design of new artificial hand prototypes to
maximize their functionality.

Table 5 shows the value of the parameter ki (equation (2))
for each group of DoFs for the artificial hands analyzed. The
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Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation of the 16 joint angles (in degrees) measured with the CyberGlove during the extension grip of the
plate (T02). The angles are normalized across time (1: thumb, 2: index finger, 3: middle finger, 4: ring finger, and 5: little finger; CMC:
carpometacarpal joint, MCP: metacarpophalangeal joint, PIP: proximal interphalangeal joint, DIP: distal interphalangeal joint, IP:
interphalangeal joint; F: flexion/extension; and A: abduction/adduction).
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details about the computation for each hand (cij) are supplied
as Supplementary Materials. It can be seen that F/E and
T.OPP are the groups of DoFs mainly included and actively
driven in the artificial hands, manifested by higher values
of ki. It is worth to note that this fact is coherent with the
greater relevance of these groups of DoFs in ADL, as indicated

by the parameter wi (Table 4). Notwithstanding, some hands
as the SensorHand and Michelangelo showed low scores in
F/E because of their rigid fingers without interphalangeal
joints. The unique hand with the 5 DoFs in T.OPP actively
driven is the Shadow hand. AB/AD is included actively in
DLR/HIT II and Shadow hands and passively through the

Table 3: Mean (SD) of the relative contribution ng of the five PCs in each grasping task Tg (g: indicates the order of the tasks in Figure 2) and
final value of the parameter sk for each PC.

PC1 (%) PC2 (%) PC3 (%) PC4 (%) PC5 (%)

T01 19.2 (6.4) 24.4 (7.6) 18.4 (7.7) 13.0 (7.7) 24.9 (9.7)

T02 22.6 (6.9) 14.2 (6.3) 25.1 (6.1) 22.4 (8.1) 15.7 (8.4)

T03 25.1 (4.7) 23.1 (4.7) 15.6 (4.3) 24.9 (8.9) 11.3 (5.5)

T04 33.5 (6.7) 19.1 (3.8) 12.6 (3.5) 12.1 (4.2) 22.7 (10.6)

T05 22.4 (8.3) 21.4 (8.9) 18.6 (8.5) 17.4 (10.6) 20.1 (13.9)

T06 28.2 (6.0) 21.0 (5.0) 17.9 (5.4) 17.0 (9.5) 16.0 (10.2)

T07 28.3 (5.0) 21.1 (3.8) 12.9 (4.3) 27.0 (9.2) 10.8 (5.8)

T08 39.1 (6.2) 23.6 (4.0) 12.9 (4.6) 11.8 (7.7) 12.5 (7.3)

T09 19.5 (8.2) 24.5 (7.1) 14.3 (7.9) 20.3 (10.1) 21.3 (9.0)

T10 30.9 (6.2) 18.6 (5.2) 20.1 (6.2) 9.6 (5.4) 20.7 (11.7)

T11 19.9 (3.4) 19.8 (7.7) 19.2 (7.9) 18.3 (10.8) 22.8 (13.3)

T12 34.0 (7.4) 20.4 (5.1) 12.8 (4.3) 12.1 (6.5) 20.8 (9.6)

sk 29.0 20.5 16.5 15.6 18.4

Table 4: Matrix rik and resulting wi (equation (3)).

Groups of DoFs
Functional synergies

wi (%)PC1 (%) PC2 (%) PC3 (%) PC4 (%) PC5 (%)

Finger flexion-extension 79.6 50.7 42.5 51.8 34.9 55

Finger abduction-adduction 8.8 37.8 6.9 20.7 5.4 16

Palmar arching 4.4 3.4 15.3 0.2 1.9 5

Thumb opposition 7.2 8.1 35.3 27.3 57.9 24

Table 5: Parameter ki (equation (2)) for each group of DoFs for the
different artificial hands.

Artificial hand F/E AB/AD P.ARC T.OPP

IMMA 0.48 0.25 0 0.50

Cyborg Beast 0.29 0 0 0.18

Flexy-Hand 0.39 0.25 0 0.23

KIT 0.47 0 0 0.35

ADA 0.58 0.25 0 0.40

i-Limb 0.58 0 0 0.55

Bebionic 0.50 0 0 0.50

SensorHand 0.13 0 0 0.10

Michelangelo 0.13 0 0 0.30

FRH-4 0.46 0 0.50 0.40

Barrett 0.25 0.38 0 0.30

DLR/HIT II 0.83 1 0 0.70

Shadow 0.83 1 0.50 1

F/E: finger flexion-extension, AB/AD: finger abduction-adduction, P.ARC:
palmar arching, T.OPP: thumb opposition.

Table 6: Results of the Anthropomorphism Index of Mobility
(AIM) for different artificial hands and comparison with other
indexes of the literature.

Artificial hand AIM (%) AI (%) [3] AR (%) [4]

IMMA 42

Cyborg Beast 20

Flexy-Hand 31

KIT 34

ADA 46

i-Limb 45

Bebionic 40

SensorHand 10 0.25

Michelangelo 14 2.80

FRH-4 37 5.20

Barret 27 10.38

DLR/HIT II 78 26.61

Shadow 88 39.93
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use of deformable joints in some 3D-printed hands. Finally,
P.ARC is only present in FRH-4 and Shadow hands.

Finally, Table 6 shows the AIM for the different artificial
hands, obtained using equation (1) and considering the
parameters shown in Tables 4 and 5. Two factors affect the
final AIM obtained by a hand (equation (1)): its mobility
and type of actuation, represented by the number of DoF,
the number of actuators, the number of digits and phalanges
per digit, and the type of underactuation, affecting to the final
parameters ki; and how this mobility and actuation system is
distributed among the different groups of DOFs, with regard
to the human hand, affecting through the weighting factor wi
(Table 4). The most advanced robotic hands (DLR/HIT II
and Shadow) with a significant amount of motors and DoFs,
and located in the important groups of DoFs, with higher
weight wi (F/E, T.OPP, and AB/AD), obtained the highest
AIM scores, above 75%. The commercial prosthetic hands
i-Limb and Bebionic as well as some 3D-printed hands
(ADA, IMMA) obtained AIM scores between 40% and
50%. These hands include a reasonable number of motors
and DoFs in the important groups (F/E and T.OPP). The rest
of the hands obtained scores below 40% with the lowest score
being for the SensorHand. The reason behind this lower AIM
is an improvable number of DoFs, motors, or type of under-
actuation in the groups of F/E, T.OPP, or both.

The results shown in Table 6 indicate that the artificial
hands analyzed in the literature with other anthropomor-
phism indexes, such as AI [3] or AR [4], are ranked equally
by the AIM and the other metrics, although the scores are
different. The method used to compute the indexes justify
these different scores. The AI is obtained from the achievable
workspace of positions and orientations of the fingers’ distal
segments and compares this with information obtained
experimentally from human hand grasping. The AR is based
on the computation of the finger phalanx workspace com-
bined with that of the finger base frames, and the compari-
son with the human hand is made through a simplified
model of their joints and geometry. It is worth to note that
obtaining AI and AR involves using complex algorithms
and detailed information of the hand design, not easily avail-
able, while obtaining the AIM just requires information
about the number of DoFs and the possibility to control
them independently. Despite these differences in the
method used to obtain each index, the fact that they rank
equally, the hands as the AIM can be seen as a kind of val-
idation of our index. Two main points can justify the use of

the AIM as a method for evaluating the anthropomorphism
of an artificial hand.

(i) It is really quick to obtain: simply, the parameter ki
has to be calculated, according to the DoFs and actu-
ation methods of the artificial hand and equation (1)
has to be applied (wi is provided above)

(ii) It analyzes not only the topology but also the func-
tionality of the artificial hand because it takes into
account the results obtained in grasping tests and
ADL with the human hand

Notwithstanding, some important aspects in the design
of an artificial hand are not within the scope of the AIM:
the orientation of the joint axes, the range of motion of the
different hand joints, the dimension of the phalanges, the
friction coefficient of the parts of the hand in contact with
the objects, the grasping force exerted by the actuators, the
efficiency of the driving linkages, the control system, etc.
Some previous studies [33–35] have shown the relevance of
these aspects. In this sense, the AIM, involving mainly the
topological structure, the number of actuators, and the type
of underactuation, can be considered as an index especially
useful in the concept design stage. The other design consider-
ations cited above should be taken into account in later
design stages: preliminary or detail design. Additional
indexes that take into account these aspects could be interest-
ing, and future works can go in this way. The index proposed
by Liu et al. [5] considers some of these aspects, but it does
not include their relevance for functionality according to
human grasping tests. With respect to the phalanx dimen-
sions and the joints’ range of motion, the authors developed
some studies [13, 16, 36] helping to obtain anthropomorphic
designs. However, the evaluation of some of the design
aspects cited above is difficult to be performed with indexes,
requiring experimentation, after detailed design of the artifi-
cial hand and manufacturing a prototype. The authors have
proposed methods for this experimental evaluation consider-
ing the main GTs in ADL and a special device for actuating
the hand prototype [21].

The ranges of motion of the hand joints obtained in the
human grasp experiment undertaken in this study are shown
in Table 7. A wide range of motion for the different joints
was covered with the objects selected in comparison to the
functional range of motion of the human hand joints in

Table 7: Range of motion of the hand joints (in degrees) obtained in the human grasp experiment.

Thumb (°) Index (°) Middle (°) Ring (°) Little (°)
F A F F F A F F F F A F F A F

CMC CMC MCP IP MCP MCP PIP MCP PIP MCP MCP PIP MCP MCP PIP

Min -27 0 -24 -32 -22 -9 0 -16 0 -13 -7 -1 -13 -7 -2

Max 32 28 13 42 51 24 62 65 66 68 16 76 69 12 68

P5 -6 0 -10 -5 -4 -3 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -3 -1 0

P95 15 19 2 17 30 9 36 40 42 30 8 49 26 7 40

CMC: carpometacarpal joint, MCP: metacarpophalangeal joint, PIP: proximal interphalangeal joint, DIP: distal interphalangeal joint, IP: interphalangeal joint,
F: flexion (+)/extension (-), A: abduction (+)/adduction (-), P: percentile.
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ADL [16]. These ranges could be considered as a minimum
for prostheses with functional grasping for the main GTs,
although general manipulation would recommend using
larger ranges if possible.

This study was primarily focused on prosthetic hands,
and therefore, the scoring system takes into account the
capability of the hand to perform the most important GTs
for a nondominant hand to reinforce bimanual grasping
(through parameter zg). For the case of a dominant hand
reinforcing bimanual grasping, the parameter zg for the four
GTs considered in this study changes to [9] PP (58.0%), EG
(16.6%), TP (9.5%), and TVG (16.0%). The effect of this
change on the resulting wi is negligible and implies a dispar-
ity of the AIM obtained for the artificial hands analyzed
(Table 6) of a maximum of 1%. Therefore, the AIM is con-
sidered useful to evaluate the anthropomorphism of both
dominant and nondominant hands. With this result and
the result obtained from the comparison of the AIM with
other indexes of the literature [3, 4], we can conclude that
the index proposed can be valid for artificial both robotic
and prosthetic hands, regardless of whether they are domi-
nant or nondominant hands.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we have presented an anthropomorphism
index (AIM) that can be used to evaluate and compare the
mobility of artificial hands in relation to the human hand
functionality, especially in concept design. The AIM evalu-
ates the topology of the whole hand (joints and DoFs) and
the possibility to control these DoFs independently according
to their functionality. We have shown that the index can be
valid for both prosthetic and robotic hands, dominant and
nondominant hands. To define the index, the functionality
of the different groups of DoFs of the hand (F/E, AB/AD,
P.ARC, and T.OPP) was analyzed according to a human
grasp experiment on twenty subjects with the four main
GTs for personal autonomy in ADL. It was concluded
that the relevance of the different groups of DoFs (wi)
was 55% for F/E, 16% for AB/AD, 5% for P.ARC, and
24% for T.OPP. Thirteen artificial hands, including affordable
3D-printed prosthetic hands, advanced commercial pros-
thetic hands, and robotic hands, were evaluated and
compared with the AIM, and the reason for their differences
was discussed. The results obtained in this study should be
taken into account in the concept design stage of new proto-
types in order to obtain new designs thatmaximize their func-
tionality. Further research will focus on new metrics for later
design stages considering other design aspects (range of
motion of the joints, relative length of the phalanges, orienta-
tion of the joints axes, etc.) and on experimental benchmarks
to measure the grasping capability of artificial hands.
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